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PREFACE.

In the entire absence of any handbook of zoology

adjipted to the grade of work in which he was engaged,

the author began to draw up, for use in his own classes,

simple guides to the study of a few common animals.

After repeated tests in the class-room, and under the

advice of a number of eminent teachers of the subject, it

was decided to put the work into print.

The author takes this opportunity to thank those who
have so heartily aided him in this undertaking.

Prof. Alpheus Hyatt, of the Boston Society of Natural

History, has generously aided in preparing the book for

publication.

Pres. D. S. Jordan, of Indiana University, has read

most of the manuscript and proof-sheets, and has given

many valuable suggestions.

Especial thanks are due also to H. Garman, Assistant-

Professor of Zoology, University of Illinois, for corrections

and suggestions on the entire manuscript and on the proofs.

Mr. B. H. Van Vleck, Assistant, Boston Society of

Natural History, revised the manuscript on Echinoderms,

Coelenterates, and Sponges.

As the proof- sheets appeared, from time f time,

they were critically read by Prof. N. S. Shaler, Harvard
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Uiiiversity
;
Mr. J. Y. Bergen, Jr., Peabody, Mass. ; Pro£

R. E. Call, Missouri Agricultural College and University,
Columbia, Mo.; Mr. E. P. Jackson, Boston Latin Sckooli
Prof. L. M. Underwood, Syracuse University, Syracuse,
N.Y., and other well-known teachers. In the preparation
of the book, free use has been made of the works cited in
the text.

To aid in the study of the marine animals, arrangement
has been made by which schools may be supplied with
sets of material put up at the Seaside Laboratory, Annis-
quam, Mass. A list of these specimens will be found at
the end of this book. They may be obtained of Mr. B. H.
Van Vleck, Assistant, Boston Society of Natural History.

It is believed that with the assistance above acknowl-
edged, the book will be found fairly free from errors ; but,
for any mistakes it may contain, the author alone should
be held responsible-

The author believes that he has encouraged only the
most merciful methods of handling live animals, and he
would strongly urge all teachers not to do anything that
might lead to cruelty to animals.

The only way to know animals, is to see and to handle
them

; and it is sincerely hoped that the day is near when
knowing an animal's name will not pass for knowing the
animal itself. If this little book should do somewhat
toward the improvement of methods of teaching zoology,
the author will feel that he has not labored in vain.

Ottawa. III., Aug. 20, 18M.
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INTRODUCTION.

-•o*-

This work is designed to aid the student in getting a

clear idea of the animal kingdom, as a whole, by the care-

ful sti'.dy of a few typical animals.

Most of the animals selected are abundant in the interior

States, and are easily collected.

These guides to the study of animals have been used

several years, and put into the hands of each pupil, together

with the specimens themselves.

The general plan of study is as follows:—
1. Directions are given for collecting and preserving the

specimens.

2. The live animal is studied.

3. The external features are noted.

4. The animal is dissected.

5. The development of a few forms is traced.

6. After studying each animal, its relations to other animals

are considered (classification).

The aim is, not to describe for the student, thus robbing

him of the opportunity to develop his own powers of

description, but to name the parts, telling merely enough
to enable him to recognize and apply the names to them.
This makes a real connection between words and things.

It is thought best for the student to make many of the

definitions for himself. A definition, thought out by the
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Student himself, imperfect though it be, is of more value
to him than a perfect definition learned from a book, which
ofien appeals to mere memory. Definitions made in the
way these pages require are good so far as they go : they
should be corrected and supplemented by the instructor.
It develops a boy more to earn a dime than to receive a
dollar as a gift.

If the main object of this study is the mere acquisition
of facts, full descriptions of most animals can be elsesvhere
obtained

;
but if the more important part in education is to

lead the pupil to see and think for himself, then some such
method as this should be used.

The underlying object in all our teaching is to make
seeing, thmkmg, self-reliant, honest men and women. All
branches of natural science, rightly pursued, are powerful
means to this end.

"The feeling is becoming general that practice must be
united with theory, in the education of young men, or the
best results of education are lost. The powers and faculties,
instead of being educated— drawn out and developed—
are crushed under a mass of merely memorized facts and
theory, and at the end of his educational course the young
man finds himself unfitted for the work of the actual world,
and has to unlearn, and learn again, before he can find the'
path to success.

" This feeling has resulted, in Germany, in the object-
teaching of Frcebel

; in Russia, in thitt celebrated system
wherein practical work is united with the theoretical
teaching, which already shows such important results • and
in the United States, in the building of workshops' and
laboratories for the use of students in our higher schools
and colleges."
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The order in which the animals are presented has been

determined by the following circumstances :
—

The work in zoology has usually begun with the fall

term. At this time insects a-e abundant, and many kinds

may be easily collected ; they therefore serve well to show
how animals are classified. The leading principles of

classification having been taken up in connection with

insects, no other group is so fully dwelt upon.

By beginning at this time, the transformations of the

butterfly may be followed through during the school

year.

Insects are attractive ; from insects the student passes on

to forms which, if taken up at first, v/ould perhaps be

distasteful to him. Thus it i^ Tound that the most squeam-

ish pupils gradually become accustomed to the free handling

of all forms of animals. The subject need not be presented

in its least attractive form at first.

After devoting considerable time to insects, the student

takes up the crayfish, earthworm, clam, snail, a few protc

zoans, a snake, a fish, a frog, a bird, and a niainmal. This

order of study has been fiiund convenient, but the order is

not a matter of great importance ; the general principle

should be,— study what comes to hand. "He is a good
naturalist who knows his own parish thoroughly."

Special stress is laid on devising cheap appliances for

collecting, preserving, and dissecting specimens.

These directions make no pretence of being complete

dissecting guides, but have been adapted to the ability of

ordinary pupils in the second yefir of a high schorl course,

.\nd to the time allowed this study.
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TO THE SCHOOL BOARD.
For practical work in natural history the teacher needsa room n. wlucn is but the one class with whicli he is at

h vL 1

'"'"'
u
?^^ ^'' P'"^^^^^ ''''^' P^^i" tablesluivmg drawers in which pupils may keep dissecting instru-

nients, drawing materials, and specimens for study
Tms work is greatly aided by having a water supply inthe room where the work is done ; this is not only a very

great convenience to the teacher, but the pupils are much
inore read^- to take hold of slimy specimens and the workof dissecting, if they can wash their hands conveniently
betore passing to recitation or study room.
The teacher cannot do justice to this kii'id of work if hehas recitation after recitation continuously through the day •

tnne .s needed in which to prepare dissections which are too
difficult for the students to make, or f.r which they havenot the time; to arrange the material so as to save time
Avhen the class has ass.mblea, as well as to clear away
afterward, and be in re.cliness for another class. The fol-owing has proved a good arrangement : in a school havin.
turee recitation periods in each half day the middle period
of each half day is "vacant," i.e., no class comes to the
teacher of science at this hour; but this time has been very
tar trom vacant. *'

It is much better to buy several low-priced microscopes
than one oxpensive one.

TO THE TEACHER.

^

Do not set out with the intention of finishing this book
in a given time; zoology is the study of animals; study
iuiimals as long as the time aUows. trvi-..o. f<> i..o,., ,
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as possible from a few typical forms; this will give a better

view of the animal kingdom than reading many books con-

cerning many ai.imals.

Take the study of the grasshopper as an example. The
first day put the specimens into the hands of the pupil, or,

better, have him bring his own specimens ; with the aid of

his dissecting guide he studies the whole hour; the teacher

goes about, heli)ing those who need, giving directions as to

use of instruments, etc. Notes and drawings should be

made in a scratch-book ; many a pupil says, " I cannot

draw"; ask liim to do his best; praise his work if you can;

suggest how he can do better. The next day question the

pupils on what they have seen
; perhaps half the hour, or

less, will serve to bring out what has been discovered on
the preceding day. As soon as what has been seen is brought
out, go on with the study of the specimens.

After questioning on all the work, call for carefully made
drawings and descriptions in a permanent note-book. A
systematic arrangement of these notes should be insisted

on , but each pupil should be allowed to follow his own
plan as far as possible : encourage individuality.

The name of the study, and of the pupil, should be on a
white card, or paper, pasted on the outside of the cover.

An index of the notes should be made, as the work pro-

gresses, on the inside of the back cover.

If a rubber band be slipped over the front cover and
tlie pages already examined, much time will be saved in

looking over the books, as they are handed in from time to

time.

Urge the pupils to do as much as they will to procure
specimens for class work, but have in reserve a good sui)-

piy Gi matcnai. ine sciiooi »hould have a supply of alco-
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hol. One boy may live near a creek where be can easily
get crayfishes or clams for the whole class ; another may
happen on a lot of beetles. At the beginning of the work
ask them to carry boxes or bottles, and be on the lookout
for specimens

;
in this way they will learn more, and lightenyour work But do not neglect class excursions; go out

after school with as many a^ will accompany you i have
picnics on Saturdays with them.
Let each pupil be required te make a small coUection of

msecte
;

it is well te urge each pupU to select some order
or family of insects for special study. Written or oral
reports of such observations are helpful, and serve to vary
the work. If there be time, let the pupils select some of
the following subjects for investigation and reading: the
chinch bug, silk-worm, bark louse, army worm, cutTworm
potato worm, mosquito, gall fly, ichneumon fly, Hessian fly
cicada, locust cochineal, May fly, June beetle, cockroach,
firefly, daddy-long-legs, plant louse, bed-bug, louse, tick.
Jigger, flea, wasp, honey bee, ant, cabbage worm. Compare
these with the types studied. Ask the questions; What
insects are injurious to man ? How can we get rid ofthem ? What insects are beneficial ? How can we best
propagate them ?

iMake blow-pipes for the studente by drawing glass tubes
o a fine point, rounding the sharp edges in the flame, so
hey will not cut. Tip with sealing wax a lot of bristles,
both black and white, for probing. Haye a good supply of
c.gar-boxes At the beginning of the oyster season ask a
restaurant keeper to open oyster cans on the side and save
them for you; use these for dissecting pans, as described
under "the crayfish."

It may be better for the teacher to make the dissection
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of the snake, turtle, and a few of the forms that cannot

usually be obtained in sufficient numbers to supply the

whole class, and to make some of the finer points clearer,

especially when the time is short ; but each pupil should

do most of this work independently, with occasional sug-

gestions from his teacher.

If the school does not furnish a microscope, get one

yoursell

TO THE STUDENT.

For this work you need :
—

1. A small pair of forceps.

2. A small pair of scissors.

3. A knife.

4. Two dissecting needles, made by thrusting the eye

end of a large needle into the end of a pen-holder.

5. A hard pencil for drawing.

6. A good pair of eyes.

Keep these all sharp, especially number 6.

7. A lens, such as the three-legged lens, or the linen-

tester.

8. A scraich-book in which to take notes while studying

the specimens. Keep this and number 5 in the

drawer of your work table.

9. A note-book, in vt^hich descriptions of the animals

studied should be carefully written in ink.

0. A boille of mucilage (for every four students).

11. A quart fruit-jar.

In drawing, first trace the outlines ; then if these seem
correct when carefully comr ared with the object, make ihe

£ irSD IjOuK
i:.,— V-. ,,^^ A 'J -1— J- -.

occ iVlOiBc B
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of Zoologv " for models of simple drawings. Draw no
line that does not correspond, as closely as you can make
It correspond, to something in the object before you.
Look closely at the object before you put pencil to
I)aper.

In dissecting, follow the directions minutely ; they are
made with care, so as to save time, labor, and material.

COLLECTING INSECTS.

Make an insect net as follorys : get a light wooden han-
dle four feet long, and the same length of stout brass wire

;

bend the wire into a ring a foot in diameter, cut a notch
in the end of the handle, cross the ends of the wire in the
notch, and bend the ends so they will run close along the
handle for six inches; half an inch from the end of the wire,
bend it at a right angle, and drive into the handle; then
wrap tightly with fine wire.

The ring may be made of a barrel-hoop by steaming it
till flexible, and bending along the handle and nailing
fir- Jy. Sew to this ring a bag of thin muslia, twenty
inches deep.

The net is used for capturing strong flying insects, such
as butterflies and aragon-flies, and for sweeping over the
tops of bushes and grass. When one of the strong fliers
is taken by the net, the handle should be instantly twisted
to throw the bag over the ring and prevent escape.

Butterflies may be killed by pinching the thorax between
the thumb and finger; fold a two-inch square of paper
cornerwise, put the butterfly in the fold, and again fold
the edges and corners. A better method of killing butter,
flies is as follows: Pack cotton two inches deep in the
r- v.,.iii .„.L «. ^-xaowii iiuit-jai ; liiin wire gauze to tit closely
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and press it down on the cotton ; saturate, or nearly so,

the cotton with chloroform just before starting out to

collect.

For killing most insects use a cyanide bottle, prepared
thus : get a wide-mouthed bottle with a glass stopper, or
tight cork

; place in it two or three pieces, as large as

caramels, of cyanide of potassium ; this is a verv violent

poidon, even its fumes being deadly ; it should be handled
as little as possible,— pick the pieces up in paper,— and
should be labeled "Po/«ow," and kept away from children

and ignorant persons. Mix plaster of Paris and water to

a thin paste, and pour over the cyanide, covering the
lumps half an inch deep. Let the bottle stand uncorked
a day to dry; the plaster hardens, but, being porous,
allows the poisonous fumes to rise ; after drying a day it

should be kept tightly corked.

When an insect is in the net, the bottle may ^e un-
corked, pushed into the net and over the insect, and the
insect pushed into the bottle by the cork, thus avoiding
stings, as well as injury to the insect.

Hard insects, as beetles, bugs, and grasshoppers, may
be put at once into alcohol. If not used soon, they will

thus be better kept.

Many insects, such as bees and beetles, may be taken
from flowers by quickly pushing them into the bottle with
the stopper.

An umbrella is very useful in collecting certain forms
insects. Hold the umbrella spread and inverted

imder the branches oi trees and shrubs, and beat the
branches with a stick, or jerk with the handle, if it has
a hook.

A lamp, by an open window, has often been found too

of
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good a means of attracting insects. Some of the most

beautiful motlis lly only at niglit.

Look for beetles under logs, boards, and under the bark

of old k>gs and stumps. Look in ponds for insects and

their larvae. Treeless meadows and deep forests are not

as good places for insects as gardens, the edges of woods,

and the banks of streams and ponds. Collect cocoons and

larvte, as well as caterpillars, and keep them to see what

they become. It is well to carry several small boxes in

which to put such specimens, and insects that have been

killed in the cyanide bottle, that they may not become

bruised.

! MOUNTING INSECTS.

For mounting insects get shallow cigar-boxes. Special

pins, called insect pins, are made for this work, but com-

mon pins will serve. In the bottom of the box tack small

pieces of cork, made by slicing an ordinary cork parallel

to its ends. Have the insects about two-thirds of the way
up the pin. Pin beetles through the right wing cover.

Pin butterflies with the wings spread, and pin through

the side of the body to show the position when at rest.

If the insect has dried, it may be softened by wrapping in

a wet cloth, in the case of hard insects as beetles and

grasshop ers ; for softening butterflies, put a wad of soaked

paper into a fruit jar, cover this with dry paper, and put

in the butterflies still in their papers. Having softened

the insect in this way, it may be pinned to a piece of cork

or a pin cushion, and the wings having been stretched,

they maj- be pinned in this position, and so kept till dry.

For holding the wings in place cut small triangles of thick

paper, thrust the pins thi-uigh these triangular papers ; and
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setting the pin so that the pin itself shall keep the wing from
moving forward or backward, so regulate the height of the

three-cornered papers that the wing may be held at the

proper height. A setting board may be made as follows

:

two boards, sloping toward each othei, and half an inch

apart, are fastened to a wide board as a base. The chan-

nel, or groove, between them should be half an inch deep,

and a strip of cork fastened to the bottom for holding the

l)ins. Pin through the body of the insect, and, the bodv
extending along the groove, let the wings rest on the

smooth, upward-sloping sides. Place the wings as desired,

lay narrow strips of paper over them and pin the strips

down. As the wings extend slightly upward, and dry in

this position, they will be less likely to droop after perma-
nent mounting. Draw the wings of butterflies forward,
in setting, till the hind margins of the fore wings form a

straight line. Let this rule apply to any spiead insect.

Pin a beetle and a grasshopper side by side to show the
difference in the position of the wings, both folded and
expanded, and the different manner of folding the wings.
The name of the insect, date, and place of capture, should
be written on a small slip of paper and kept on the pin
below the insect.

In each box of insects place a piece of camphor to pro-
tect from injurious insects.

BREEDING CAGES.

Take a starch box or chalk box with a sliding cover;
cut off three inches from one end of the cover ; slide this

short piece of cover into the farther end ; set the box on
this end and put in three inches of soil ; insert a sliding
glass cover which projects a little above the top of the
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box. Put in this ])ox some larva, say a potato worm ; feed

it daily with the leaves on which it was found feeding;

keep the soil moist, and, if no change takes place before

cold weather, remove to a cellar and keep till spring.

Any good-sized glass jar will serve as a breeding cage, as

a candy jar, iruit jar, or battery jar, with a piece of tin

laid on as a cover. A jelly glass makes an excellent

breeding case for eggs and young larvae.

APPENDIX TO INTRODUCTION.

^i^:., ^.^.

The old-fashioned candy-jars serve admirably as aqua-

ria to be used in class work for the frog, minnows,

clar 5, snails, etc. It is very desirable to have one for

every student, or, at least, for every group of four at a

table.

For dissecting-pans, glass candy-trays with plain sides

and level tops are excellent. Some trays have knobs at

the corners ; these pre\ ent close covering of the tray with

a piece of glass, when a dissection is to be kept. For a

bottom, to which specimens may be pinned, use pieces

of shingle weighted by lead strips wrapped around the

ends.

Instead of using mucilage, sew the parts of the grass-

hopper, crayfish, frog skeleton, etc., to cards. Many ani-

mals that are not to be dissected under water, such as the

pigeon, rabbit (or ground-squinel, which serves well as a

type of mammals), may be most conv^eniently dissected on

a shingle. To it they can be pinned or tacked. If pin-
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ning out is unnecessary, brown paper may serve. Shingles

and papers can then be burned.

A METHOD OF KP:EPING NOTES.

Instead of having students record their permanent
notes in a bound note-book, the following plan is recom-
mended :

—
Each student gets tv/o pads,— one ruled, for descrip-

tions; the other unruled, for drawings. A good linen

paper serves well for the latter. The sheets are detached
and handed in to the teacher, with drawings and descrir-

tions as called for. If the pads are five inches by seven
inches, they can be conveniently carried between the leaves
of the Practical Zoology, but the most convenient way is

to have the book covered, and to carry the slieets in the
pockets of the cover inside the lids of the book. Each
student should have an envelope half an inch wider than
the pads, with the open end cut off an inch shorter than
the pads, and the student's name and the name of the
study (zoology, in this case) on the envelope near the open
end. This will keep the sheets together, and the project-
ing (top) ends will allow easy examination of the papers.
If several sheets are to be handed in at one time, the envel-
ope should be used. One hundred sheets in each pad will

probably be enough for a term's work. This plan saves
time for teacher and pupil ; lessens the risk of losing all

the work, or spoiling all by accident to one paper ; allows
any arrangement of topics. At the end of the term the
notes can be arranged as desired, a table of contents made,
or perhaps even an index, and the whole bound at the
top. Thus the binding only takes the unused part of the
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paper where the name of the student was written. Such
notes have been bound in man ilia, with the name of the

school, of the study, date, and blank for student's name,

printed on cover, at a cost of three cents each
;

giving^

the student, at the end of his study, a clean, neat, well-

arranged, and indexed set of notes.
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Practical Zoology.

THE GRASSHOPPER.

THE PARTS OF THE BODY.

1. The foremost, or anterior, part is the head.

2. The middle part is the thorax.

3. The hinder, or posterior, ringed part is the abdcnn<»n.

:M

1.

5.

THE HEAD.

Notice its shape and mode of attachment to the thorax.

Two slender projections, the feelers, or antennae.

Observe how and where they are attached to the

head. Use a lens to count the parts, or segments,

of which each antenna is composed.

Note the situation and shape oi the eyes. Examine

one of the eyes under a microscope, using a one-inch

objective ; make a drawing of what you see. These

eyes are compound, and each of the parts is called a

facet.

Just in front of the compound eyes look for a pair of

simple eyes, the ocelli. Find a third ocellus on the

head, using a lens if necessary.

At the lower part of the front of the head is a mov-

able flap, the upper lip, or labrum j raise it with the



7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

PRACTTCAL ZOOLOGY.

dissecting needle. Observe how it is hinged ; cut or
break it off.

Tliis lajs bare the true jaws, or mandibles. Examine
their black, toothed tips with a lens ; find, by prying,
how they move. Study their action in the live grassi-
hopper, raising the labrum. Study carefully the way
in which they move, and how they are hinged; then re-
move with the forceps, and again examine thoroughly.
Back of and between the mandibles is the brown
tongue.

Turn now to the back of the lower part of the hjad
;

pry back the lower lip, labium ; carefully remove it!

Attached to the base of the labium is a pair of short,
jointed appendages, the labial palpi. What is the
relation between the tongue and the labium ?

If the above-named parts have been carefully removed,
there will remain one pair of appendages, smaller
jaws, called the maxillaB. Make out that each max-
illa consists of three parts :—

An outer, jointed part, the maxillary palpus.
A spoon-shaped piece covering c.

c. The brown, in-curved m^iilla proper. Examine
with a lens, then with forceps remove the whole
maxilla, being sure to get the basal part.

Cut the head off a fresh specimen ; lay it on the table
and make a carefu? drawing of the face, naming all
the parts.

Draw the head as seen from the side.

a.

b.

THE THORAX.

1. The wide collar, or cape, back of the head is the
prothorax; make a drawing of it as sepn frrsm th^^ -^ide
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2. The remainder of the thorax is formed by the union
of two parts, each bearing a i)air of legs, the part to

which the middle pair of legs is attached being the
mesothorax, the hinder legs arising from the meta-
thorax. Look for the line separating these two parts
of the thorax.

3. Look just above the second pair of legs for a nar'-ow
opening, guarded by a pair of lips, which, in the live

grasshopper, keep separating and corning togetder;
this is a breathing pore, or spiracle. Look foi another
spiracle on the soft skin under the posterior <'dge of
the prothorax on each side.

4. Carefully compare the pro-^^horax, mesoti irax, and
metathorax.

TFfJ WINGS.

1. Notice the position of the outer wings, and their mode
of overlapping.

2. With the forceps seize one of the outer wings by its

lower edge, near the anterior end, and draw it hori-
zontally forward, till it makes a right angle with the
body, and pin in this position. Seize the inner wing
by its lower edge near the posterior end, and pull
forward to its fullest extent, observing how it is

folded
;
pin this wing as expanded, and make a draw-

ing of both wings as thus seen. Cut a piece of pajier
the same size and shape as the Inner wing, and fold
it as the inner wing is folded.

3. The framework of the wings is composed of veins.
4. Compare the inner and outer wings in :

a. Size.

—'-i- -
,
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C.

d.

e.

/.

Color.

Texture.

Position, both wlien at rest and in motion.
Use.

a.

h.

c.

d.

/.

THE LEGS.

Note their number, arrangement, and mode of attach
ment.

Study carefully one of the hind legs.

A short segment near the body, the coxa.
The big segment is the femur.

The slender segment is the tibia.

The remainder is the foot, or tarsus; count its

segments, and examine thoroughly, using a lens.

Remove a hind leg, and make a drawing show-
ing all these parts.

Examine the joint between the femur and tibia,

moving the parts back and forth. Note, also,

how these parts fit together when the leg is

drawn up.

In how many ways does the grasshopper travel ?

In what order are the legs moved in crawling ?

Grasshoppers make a shrill sound (stridulation)

by rubbing the inner surfaces of the hind legs

against the outer wings.

In what different ways does the grasshopper keejt

from slipping when it jumps? Remove the legs

and wings ; maKe drawings of the thorax as seen

from the side, from above, and from below.
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1.

4

4

?

THE AHDOMEN.

Count tlie abdominal rings.

Observe two grooves running along the under surface

of the abdomen. The under part of the abdomen,
included between these grooves, is the sternum, the

side of the abdomen is called the pleurum, and the

upper part is the tergum; the corresponding parts of

each separate ring are the sternite, pleurite, and
tergite.

Just above the groove which separates the sternum
from the pleurum is a row of small holes, the breath-

ing pores, or spiracles; count them.

In a live specimen, watch the movements of breathino-.

All insects breathe by means of a complicated system
of air tubes, tlie tracheae, which branch from the

spiracles throughout the body. Can tiie grasshopper
be drowned by holding its head under water? Connect-
ed with the air tubes, in grasshoppers and other strong
flying insects, as bees and flies, are large air sacs, which
fill \ ith air, and are said to aid, like little balloons,

in keeping the insect in the air. By carefully cutting
away the roof of the abdomen, these air sacs may be
seen, marked l)y their white walls; the white air

tubes, or tracheie, may also be readily seen.

Under the bases of the wings, on the first abdominal
ri!ig. is a pair of thin, shiny, oval membranes, the
tympana, or ear drums. The inner surface of each
tympanum is connected with a nerve; l)ut several

investigators have denied the auditory nature of this

apparatus.

The ubdoaien of the female ends m four points ; in
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laying the egg these points are first pressed t. ^ether,
then tiirust into the ground, and then separated; this

l)rocess is repeated till a liolo is made, sometimes as

deep as the abdomen is long, at the bottom of which the
eggs are deposited, passing out between tlie four points
of these egg guides, which together are called the
ovipositor; compare the inner and outer surfaces of

these egg guides. The males are smaller than the
females. Draw the abdomens, as seen from tliC side,

of both the male and the female. Take now an entire

specimen and draw a side view of it.

INTERNAL STRUCTURE OF THE GRASSHOPPER.

This work would better be done after the student hajs

dissected "tlie crayfish. Dissect underwater with the dis-

secting pan as described under the "uiayfish."

1. Get a large female grasshopper, freshly killed. Cut
off the wings, and place the specimen, back upper-
most, in the dissecting pan

;
pin the hindermost ring

of the abdomen firmly to the bottom of the dissecting

pan; turn each liind leg outward and pin down.
With sharp, fine-pointed scissors, cut through e^^ch

side of the roof of the next to tiie last abdominal ring;

lift, with the forcejjs, the cover of this ring; continue
the cut forward, on each side of the abdomen, pulling

the tergum upward and forward as it is loosened.

Thus carefully unroof the wlude abdomen.
2. 'i'he heart is a dolicite tube, running along just

umler the tergum, and probably was torn away with
the tergum.

8. On each side there should now be seen a row t)f air
UtX'C Alltll <lmii> H'l.i't/i .i!.. *i.lw...
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In the anterior part of tlie abdomen a r^.ass of yellow

eggs is usually to ])e found; this mass maybe easily

separated into two parts, right and left, fitim each of

which a tube, oviduct, leads to an opening between
the parts of the ovipositor.

^nder the eggs is the dark intestine, running length-

Ise.

Remove the r(K)f of the thorax ; more air sacs should

be found here. Jn the u})per jjart of the tliorax are

the white muscles which move the wings. Remov-
ing these muscles exposes more of the digestive tube

;

as the food is swallowed, it passes upward in a brown
tube, which soon turns backward into the thorax ; in

the prothorax, the enlargement is the crop, in which
is produced the dark lii^uid which the grasshopper

ejects from the mouth when held captive. The crop

may be removed, washed, split open and examined
under the microscope witli a half-inch cbjective to show
the rows of hooked teeth with which it is provided.

A little further back the digestive tube is surrounded
by a set cf double cone-shape pouches, w^hich extend
parallel with the main channel of the digestive tube.

These are the gastric caeca. Behind ihem is the

stomach, followed by the intestine. The products of

digestion pass through the coatings of the digestive

canal, and mingle with the currents of blood which
pass along the ventral and lateral parts of the body.

Tiie colorless blood enters tlie heart through holes

along its sides ; blood is sent from the heart into the

veins of the wings. These veins are hollow tubes,

and though they convey blojd, are very different

n:°-

from thfi VPiJis iis fii'v boj^if^e t^^ .. «AA« t^AW&^C
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the centre c.f the la.-rr veins, and give air fo the
blood as it Hows.

8. Tlie nervous systein of the grassliopper consists mainly
ot a white cord extending ah)ng the floor of the whole
body cavity. In most of the abdominal rincrs the
nerve cord has enlargements called ganglia^ from
which nerves branch to the surrounding parts.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE GRASSHOPPER.
The egg hatches out a little grasshopper, at firsc with-

out wings. As it grows, it sheds its skin (moults) several
times. In moulting, the skin splits along the back of the
heaa and thora ., and the insect works its way out. At
iirst the newly hatched insect is very soft; the writer lias
seen a grasshopper bend its tibia double in the effort of
indling out of the old skin ; but the tibia scon straight-
ened and hardened, showing no signs of injury.
For descriptions of the grasshopper, see Packard's " Zrol-

ogy, Packard's " Guide to the Study of Insects," Brooks'
'Handbook of Invertebrate Zoology," "The Rocky Moun-
tain Locust," in First Annual Report of U.S. Entomologi-
cal Commission, 1877 (issued 1878), Comstock's "Guide
to Practical Work in Elementary Entomology."

GRA,SSHOPPER CARD.

Take a card six inches by four. Make a faint mark
lengthwise in the middle to aid in placing the parts syn-
netrically. Separate the parts of the grasshopper, and
paste them on the card in their proper order. Before be-
.c:inning, plan the whole arrangement. First, cut off the
hea.l; leav.ng a centra^ ^ace for the head, remove the
mouth parts, pasting eac. to the card as it is removed
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In separating the j.arts use the forceps, being careful to

Ljet ]i(.ld of llie very base of each piece; tlien, holdii-.g

eacli i)art with the forceps, clip the side that is to go next
to *]ie paper into the inucihage, and carefully place just

3 it is to stay. This metiiod avoids smearing the card.
.\voiu getting too much mucilage. The mouth parts should
surround the head ; the wings should be opposite tlie parts
to which they were attached, as also the legs. The legs
slionld be separated to show all the segments; the thorax
should be separated into its fiarts, but the abdomen would
better be kept entire. As the parts become very brittle

when dry, it is well, if the card is to be kept, to make a
little bridge of a strip of paper, on which to string the
rings of the thorax and abdomen. The soft parts should,
of course, be removed.

THE CRICKET.

1
.

In what are the cricket and grasshopper alike ?

1*. In what respects do they differ ?

Tlie female cricket has a long, slender ovipositor.

Compare its parts with the parts of the grasshoi)per's

ovii)Ositor, picking them apart with a iissecting

needle. Use a lens.

A pair of tapering, jointed projections from the abdo-
men are the stylets.

Compare the wings of the male and female. Look on
the under surir'.,-e of the outer wings of the male for

a vein, running crosswise, near the anterior end, which
has on it a row of teeth. By rubbing this file on the

4.

().
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veins of the other wing, tlie cricket makes its chirping
no.se ^^ atch crickets to see how the wings are managed during this process.

With a lens h.ok for the so-called hearing organ onthe tibia of the fore leg.
^

7. Make a drawing .hoNving all that can be seen fromabove (dorsal view), and naming all the parts shown.

^

(Jrasshoppersand crickets both belong to the order of..sects called Orthoptera, ov straight-wiifged insects

THE BUMBLE BEE.

2^

3.

1. Find three ocelli on the top of the head. How arethev arranged ?

Describe the antennaj.

The mouth parts :

a. A pair of true jaws.
f>- The long, hairy to-.gue.

d
-^bove the t„ngue the two blades of the maxilte.

d. Below the tongue the thin, narrow labial palpi.
The last tineo form a proboscis; pick the parts asunder

IhlrSs! '" "' ''" ''""' °' '"' '^-''' «"-™>g »"

'
["f^'';«''-''''<e its food. Is the honey stored

_
bj the bee the same as when taken from the (lower'

•• ;;"'P-e the seg„,e„ts of the legs with those of theg.asshopper. How dues the bee get pollen? Whatdoes thfi bpp rlr> wJfl. ^^l.„ .11 ..

*^ "iiai.
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0. Examine the wings; compare the front and hind
wings.

7. (iet a humble bees' nest; examine the contents of the
cells, and note the different stages of development of
the young bees.

8. The sting is a modified form of ovipositor. Near its
base are poison glands, and a sac for storing tlm
])oison.

!». How do bees compare with other insects in intelli-
gence ?

10. Kead the account of the habits of bumble bees, and of
honey bees, in Packard's -Guide to the Study of
Insects."

"^

11. Ants, bees, and wasps belong to the order Hymenop-
tera, or membrane-winged insects.

THE BUTTERFLY.

The large, brown "milkweed butterlly," with dark
markings along the veins of the wings, is a good one io
study.

1. Notice the position of the eyes, and their relative size.
- Where are the antenna attached? Compare with

those of the grasshopper.
3. The short projections in front of the head are the labial

palpi.

4. Between the palpi is the coiled sucking tube ; uncoil
and examine it.

5 The wings;—

ii
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a. Their slia])e and their mode of overhipping.
l>. Tiie dark, shiny veins ; where are they .strongest ?

c. Serape some of tiie scales off a wing; examine
under a liigli power of the microscope, making
drawings.

(i. Examine a piece of a wing, with the scales on it,

to see how they are attached and arranged. Look
at a part of the wing where the scales have been
removed.

»).

8.

9.

Si)read the wings of the buttcrtly, :.nd draw them as
seen from above.

7. Examine the legs, and compare their use in this insect
and others.

i/ake a drawing of the butterriy as seen when at rest,
naming all the parts visible.

Compare the colors and markings of the upper and
lower surfaces of the wiiicrs.

10. Carefully comi)are a moth and a butterfly.
U. Butterflies and moths belong to the order Lepidoptera,

or scaly-winged insects.

The orders of insects are divided into families; this
butterfly belongs to rhe family Nymphah'dce.

Families are divided into genera; this butterfly belongs
to the genus Danais.

'^

(Jenera are divided into species; this species is archip-
pus. So this butterfly belongs to the cla.ss, Insecta ; order,
Lepidoptera; family, Nymphalida^; genus, Danais; species.
archippus.

The males are distinguished by an elevated black spot
along one of the veins, near the middle of the hind wings.
Where is this butterflv found most abundant! v'^
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Consult Fn-ncirs ''
Hutterlli.s ..f the Eastern Unite.I

Mates, tor (inding the names of butteilUes.

I'HVKLOPMKNT O, , „ K CAUUAr.l, m'TTEUFLV.
The cahbape butter.Iy is small, jellcnvish beneath, T>aler

..1-ve, w.th black tips to the anterio. wings. The n.alo-s one nnnul, black spot only on e.ch upper wing, while
tl>^" female nas tno, and sometimes three.

1- Open the abdomen ami look for eggs. They are ye I-
l«'w, oval bodies ribbed lengthwise, with eross mark,
ings on the ridges, resend.ling stunted ears of yellow
c-orn- ^-ok also for these eggs on c.bbage leaves, or
where hesebuterllies are seen hovering Wateh the
butterflies closely as they light on the eabbage leaves,
o see the egg deposited on the leaf; on which side of
lie lea are the eggs usually laid? How are they
astened t,> the leaf? Make a drawing of the egg as
bjund attached to the leaf.

-^ Get a chalk box with a sliding cover; substitute a
glass over a little longer than the box. Cut windows
in the sides of the box an<l fasten wire gauze overMiem Keep the box on end, so that the door will keep
closed, yet may be easily opened. Put into this box
a cabbage leaf with eggs on it; examine several times
a day. W hat becomes of the egg ? In another box,
similarly aijanged, put some large cabbage worms •

give them fresh leaves every day, and keep the boxm a light, well-ventilated room. Watch closely, andkeep record of the date of the beginning of the ex-
periment, and note the date of any change

; describe
.a.efully all actions and changes in the worms.
-iUKc caieiui drawings of each stage . growth:—



a.

h.

c.

d.

8.
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The egg.

'I'l"' I'trva, at clifToront stajres of growth; keen
yn«. w.,rn. „ a cage hy itself, and ,„ake a draw-
ing every third (hiy.

The pupa, showing how it is suspended.
The perfect butterlly.

The cabbage bntterlly l)ek>ngs to the f..n,ily Papl.'ion-
•aae, genjs Pieris, si)ecies rapa'.

Tl)ere are several species of the genus Pieris. just ashere may be several in one fanUly an..ng us, as in adirectory we read :
'^ Sn.ith, Charles," '^ Smith, Edmund "

•

80 we read
: Pieiis rap^e ; Pieris protodice.

What is the meaning of the word ^^rapa)" ^

For account of the cabbage butterfly, see '^ Report of ti.o
^.niomologist HI the '^Report of the Commissioner of
Agriculture for the year 1870."

Occasionally a larva will fail to go through its proper
changes; this is generally caused by some parasite, themost common of which is an ichneumon larva. The adult
ot some kind of ichneumon fly stings the cabbage wormand lays its eggs in its body; these eggs hatch out asworms and live on the juices and tissues of the cabbage
worn,, 111 It dies from exhaustion (though the cabbage
worni often lingers, and the parasitic larv.^ complete their
transformation first), and the par..sitic larva^ become pup^,
and hatch out as perfect ichneumon flies.

Look for holes in pup.e which fail to complete their
transformation

;
often holes may be found in them where

the ichneumon flies have made their escape. If a pupa
blacker than usual be found, put it in a vial, or pill box,
and catch the iclineumon flies as they emerge
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THE HOUSE FLY.

THK PARTS OF TUl MODV.

1. Tlie head, rtio foremost, or anterior j.art.

± The thorax, or middle j)ortioii.

J3. The abdomen, tlie hinder, or posterior part.

THE HEAD.

1 ii^xamine tlie eyes with a strong lens, and under a low
power of the microscope, to .liscern its parts or facets
buch an eye is said to be compound, and in the flv is
composed of about 8000 parts; what shape have the
facets?

2. Cut off the head, lay it on a glass slide, and with a
one-inch objective examine the short antennae in front
01 the head.

3. Look on the top of the head for simple eyes
4. With a lens examine the under part of the head to

see the tongue. How d.es it move ? Remove it and
look at It with a one-inch objective. How is it used ?

THE THORAX.

1. How many legs are there? To what are they attached^How many segments has each leg ?
2. The wings

;
how many are there ? Back of each wmv

tind a short membrane, the winglet. Note the ' ded
portion connecting the wing and the winglet

•5- A little further back are two slender knobs project-
ing on stalks like pins; these are the h;,lanro.o ...,i

are considered as representing the hinder wings fou.'id

m,
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in most insects. Nntr flu- efTect of removing the

balancers.

4. TIk! wind's describe a figure ,; in Hying, and make over
.'100 rev(.lnli(ins (/.<., go np IJOO times and down .(»()

iinn s ) in a secdnd. •

.). < )ii each side of the thorax, jnst bai k of tlu! liead, rnid

:i narrow .pening with yeUow. li|.-like border; ex-

anuno closely with the aid of lens and nncroscojje.

It is a breathing ]»ore, or sj)iracle.

TIIK AP.DOMEN.

Are there si)iracles on tiie abdomen? How many rings

has the abdomen? Draw the llv as seen from above,

dorsal -iew.

The honse lly lays its eggs about stables; afte: a day or

two the ::ggs hatch out as little worms, or maggots, which
eat V(»racioUaly and grow rapidly; in about a week thev

cease eating, become dry and l)rown, resemble a seed, and
i:eitlier move nor grow ; from this pupa the lly er jrges.

The adult fly is short lived, though some live over winter.

Watch the deveh)pment of the c^^^^ which the llesh lly lays

on meat and dead :'.;dmals. liuv. many kinds of fl.ies do

you know? How do they d. I'er? How does the lly walk

on the window pane ? Examine the feet. Ja what order

does the fly move its feet in walkhig? For the study of

this point, take a lly that is sluggish from cold, or from

l)arti;d drowning. Do flies, on the whole, injure man, or

benefit In-,) * Flies belong to the order Diptera, or two-

winged insv^i'.ts. What other insects have buu two wings?

Read the Muscidie in Packard's "(Kiide to the Study oi

Insects."
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THE SgrASH-BTir,.

1. Find (ho sucking I who hvui buck iind,.,- the thoraj
\ro there Ix.th simplo iiiid compound eyes?
What peculiiirities ot" the i)rotllonix

I. Dniw a dorsal view, sho\vin«r how the w
I) ia\w the scjuash-l u^'h wii

ings oveilap.

the liodv, and
igs out at rlL'ht anirie!

yy, and make another dia\vin<r showiin^ how
tlie outer wings appear when extended, and how the
inner wings are disposed.

<>. Draw a ventral view.

Look for eggs. Compare young and old squash-buga.
.s.iuash-bugs belong to the order Hemiptera, or half-winged
insects. What is the propriety of this name? Insects
belonging to this order are f- n\y ones that are properly
railed "bugs." ^ ^

^

See account of the squash-bug in Harris' "Insects In-
juiious to Vegetation."

THE BEETLE.

L What are the characters that appear peculiaF at first
sight ?

± Note the position, shape, and range of vision of tl

eyes.

3. 'I'he antennae, tlieir attachment, parts, and mode of
extension.

-. -i Siudii Upper iip, ine iaorum.

le
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8

10

11

J. ^«

13

5. A pair of strong jaws, the mandibles, often very large
and projecting forward as pinchers, or " Jiorns." How
do they move?

G. Back of these are two small jaws, the maxilla, hear-
in- a pan- of jointed appendages, the maxillary palpi.

7. IJa. k nf .posterior to) the nuixillary palpi is another
pair oi sinnlar appendages, the labial palpi.

•
The part of the body back of the head is the protho-
rax. Why not call it the thorax ?

•
Piy up the hard outer wings. How do they meet

• each other? The outer wings are called the winjr
covers, or elytra. In what direction does the beetle
move the elytra in raising them ? How are they held
during flight? Do they rise vertically?
How are the inner wings folded ? Compare the inner
and outer wings in length and size. Cut a piece of
paper of the same shape as the inner wing, and fold it
as the inner wing is folded. How does the beetle
perlo. m the act of folding the inner wings ? Capture
live beetles and watch this process.
Make a drawing of the back, with the wings closed •

another drawing, with the wings fully expanded, as in
night.

Count the segments of the legs. Examine each seg-
ment closely. Seize the foot of one of the hind leg«
wit^ the forceps, and pull it about in all directions
to see how many joints the leg has, and what motions-
are allowed by each joint. The segment nearest to tlu.
body IS the coxa. Then come in order, trochanter,
femur, tibia, and tarsus (foot).

What marks the line of division between the thorax
and abdomen ?
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14. Draw a ventral view on a large scale, showing
especially the parts of the legs, and the mouth parts.

lo. Watch a crawling beetle, to see in what order the lees
are moved. '^

It:. Wluit can you tell of the l-.ubits of beetles? The
dillerent kinds of beetle:,, and their development/
What is a grub ? Compare l)eetles with other insectsm strength. The large beetles are good insects for
dissecting, to show the internal structure. IJeetles be-
long to the order Coleoptera, .,r sheath-winged insects.

Se '
'' Classification of the Coleoptera of North America"

by LeConte and Horn.

i:i

THE DKAGON-FLY.

1. Compare the shai)e and relative size of the parts of
body with those of other insects. In some dragon-
flies the eyes have as many as 12,500 facets each.

2. What kind of mouth i)arts has the dragon-fly ?
3. How does the dragon-fly compare with other insectsm power of flight? To what bird should the dragon-

fly be compared in its habits ?

4. Has the dragon-fly a sting? Is it dangerous to man
in any way?
Watch the dragon-fly dipping the end of its abdomen
nito the water to lay its eggs. Compare the oviposi-
tor with that of the grassho])per.

The larva of the dragon-ily may be f<.und on the
bottoms of ponds and streams, and is very noticeable
on account of its wide head and prominent eves, widn
abdomen, and short wings.

0.

(j.
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7. When the larvse are ready to transform, they crawl
up out of the water, their skins sj.lit along tlio ba^k,
and the adnlt dragon-lly escapes, leaving its dry,
er>]»ty skin, which maybe found clinging to the stems
(<f water plants, projecting hjgs, or rooks.

8. Draw a dorsal view.

^. The dragon-lly belongs to the order Neuroptera, or
nerve-winged insects.

REVIEW OF INSECTS.

Take any insect not yet studied, and examine it thor-
oughly. Write .1 full description, and make drawings of
it. To which of the insects previously studied is this
most like? To what order, then, does it probably belong?

Select two i)ages in your note-book that face each other.
On the left-hand page make a list of characteis common
to all the insects you have studied, :iumbtring the points;
on the right-hand page write brielly the characters peculiar
to each insect. The first list ought to be a very nearly
correct definition of an insect, so far as external features
are concerned. The second list should serve as a defini-

tion of each of the orders of insects.

All the orders of insects belopn- to the class Insecta.
Write now a list, in vertical .series, of the orders of in-

sects studied, with the name of the in . ct representing
that order opposite it, and include all within a brace oppo-
site the word Insecta.

Kead Hyatt's "Insects" (No. VIIF. in Guides for Science-
teaching). See also "Standard Natural llis^ ay," Vol. II.,

and Saiiiifl^ru' " Imc^m^o Tuin. ;.>.,.. +.. v....:* .
"
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THE SPIDER.

Spiders are best preserved in alcohol, as tliey shrink iii

drying.

1. 'J'he anterior division of the body is the cephalo-
thorax, or united head and thorax.

2. The large jiosterior division is the abdomen.
3. How many legs are there? To what are they at-

tached? How many segments are there in each?
Examine the feet under a microscope. Make a draw-
ing of one of the feet. Can a spider climb out of a

tumbler? Compare it wiili the beetle in this respect.

4. With a dissecting needle pry apart the mandibles,

at the front o*' the head. Make out the fine, spine-

like, curved poison fang it the lower end of each

mandible.

0. Back of the mandibles find a pair of small jaws, the

maxillae

<j. To the maxilke are attached a pair of jointed append-
ages, resembling a pair of legs, the maxillary palpi.

7. With a lens look for the simple eyes above the jaws.

How many are there, and how are they arranged?
H With a lens examine the spinnerets at the posterior

end of the abdomen. Witli a pair of forceps hold a

live spider by one leg, and watch the beginning of

spinning. Highly magnified, the spinnerets appear as

blunt protuberances arranged together in [)airs, and
capable of being contracted or expanded. These
spinnerets are covered with hundreds of jointed liairs,

which are ])erforated and throuLdi which the web-

forming material issues. This material is fluid, and

i ^.
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somewhat like the wliite of an egg. Escaping from
tiie body, tliruugh liun.heds of these openings, the
strands of this lluid dry ahnost instantly, and uniti,ig
form tlie delicate, yet comparatively strong, thread of
the spider. Thus it ^ -ill he seen that the thread of
the spider is composed of hundreds of strands, whidi
"lay often he separated just as the libres of a roi)emay be pulled apart.

9. besides tracheaj, spiders have a so-called lung, con--
posed of several leaves, into which hlood flows, and is
thus aerated.

Place the description of the spider alongside the list of
characters common to insects, and note what features arecommon to the spider and all the insects; also the points
wlierein they differ.

^

Spiders belong to the class Arachnida. Is the young
spider, when first hatched, like tlie adult'? Study the
luil.its of spiders, und their methods of spinning their websand caj)turiLg insects.

Head Emerton's "Spiders, their Structure and Habits,"
and the clmpters on spiders in Morse's " First Book of
/oology, Packard's - Zoology," and Packard's " Guide "

THOUSAND LEGS.

One form of thousand legs, commonly found under the
bark of dead stumps and logs, is well known by its cyiin-
;ncal body, by its numerous, short, hair-like feet, and by
Its liabit of coiliiiP its i„„iv ;.,f^ o o..:..„i — i. . •,-

. , ,
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1.

o

3.

4.

How many segments has the body ?

How many appendages Iilo each segment?
Make a drawing of the thousand legs.

What are the chief differences between this animal
and insects ?

Another common form of thousand legs (Lithobius
americanus) is that called (wrongly) "centipede," or
(also wrongly) "earwig." It is, when full-grown, Ibont
an mch long, with a broad, flat head, a brown, shiny back,
the segments being mostly of about the same size, with
one pair of jointed appendages to each segment. The
antenna) are many jointed. It is found under boards, and
about rubbish, and manure heaps, where it feeds on insects
and earthworms.

1. Examine the jaw-^ and mouth parts carefully; 1
, . lOW

many pairs of jaws are there ?

2. With a lens examine the legs. How many are there ?
3. What kind of eyes are there? How many, and how

placed ?

4. Arrange the legs so they can be distinctly seen, and
make a drawing as seen from above.

5. Make an enlarged drawing of the mouth parts as seen
from below.

6. What are the differences between this form and the
thousand legs mentioned above ?

7. In what are the two alike? Both belong to the
class Myrlapoda. Carefully compare them with the
insects, and make a list of points common to insects
and myriapods

; also a list of the characters which
insects have and the myriapods do not have; and a
list of points peculiar to myriapods.
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THE CKAYFISir.

Get a number of live cniylishes. They are usually to
be found UuUhm under stones in the shallow water of
creeks. Put into alcohol at least three for each student.
Keep some of them alive in an aquarium— a large pan
will serve, though the vertical sides of a regular aquarium
render it easier to watch the movements of these and
other aquatic animals. Let each student have a live cray-
l!sh in a fruit-jar. Examine from above, from the side,
and from beneath. How many legs does the crayfish use
m walking? Frighten the crayfish by suddenly thrusting
a pencil at it, how does it effect such rapid locomotion?
Touch one of the eyes with the pencil; what follows?
Move the pencil slowly toward one of the large claws.
What does the crayfish eat, and how does it eat ? What
are its habits ?

The crayfish and lobster are so nearly alike that these
directions, though written for the crayfish, will serve
fairly well for the latter. Use crayfisl-s that have been
a short time in alcohol. If lobsters are used, get unboiled
specimens.

EXTERNAL PARTS OF THE CRAYFISFI.

1. The united head and thorax are called the cephalo-
thorax.

2. The continuous covering of the two is the carapace.
The projection of the carapace, above and between
the eyes, is the rostrum.

3. The hinder, flexible part of the body is the abdomen.
Count its rings, or segments. Bend (flex) the ab-
domen, and strain-httMi rpvfellr^^ .> ,.«,.,,.,f. .ii._ i^ .^ -.,i..,y iu ivpt-ait;uiy, uiibci'V-
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iiig liow tlie segments are jointed togetl

they move one upon anotlier.

ler, iiiid how

i. Separate tlie third ring (eouiiting from the front)
from tlie Migs in front of and behind it. To do this

liohl the eepluUotliorax and fore j)art of the abdomen
firndy between the thiiml) and forednger of the left

hand, with the posterior end of the abdomen projecting
toward the right hand ; then, grasi)ing the dissecting
needle firndy with the right thumb and forefinger,

thrust the point of the needle obliquely forward
between the third and fourth segments, and work it

right and left, severing all connection between them
without breaking either; with scissors cut the mem-
brane between the under sides of the rings, and en-
tirely separate them. In like manner, detach the third
segment from the second. Tlie ring has these parts :—

The upper part, the tergite.

The under part, the sternite.

c. The side piece, the pleurite (projecting down-
ward).

d. Two ai)pendages, the swirmnerets.

Observe that each swimineret has a main stalk and
two branches

; examine these appendages thoroughly.
Lay the riir on its front side, make the branches of
the swim mere ts diverge enough to appear distinct,

and make a drawing of the whole ring as seen from
behind.

Compare the other segments of the abdomen with
the third.

In the male the ai)]iendages of the first and second
rings are larger than in the female. Other organs as

a.

h.

fli

I
II f!
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MX'll as tlie generative apparatus present difference.",
in the two sexes, being modilied for the performanc

;

el" special functions in the sexual life, such as the
din'erences in color and markings of male and female
hutterliies, and the <lifferences between the wings of
niale and female crickets, already noticed. These
differences are known as secondary sexual characters.
C^on)pare the male and female crayfish as regards the
width of the abdomen.

_

Study carefully the structure and action of the tail-
fin. Its middle piece is the telson, underneath which
IS the external opening of the intestine, the anus.
Remove the telson, and without disturbing the side

parts of the tail-fin, separate the sixth abdominal ring
from the fifth. Now carefully compare this (sixth)
ring and its appendages with the third ring and its
appendages.

Are the appendages of the tliorax borne upon rings
like those of the abdomen? If so, where are the
rings? With forceps seize the base of one of the
hindmost pair of walking legs, and move it back-
wards and forwards

j are these borne on a distinct
ring ? Carefully clean the sternum between the other
M alking legs, and look closely for indications of rings.

b. With the forceps break away one side of the carapace
beginning at the lower edge. This lays bare thJ
white, feathery gills. Move the legs of this side
back and forth, watching the gills.

6. Study now the hindmost of the walking, or thoracic
legs. Count its segments. Observe how the first

segment is joined to the body. Flex the leg as far as
possij^e, •• every dircctioii, uuLixig the number of
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joints, iu«l tho motions allowed by each. With the
forceps seize the squarish, hasal segment of this Ic^r

and pull oil" the leg.
"'

7. Remove in like manner tho leg in front of this, a<rai„
being careful to get a firm hold of the short, wi.l,.
segment next to the body. What is the relati.m
between the leg and the gill nearest to it? Lny this
h'g on a paper in front of the one previously removed
In this way pull off all the legs of one side, from thJ
hindmost to the foremost, laying them iti order
Compare them all with the one tirst taken. In tne
legs bearing' pinchers is there any really new part
added, or is the pinching apparatus produced by some
change in a i)art present in all the legs? How do
the legs which bear the big claws differ from the
walking legs ? Compare them, segment with segment

^ In front of (anterior to) the big legs are several pairs
of a^ ondages surrounding the mouth. Probe be-
tween them to find the mouth. These mouth parts
are numbered from the front, but on account of the
way in which they overlap, it is easier to remove and
study them in tiie le verse order.

K The a])pendage« just in front of the big claws are the
Inndmost of three pairs of jaw-feet, or maxiMipeds.
(gently raise them, to see how they cover the other
inouth parts. Note that these maxillipeds, or foot-
.laws, have an inner branch, which ir.oets the corre-
sponding part of the opposite maxillij.ed, and an
outer branch. Observe that both these branches are
attached to one segment next to the body. Seize this
basal segment, and remove the wh.^le maxillioed.

I i;

^^ompare it with one of tl le swimmerets of the third
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10.

ring of till! alxlomcii. In tlio siimo way leipovo the
second and fust niaxillipeds of this side, kcoping tlioni

in order. Are there gills attached to ihe nia.xillipeds?

Is there more than one gill nu eatli leg'/ Are there
other gills than those attaclu-d to the legs? Pick one
of the gills to pieces under water to determine its

structure. After removing the gills, look in this

legion for fuither traces of thoracic riuL^s

Anterior to the maxillipeds are two pairs of maxillae.

These are very thin, r.nd lie close to eacli other, so
tliat if great care he not taken, they arc likely to he
pulled off together. Investigate ch»sely, and then,

inserting the forceps well <h)wn, remove them, one at

a time. Attached to the base of the hinder maxilla
is a thin, double-spoon-shapcd struciare, tiie gill-

scoop. It lies in the front part of the cavity in

which the gills are, the gill-chamber. With tlie

forceps move back and forth the second maxilla of

tlie of -r side, to ^ee liow the gill-scoop is thereby
moved. The gill-scoop, swinging back and forth,

pushes the water out of the front end of the gill-

chamber. The water thus expelled is replaced by
fresh water, which comes up under the lower edge of

the carapace, about the bases of the legs; thus the

gills are constantly bathed with water contaii'ing

a fresh supply of oxygen.

11. I'he mandibles are short, hard, toothed, each bearim:
a jointed appendage, which curves around the anterior

edge of the mandible in a groove. This is the mandib-
ular palpus. Move the n)andible about to oce how-

it is hinged. Closely fitting against the posterior

surface f)f each, mandible is a. thin, lenf-lilrp KfriTptnvi-
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the metastoma. (The metastomata difTer from the
maxilli,. in p..ii,iing ..iitwaid and in hviug in.divided.)
Kemove it and cniplete the series of mouth parts —
mandible, first n.axiUa, second niaxiihi, first rnax-
illiped, sec<.n<l max-lliped, thir.l niaxilliped. Keniove
the eorrespondin- a^pen.h.^a.s of the other side, lay
them m a row facing those of the opposite side, as
before removal, but not now overL'ipi)ing eaeli o^her
and make a drawing of the series, naming the U],

1- Ihe long projections in front of the head ar. the
antennae. Seize one of them with the forcej.s, and
pull about in all directions, to make out the large
•segment, at its base, under the head. On this basal
segMent find a small white cone, with a hole at its
summit. This is the aperture of the green gland
in the head, which nets as a kidney in throwing off
certain waste p. mcts from the body. Remove the
antenna, with the whole of this big segment at its
base. What, probably, is the use of the blade-like
branch of the antenna just under the eye ? Compare
the antenna and its branches with a swimmoret.

13. Above the antenna are the antennul». Remove
one of them and compare it with a swimmeret.

14. In the base of each antennule, just underneath the
eye, is the ear-sac.

!•"'. With the forceps pull the eye about to see its range
of motion. Pull it out by its stalk, and examine with
lens ^and microscope its black tip, or cornea. Is it
simple or compound ?

After removing the cephalothoraeic appendages,
and^the carapace, carefully clean and thoroughly
exaxuuic the framew rk of the cephalothorax, still

I ... 'I

r r

ll'^l
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lookillnr f,,,- tniCCs (if tl The nuinl)or of
(H'pliiilotlioracic s.'i^Miiciits caii l,e (h'toniiiiK'd only hy
counting the i.airs .,f appendages. All writers are
not agreed as t(. tins nuiiiher; soaio regard the eyes
as a dislinet pair of ajipendages, eoniparable to any
j.air of legs, and representing a distinct ring; but
the eyes seem to develop from the; ring wliich l)eais
the antonnuhe. Again, some regard the nietastouiata
as a distinct pair of appemhiges. The line of division
between the head and thorax is also a matter of
dispute. Huxley places it between the second pair
of nmxilhe and the first i)air of maxillipcds. Hyatt
places the division between tlie first and second pairs
of maxilhe, as the sfjace between these is membranous
entirely across the sternal region, while back of this
line the parts are hard and firmly soldered to-
gether.

Tiie carapace is probable not a "onsolidation of the
dorsal^ portions of all the cephalothoracic segments,
but

.
' ckward extension of the consolidated upper

parts of the rings of the head ; the dorsal portions of
the thoracic rings, being thus covered, are conse-
quently no longer develoi)ed. In certain lower
Crustacea the carapace is unijuestionably a backward
extension of the head-shield (Hyatt). The groove
across the carajiaee has been generally regarded as
indicating the line of division between the head and
thorax. If this line be traced its extremities will be
found to lie between the animuie and mandibles.
Pav3kard states that tho carapace, or shield of the
head-thorax, may be seen, after close examination, to
represent the segments r f flie :!i,f-oiin..> ....,1 ,.,n..ri;Ki„.,

I
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v.nd is so (levelciK..! as l„ ever the (Ulier cephalotho-
laiic se^Mueiits.

It;. Make, side by si<le, three .Imwings of the cnu fish —
a<hn-sal,u ventral, an.l a hiterul view, - numinLT uU
purts. °

CUAYFISII CAKD.

Take an entire cravlish
; sej.arat all its j.arts, and paste

t H.m ,.n a eard, as in the ease of the -msshopper
; arrange

the eyes, antenna'. ;m nnules, n.andibles, n.axilhe, nuixilli-
p.ds, and thoracie |. 3., syn.metrieally al.ont the earapace.
•Make a paper bridge on whieii to rest the carapace,
separate the rings f tlie abdomen, string tlieni on the
paper bridge, and j-hice opposite eaeli its ai.pendacres,
renienibering that the side parts of the tail-fin are appen-
<lages of the sixtli ring. Draw in yonr note-book all the
luiits as arranged on the eard, with the name beside each
part.

INTEi:. \L STlU'C'TrKE OF THK CRAYFISH.

The better dissecting i.ans have a thick laver of wax in
the bottom, or a sheet of cork weighted witli lead, to
which specimens may be pinned, and dissected mider
\\ater. Very good cheap dissecting i)ans niav be made
as follov.'s: take oyster-cans that have been oi)ened on one
side, and cut out this sid ,-, leaving a margin half an inch
wide. Be-ul this margin down inside. Cut a piece of
slimgle or cigar-box cover for a false bottom, leavincr it a
I'ttle long, s.'. it will wedge in tightly and not flolt up
when water is i^oured in. (See Introduction, ^ xvi.)

^

^

For this work use lobsters, or r,s large craylis. ; as possi-
•--. Place the ciayiisii in liie disse hig pan, and cover ii

ifii
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with water. Pin it to the hottom, through the telsoii, and
through the big claws. Observe a groove, curving
lengtliwise, on each side of the back of the carapace.
Insert the point of one bkide of tlie scissors under the
hinder edge of the carapace at one side. Cut forward, a
little outside the above-noticed groove, to the groove
which sc])arates the head from the thorax. Break awav
the whole of the side of tlie carai)ace. Pusli the gills

downwards, and cut them off at their point of attach-

ment below.

(. bserve the thin wall separating the cavity in wliich

tlip gills were, the gill-chamber, innn the body cavity.

Clear away the other side likewise. With the forceps

pick away the narrow cover of the body cavity carefully,

as the heart lies just under the carapace.

1. The heart is an oblong, whitish body. Look for Iioles

in its upper surface, and for small wlute tubes running
forward from it toward the head. With the forcejjs

gently lift the hinder end of the heart; note its

angularity.

Tliere are two holes in the Lop of the heart, two
beneath, and oiiC on each side. These lioles are

guarded by liinlike valves on the inside, so that when
the Iieart contracts, the blood cannot How cut throunh
the holes, but is driven out through tiie arteries to the

various parts of the body. From the different parts

of the body the blood goes to the gills. Heturninu
from tlie gills, it enters the cavity in which the heart

\

lies, the pericardial cavity. As the valves at the I

oj)enings of tie heart open inward, the blood readilv
|

biiCi i.'eai l Vv'iicU il cXpaiiUa.
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2. Under the heart, and projecting' in front of it, are tlie
reproductive orgai is: in the female, tl le yellowish
ovaries, in whi-h the spherical eggs may he distin-
guished; in the male, the whitish testis occupies a
corresponding j.osition. The ovary on each side sends
downward a tube, the oviduct, or egg-tube, to the
first segment of the third thovajic leg, where it opens
externally. The testis has a much longer, coiled
white tube, which opens on the first segment of the
hindmost thoracic leg.

3. Carefully cut away the roof of the liead. The space
within the liead is almost completely occupied by
the stomach, a roundish sac, with a thin wall, iii

which is a hard framework. Gently scrape away
the soft tissues around the stomach, and examine it

closely. Observe the narrow gullet or esophagus
leading from the mouth to the stomach.

4. Along the sides of the posterior end of the stomach
and the anterior end of t)ie intestine lie large reddish
masses, the liver. Pick one of these masses to pieces
to learn its structure. Find the duct leading from
each liver into the intestine.

o. Observe the white muscles which extend forward
from the abdomen along each side of the bo(h
cavity.

t'. Beginning at the front end of the abdomen, cut with,
scissors through the roof of the abdomen to the
telscn, on each side. Seizing the fore part of this
roof with the forcei.s, carefully lift it and turn it

backward. A thin layer of wliite muscle may adiiere
to it, or may remain connected with tlie oroans in
ilie abdomen. This is made up of the muscles that

!• M il
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Straighten (exteiul) the abdomen. Pick it away care-
fully with the forceps.

7. Kuiiniiig lengthwise, in the middle line, is the
intestine, a thin-walled tube, often of a dark color
from its contents. Trace it back to the anus, and
forward to the stomach. Carefully remove the in-

testine.

8. A large mass of muscle remains. This is composed
of the muscles that bend (Ilex) the abdomen. Draw
the point of a knife-blade or dissecting needle along
the middle line of this muscle, along the bottom of
the groove in which the intestine lay. After a thin
layer has been cut through, the whole muscle may be
easily sept; rated into two rolls the whole length of
the abdomen. Pushing these carefully aside, find in

the middle line of the lloor of the abdomen a slender
white nerve cord, with enlargements at intervals.

How many of these enlirgements, ganglia, are there
in the abdomen? What relation do the ganglia have
to the segments ? Ooserve the branches,^ nerves,
given off to the muscles on each side. Trace the
nerve cord forward to the thorax, where it disap-

liears in the hard framework of the lloor of thv
thorax, lireak away as much of this framework as

is necessary to follow the cord to the head. Make
out that the cord is double. How many ganglia aie

there in the thorax? Note the branches extend-
ing to the legs and other organs. From the large

ganglion back of the gullet trace t\\.) branches for-

ward, one on each side of the gullet, till they unite
in a large ganglion above the gullet, thus formini:

-! i^iiii liii^ ganyiiuii above
fliii oCiMtltQ ryr ^ #%! I o »•
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the gullet trace nerves to the eyes, anteniue, and
iintennuliu.

1». Cut open the stomach, wash it out with water, and
look on its inner walls for teeth.

10. Study the joint in one of the big pinchers. Pick out
the muscle from the end of the segment, and find the
tMn, tough, white tendons. Seize these with the
forceps and pull alternately, to see how the claw is
sliut and opened.

11. In what characters is tiie crayfisli like the grass-
h(.i)per? In w^hat do these animals differ?

1± Why should the name Crustacea be applied to such
animals as the crayfish?

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE CRAYFISH.

The eggs are glued in masses to the swimmerets, under
tlie abdomen of- the female, and thus carried till they are
liatched, and for some time afterward the young cling to the
swinnnerets. In its growth the crayfish 'sheds its crust, or
moults, several times. In this process the carapace
separates from the abdomen above, and cracks along the
l)aek. By a series of severe efforts the crayfish extricates
Itself, at first soft, defenceless, and correspondingly
'iiiiid. Great difficulty is experienced in withdrawing the
l<gs

;
often they are broken off in the eftort to withdraw

tliem. The legs are freciuently broken off at other limes,
but grow out again.

Kead "The Crayflsl;." Huxley ; tlie eha])ter on "The
Kiesh-water Craylish" in "Practical liiology," Huxley ami
Martin.

>•
,

:

' 0: .
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THE S()\V-IJUG.

Sow-bugs are usually t«, be f..uiid under boards and

si)eei-
stoues, and in other damp i,laces. Get the largest
mens for this study.

1. The first part is the head, or carapace.
2. Find and describe the eyes.

o. What are the peculiarities of the antenntc '/

4. The jav's and niaxilhe are closely pressed together,
forming a short, blunt projection under the head'
Tlie tip of tiiis blunt i)roboscis is usuallv black. A
longitudinal groove shows the line of uiiion of the
hinder maxilUe. By pinching the body of a live sow-
bug, the mouth is sometimes more clearly shown bv
the exudation of a liquid, as in the case of a grass-
hopper.

Where is the line of division between tlie head and
thorax? Count the appendages which niav be sup-
posed to belong to the head ; how many \ings do
these indicate ?

5. The line of division between the thorax and abdomen
is indicated by an abrupt change in the size of the
segments. How many segments has the thorax ?

6. How many segments are there in the abdomen ?

7. How many pairs of legs are there? How manv seg-
ments has each leg? Do the legs all ex.end hi tll^c

same direction?

8 A series of thin, over-lai)ping plates under the abdomen
are the gills. In tlie anterior plates observe the white
air-chambers. Beginning at the foremost of these
gills, pick them apart with u needle. Re!iiov{ t^.
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in this way, and with a lens make out their sliape
and arrangement.

'J. Under the thorax of the female there is a series
of thin niemhranes attached near the bases of the
legs. These are the egg-covers. The eggs, after
being expelled from the body, undergo their develop-
ment in the space under the thorax enclosed by these
egg-covers. Look for specimens carrying eggs in this
manner.

H». In what respects are the sow-bug and crayfish alike?
In what respects do they differ from each other?
The crayfish and sow-bug both belong to the

Crustacea. The class Crustacea is divided into
several orders. The order to which the crayfish
belongs is the Decapoda, or ten-footed; the sow-bug
belongs to the order Tetradecapoda, or fourteeir.
footed.

See Chapter XVIII of Morse's "First Book of Zoology."

ill

III

CY^TOPS.

Along the sides of aquaria, and sometimes in drink-
ing-water, there may be seen minute white animals
sunnnilng with a jerky motion. Cyclops has a pear-shaped
I'ody, and IS jusr large enough to be seen readily with tlu-
'iak,Ml eye. The females carry two egg-masses attached to
the sides of the abdomen. With a lens, watch these
animals through the side of the aquarium. Place a fenni!,'
t}rlops with a few drops of water in a watch-crystal, or
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on a piece of glass. Kxainine iiiuler a tliree-legged lens or
under a low power of the microscope.

1. 'J1ie foremost division of the body is tlie carapace.
How many segments has the thorax?

2. The egg-sacs are attached to the lirst ring of the
abdomen.

3. The eye; note its color, position, shape, and parts.
4. The antennae and other appendages.
b. Hi)w does Cyclops swim ?

Make a careful drawing of cyclops as seen from above.
Cyclops belongs to the order Entomostraca (water-lleas).

Read "Anatomy and Metamorphosis of Cyclops," in

Brooks' " Handbook of Invertebrate Zoology."

OTHER CRUSTACEA.

The lobster is almost exactly like a crayfish, only larger.
If a lobster can be obtained, carefully compare it with the
crayfish. Shrimps are also very much like crayfishes.
Crabs have wide bodies and very short abdomens, folded
closely under the body. The structure of crabs, both
internal and external, is essentially the same as that of

ciaylishes. The crab which is so much used for food lias

the hinder pair ..f legs developed as paddles for swimming'
the outer segments being flattened. This crab swiius
sideways. Just after moulting it is known as the " soft-

ihellsneii crai)

The little oyster crab, which often comes to us with our
oysters, is not a young crab, but is the female of one <»f

the smaller species of crabs.
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sii;

The hermit crab ' acks into the empty shell c,f a sea-
ail, thus protectinrr the soft hinder parts of his body

and with Ins head and anterior appen.h.ges ],roj,.ctini,'
<iawls about, dragging his liouse with him. When tiie
hermit outgrows his shell, he exchanges it for a lanrer
(.I.e. Wh^n first hatched it is like otlier crabs.

Tiie sand crab .uns rapidly on tlie beach, and when
pursued, and not near its hole, quickly buries itself in the
sand, leaving only the black tips of its eyes exposed. 'J'his
trab is nearly white.

The fiddler crab is small. The male has one large claw
which It holds across the front of its body. Tlie other
claw is very small, the two suggesting the violin and
Ix'w. It lives m holes between higii and low tide
marks. The writer lias seen these crabs covering -he
b^-acdi for many rods, so thickly crowded as almost to
touch each other, making a loud rustling noise as they
sliumed away from their uninvited visitor.

Lobsters, crabs, and shrimps live in salt water.
Some small crustaceans, found in ponds, swim actively

ahuut, enclosed in a bivalve shell, formed by the growth
('t the carapace, which tliey can open and shut.

Collect a variety of the common small crustaceans, keep
tiicm in a fruit jar, and study their habits.
Cousult "Worms and Crustacea" in Hyatt's "Guides

t-r Science Teaching/' " Packard's Zoology," and Iluxlev's
' Anatomy of Invertebrated Animals."

Look over the descriptions of the crayfish and sow-bug,
!'d uiake a list of the characters common to the two. Let

thi< list represent the characters of Crustacea frenerallv
I la.e sKle by side (1) the list of characters common to all

if-'l

!f't

' im
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I

the insects studied, (2) tiie characters of spiders, (3) the

characters of myriapods, (4) the cliaracters t)f crustaceans,

and by comparing these four lists make tlie foHowing:

1. A list of characters wliicl' they all have in common.
2. A list of characters which insects have, but which the

others have not.

3. A list of characters which spiders have, but whi. h

the others do not have..

4. A list of characters wliich myriapods have, but which
the others do not have.

5. A list of characters which crustaceans have, but which
the others do not have.

Which are more striking, the differences or the resem-
blances, in thus comparing these four groups?

classes, Insecta, Arachnida, Myriapoda, andThe lour

Crustacea, constitute the branch of the animal kingdom
called the Arthropoda.

List 1 ought to be an approximate definition of the

branch Arthropoda.

THE i:arttiworm.

Place a live earthworm on a newspaper on the table,

and watch its motions. How does it crawl? Is the same
end always foremost? xVre the two ends alike? Near
the anterior end is the thick white girdle; is it a complete
girdle? Count the segments; are they all alike? Com-
pare the upper, dorsal, surface with the under, or ventral,

surface. A dorsal vessel can usually be seen under the

dorsal surface ; watch for pulsations. With the forceps
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Krize tlie worm iiPiir tlio posterior end and drajr it back-
ward

;
is there resistance ? Jiepeat, and listen atrentivcly.

Lay the worm over the tip of the lorefinger, and drag it

backward and forward. Look for fine spines; how are
they arranged, and in wliat direction do they point? Note
I he mouth opening at one end, and tlie mus at tiie otlier.
Draw as seer jm above (dorsal view).

DISSECTION OF THE EARTHWORM.
I'se the dissecting pan as for the craytish. Half fill tlie

can with water, and renew if it becomes muddy during
dissection. Have in readiness two dozen pins.

Kill a large earthworm by putting it into a tumbler and
covering it with ether or alcohol.

1. Lay the specimen lengthwise in the middle of the dis-
secting pan, stretch it, and pin it firmly at each end.
With sharp, fine-pointed scissors cut ihrough the skin
of the back, near the posterior end, continuing the cut
forward a little to one side of th. middle line. Stretch
the edges of the skin out to the sides, and pin down,
slanting the pins so they will be out of the way.

2. If a milky liquid be found, jdace a drop of it on a
slide, cover it with a cover-slij), and examine with a
high power of the microscoi)e. White blood cor-
puscles should be seen. '

K As soon as the edges of the cut are separated, the
intestine, usually of a dark color, from its contents,
is seen.

i. Along the top of the intestine runs the dorsal vessel.
This is perhaps not a true "blood-vessel," for many
regard the milky liquid, above noted, as the real
blood.

s

m
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9.

o. Ohservn tlic iiiusciilar partitions botwoeii the seg-
ments; wliat is their relation t(. the iiitestiia!? Care-
fully compare the j)artitioiis with the external mark-
ings and the sets of spines. Are there as many seg-
ments as are indicated by the external appearance?

(». The brownish substance along the top of the intestine
constitutes the so-oalled "liver."

7. Continue the cut to the anterior end, being very
(iarefiil not to cut the intestine, especially in the i)arl

anterior to th^ girdle. Pin well out. Cut the parti-
tions down at the sides, to free the inner structures.

8. In the region of the tenth segment are several roundish
white bodies, — reproductive organs.
Alternating with these are several red masses. These
are side branches of the dorsal blood-vessel, which
curve downward on each side of the gullet, to unite
with a VBiitral blood-vessel, tiuis forming rings around
the slender gullet. These rings have enlargements,
thus resembling necklaces.

10. Back of the reproductive organs are two enlargements
of the digestive tube, different from the intestine.

The foremost of these is the crop, th.; hinder is the
gizzard.

11. In the first six segments is a wide portion of the
digestive tube, the pharynx. Carefully dissect awa.v
tlie thick muscular partitions, to see it more clearly.

This pharynx is used as a proboscis, being protrudeil
from the mouth and inverted.

12. The pharynx narrows behind into the gullet. Trace
this back under the reproductive organs to the crop.

The gullet is tlie narrowest part of the digestive tube,

and if the reDroductivp b(wlip« Imv/o 1»p«.i ciiffio;p,i+i,r
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I'..

lt>

s^
1. d, (lu.y n.ay 1>. a.ssoct.I away, to disclose the

^'.
llet more fully. Kevievv now the whole du^estive

ube, pharynx, gullet, erop, gizzard, intestine.
I nder the intestine is a ventral vessel. Find it8
t^HUi branehes.

n. (a.-Hously dissect away the intestine and find under
It a sUMHier white in-ea.l, the nerve cord, havin-r
swelhngs, or ganglia, in eaeh segn.ent. Trace thi^
nerve cord to hs posterior end. Then trace it for-
ward. Lnder the ..nterior part of the pharynx it
aivules, sending a branch up on eaeh side of the
pharynx. These branches :• 'te in a large, double
ganghon above the anterior end of the pharynx.
This nerve collar is similar to that found in the
crayfish and in insects.

ir>. The thin outer skin, or cuticle, which easily peels
oil in alcoliolic specimens, was probably noticed in
cutting along the dorsal wall. Observe the pearly
lustre of the cuticle. Under the true skin is a layer
of muscle, with fibres running circularly. Under-
neath this is a second layer of muscle, whose fibres
run lengthwise. By the contraction of the circular
fibres the segments are made narrower and longer •

thus the body is extended. If the spines are held
pointing backward, the body will be pushed forward
When the k)ngitudinal fibres contract, the body is
shortened, and, owing to the direction of the spines,
Ls pulled ahead.

The reproductive organs are alike in all the individ-
uals of a given species of earthworms. All lay eggs.
There are no males, no females. They pair, each
xeruiua.g the eggs of tiie other. Animals of ^hi^

fl

P'fi

1

hi:

m^

i *
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kiml, in \vlii('li tli<' sr\cs arc united in t]\v sai

1
'.^ii

imlivitlu; iuc called hermaphrodites.

17. 'I'licic arc iiu hint's, no ^'ills. ()x\t^eii is taken by llie

bliHid as it circulates, tluou^fh tlie skin.

]S. 'I'licrc are no eyes, but the liist two segments seem to

be sciisit ivc to light.

lit. 'Ilic woiin, in (li^L,nng a new Ijole, or deepening an old

one, s\\allo\\s the soil, antl passes it through its

intestine, the partly decayed vegetable matter in the

soil furnishing nourishment to tlie worm. The coiled

castings at the tops of the li(des liave })robably b«!en

noticed by all. In damp weather the worms come to

the surface to draw leaves, twigs, and seedling plants

into their holes. These holes are sometimes six feet

deei). It is found that the leaf is rolled together and

drawn into the hole with the stem })ointing up.

Taken an inch or two below the surface, the leaves

soon become softened, and in a jjartly decayed condi-

tion are eaten. lu this wav, without the aid of teeth

or hard jaws, the worm obtains food solely by the

suctorial power of its proboscis.

20. Make a drawing showing the whole digestive canal as

seen from above. Draw a cross-section of the body

(/.('., what is seen if the body is cut across), and a

vertical longitudinal median section (as seen by

s[ilitting lengthwise, from top to bottom, in the middJe

line).

HANK OF EAKTHWOKMS AMONG ANIMALS.

Animals are ranked according to the number of things

they can do, and do we'^ The earthworm has many
I'lifc liiif Hii'\r !iro '.ill iui;irl !ililcf> niul do lirif pi>nl>lp if tCt

I
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any difToivnt thing's. A purf „f ,

do m
\|i('ci;il work to d
fi ction. Tjio e;ut)

o is called ii/i

45

m iinirnal having a

is its
organ, and its work

liinction s. Apply this principle t

'^vonn has many organs, hut A \v

has lour linihs. Tl
<> man and an

le

U'ood hands: lie

'ipt'is called four-handed, hut 1

iipe. Each

:,^oud I'cet : 1

cannot handle (1'»"gs well, fie 1

can (l(

;
la' cannot walk well. What is tl

las jio

' '^ not

'
well with his four foot-han<ls-' II

"utions has man with his iiands and fe
if parts

'<' one th..,ghe

nv mi'M- distinct

t^'t? ^..dtiplica-

^...a function ™:^r-,;::;'r;;;;:^:::7"f -"-''
Another respect in wind, the ea,thw,„-,n is Inw is this(lie head end is ...t much better than the tail e,.,I rf

::;:::: :rV"''™
"''''--

head, and the fore part a „ew tail. The part of ll,„

-r pans. Just in proportion as the head rises i„
;|"|."rtance. and tlie whole set of organs [,^^

'

II"' a.umal rises in the scale. Ai.plv thi. ,,,/,,'
".™ and crayfish, crayfish and lU,t and. ZS:X"

( ompare insects with earthworms in rank from -.n,
,1'

l;".;t of view. Most insects, before rea hing .^ d UMate, pass through a worm-like stage. Crabs are at (^- cravfishes ill having a well devel ',ed abdo e LZ'"b grows the abdomen shortens, ,and the head becom'-;.e prominent. What would this indicate as tX
"•l;'tive r.a„k of worms and insects' of clvfllie » .
-;.l<s? Worms constitute one branch o.e^iimat
L';;r!":": i."..'"'^

"--'>• ^e-es, are the leech, ti-c";:™:'
--r..-.u,, v,ioii many animals very unlike the earthworm

'11
1'.

; Hi
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in appearance. In classifying animals, the more significant

cliaiacters are internal structure and mode of development

rather than mere outer form and general ap[)earance. Mosi

worms have gills. Worms never have jointed appendages.

There is a group (^f slender worms called liair-worms.

"They sometimes occur in horse-troughs, whence they are

supposed by the ignorant to be transfornnd horse-hairs."

In what characters are worms like Arthropods? How
do wn)rms differ from Arthropods?

Read the life liistory of the tapeworm and the trichin?,.

Read Darwin's " Vegetable Mould and Earthworms,''

the description of the earthworm in Huxley's " Anatomy

of Invertebrated Animals," "Anatomy of the Earthworm"

in Brooks' " Handbook of Invertebrate Zoology," " Worms

and Crustacea," No. VII in Hyatt's " Guides for Science

Teaching."

THE FRESH-WATER CLAM.

STUDY OF THE LIVE CLAM.

Look for fresh-water clams in the sandy bottoms of creeks

and rivers, ^hey may be found nearly buried in the sand or

mud. If no better aquarium be at hand, take an old tub,

half fill it with water, and have two ' . ihree inches of

sand at the bottom. Drop several clams into the water,

and note carefully the place and position of each. On the

next daj'- see if any of them have changed either j)lace or

position. The part uppermost, in the natural position, is

the back. Look near one end, where the shell opens a

1:4-+1q f.^n 4..r,^ .^Tr.,1 l>^>l.-,o Tl>/-.cp ot'o + li o C 1 1"*hAH C • rrr.i\i]v
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touch the margin of one of them. What follows^ The
u-ater enters one of tliese openings ami conies out of ti.e
other Prove the aetio,i of each by stirring up a little
nuul to show the ..nrents; or take a small glass tube, din
he lower end into ink, or finely divided indigo in water
then placing a finger over the up.per end of the tube, lift
out a little .f the ink. Keeping the fmger tightly on the
top of the tube, thrust the other end down to a point
just above the siphonal openings ; then raise the fincrer
anc. lease some of the hik. In some way prove the exist-
ence of the^e currents. Let eacli pupil have a clam in
a fruit-jar, wr sand enou^:. to support the clam. Keen
til. clams ahve for a week or more, and watch them daily.

THE CLA>r-SHELL.

If a live clam is used, place ic cu a plate, or in the
oyster-can.

1
.

Notice the two parts of the shell, - the valves.
-. Ihe edge along which the shell opens is the ventral

margin.

3. 'i;he edge by which the two val.es joui each other is
the dorsal margin, or hinge margin.

4. The concentric lines parallel to the ventral margin
are the lines of ^.rowth.

^. The raised point around which these lines centre is
the beak, or umbo.

•i. The umbones are nearer the front, c. anterior, end ,.f
the clam.

'• Toward the posterior end, back of the umbones,
between the valves, and uniting them, is the hinge-

ll

n

4 '
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8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

PliACTICAL ZOOLOGY.

Hold tlic closed shell with the umbcnes and liincre

iij^iiinoiit uppermost, the latter nearer, and the fornici

pointhig away from you.

Tiie ( !id pointing from you is the anterior end.

The end pointing toward you is the posterior end.
The upper edge is the dorsal margin.

The lower edge is the ventral margin.

The lialf shell to your right is the right valve.

The half shell to your left is the left valve.

Fix these relations firmly in mind.
Make a drawing of the clam as seen from one side,

naming all the parts.

Draw as seen from above, placing this drawing along-
side the side view.

Draw the clam as seen from the anterior end.
Observe the color, the degree of cleanness, and
general condition of the different parts of the shell,

and con^'der the relations between these facts and the
position of the clam when first found.

DISSECTICN OF THE CLAM.

Put the live clam for a few minutes into water as warm
as the hand can well bear. This causes the muscles tu

relax, so that the shell can be readily opened. If warm
water cannot be easily obtained, the clam may be opened
with a strong knife, after reading the directions which
follow.

Pry apart the two valves, and insert a small block to

keep them from shutting.

1. Observe a soft white membrane, the mantle, adherint;
to the inner surface of the shell. Now hold the clam
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in llio loft liaiid. with tlic I

tlie palm (.f tho liaiid, and tl

you. luscit the hiade (.fa knilV l„.t..,.

iii.d tho upper (left, if hehl a., direeted

inio-e-iiiar;;iii resliutr in

le aiiteiior end toward

lien

ween the nianth^

I) valve,
tly separate them hy slidin- the blade of \h

10 inner .surface of the shell. In this

irouud the posterior end of

hiiife aloug tl

way proceed backward
the shell, theu forwanl aloug the \h.rsal
Back of and below the 1

which extends direeth

ling- is a large while

Cut this off close to the left val
loosen the mantle at tl

y across from valve t

In lik

margui.

muscle,

o valve.

ve. ive manner

another muscle conneetino- tl

le anterior end, and find

mariiin,

>osen the mantle

antei'ior dorsal

left valve, and L

npper valve, and turn tl

a box. What makes the val
museles are severed?

le two valves i

bef

lear the
^ever as before, close to the

completely from tl le

lis valve back like the iid of
ve spring up after the

Lay the clam in a deej) plate.

cover it with water. Renew the wate
uid

as it becomes turbid

01

bod
J'

Notice

thick (

colored

Th

, or in th } oyster-can.

r as <dten

)serve that the left mantle lobe ....
uid that the right lobe lines the rhd
the tlucker m

now covers the

it valve.

edge; what foil

:ngin of the mantle. Pinch tlus
ows Ob
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serve a thin, dark-

mbrane bordering the edge of the sh(.|l

er covering, or epider-

II' epidermis

IS IS an extension of the out
'S, of the shell. Scrape off .;ome <.f tl

to see its relation to the lin.y shell. Carefulirstudy
the relati

ing to the uninii

ons of the epidermis to ll If mantle urn-

ih V iiiaiitie, and oi)ser\c li

ireo m;.ntle lobe, pinch ihv edt^e of
ic t Ifect on this free holder
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of the epidermis. Trace the right and left mantle
lobes to their jjoints of union I'fore and behind.

H. Examine the thick, dark-colored, hinder edge of the

mantle lobes, and see how by tiieir manner of meeting

they form the two siiort tubes, the siphont, seen in

the live clam; prove the great sensitiveness of the

margins of these siphon tubes. Arc the margins of

the two openings alike ?

4. Examine the ends of the anterior and posterior ad-

ductor muscles where they were cut off in opening

the shell ; scrape away any part of these muscles that

may remain attached to the left valve, and note the

marks or muscle scars which are shown.

5. Turn the mantle lobe back as far as it will go, and
obs'^rve the soft abdomen; its tough lower border is

the foot ; prick it with the dissecting needle, and ob-

serve what follows.

6. Along each side of the abdomen and extending back
of it are two thin membranes, the gills, showing ver-

tical parallel markings (sometimes the outer gill is

thick, and of a dark color) ; study closely the rela-

tions of the gills to each other, to the body, and to

the mantle. With a knife scrape off a little of the

surface of the gill and examine under the microscope

to see the vibratory motion of the hair-like projec-

tions, or cilia, borne on the cells thus obtained.

7. In front of the gills, on each side of the body, are two

thin, tiiangular Haps, much smaller than the gills, the

labial palpi.

8. Raise the hind border of tli left mantle lobe, and

observe that the gill next to the bcdy unites with tlir

corresponding gill of the other side, thus forming a
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sepuiate cliannel above (I,,- gills, i„t„ which the
"l.per s,,,l„.„ Iou,;s, while the h.we.- .si,,h„„ Ie„cl» t.,
he h.wer eav.ly, out.si.h- uf ulul hel„«- ihe "ill.,
\V.M, the th„,„h and all ,h,. ling,.,, ,,r, he left hun.I-ethe

eUU,eof,l,en,anllean,i|,nllitt,uvau
the ventral n.a.gi,,, thn., drauing (he l,„dy awav f,„n.
the dorsal ,narg,„. .In,t nnder the hinge a ,,ale'„r..anmayl^e seen, i,ulsati„g every few seeonds; Ihi, is U,e

''. Holding the mantle stretehed, again examine the
uppersiphonal opening; pro I,e to see how it extend,
orward above the nnited hinder portion of ,he gills.
.. the upper part of this eavity lind a tube rnnTdn.
baek over the posterior a,l<i„et,n- musele, aiul endin"n a eon.eal elev tion

; this tnbe is the intestine, and
l.e opemng at its end is the a. ;s; henee the siphon
eadni„ from this eavity is en' d the anal siphon thelower s.phon, whieh eondue.s water t-, the <nll, -.ndn.outh rs ealled the branchial sipho., or giMsiphon
Exam„,e the gills from above, ,>., exannne their

eaeh gdl are a short distance apart at this <.dge. whilebelow these walls unite, so that if the giM ,e e

lette. A
. These d,verg„,g walls are eonneete.l bycross p,„.t,trons thus forndng a series of eon.nar -

."onts w„inn the gill, whereas if the.,e partition,were absent eaeh gill would be a ,leep, narr ,w, n, ivuled trough. The lateral walls of the gills are sieve'
l.ke, and the surfaee of the gill and the^dges of theholes are eovered will, eilia. The vibra. ions ot (hse
Cilia diivp flw. ,.-..f„ I- 1 • . .

iiH.->t-
'

^""'''' "'''^" '•' 'iiuuaa tiie gill tluougl,

! !i

1 jiH

j 1^

i i
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tlicso linlcs info tlic liivilics williiii llic ^'ill ; tlin

water lioiii each ('(Miijiait iiieiiL of the L;ill passes iiji

into tiie cliaiiiher Itsidiui; (o (he anal siphdu.

Mie.i;iiiiiiii_<>; at (lie iipiier vA'^r of tlic anal siphon, in

the iniihUe line, ent carelnllv loiward jnsl above the

intestine as far as (he unilxi Tl us lavs hare (1 \e cav-

ity in which the heart lies, (he pericardial cavity.

Carefully cut away the (hin eoverin;.; of (his cavi(y

and make out the followinjj^ jtaris: -

a. The large yellowish ventricle in the anterior part
o f tl le cavi(y; (inie i(s pulsations; observe (hat

the in(estine runs directly (lirout,di (he ventricle,

thougli it lias no more comniunica(ion with the

ventricle than a s(ove pipe has with a unnn it

passes through, an artery runs forward from (he

ventricle ah ng the up])er surface of {\w intes(in(>;

another artery runs from (he ^(n(I•icle liackward
under the iidestine. Again pull the mantle ven-
tral-ward (() show /).

b. A thin sac, (riangular as seen from (he sid e, witlith

its apex joining the ventricle, and its base
attached just above (he u|)per oihye of the gills;

this is (he h'ft auricle. Each auricle receives

the blood from the gills of the corresponding side.

11. Just in in it of (he jxisterior adductor muscle is the
dark kidney.

1'2. Above the kiduev, and in front of (he posterior

adduc(or, is a small muscle, which ex(ends backward
from the side of the body to join the valve near the

j»os(eiior addii'-tor. This muscle pulls (he l\n)t back-
wa:
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Lr,„k iioiir tlie anterior adductor 1

<l<'s; what work do tl'icy iKMl'oi-ni

68

'•' similar imis-

'r«' liiid llic mouth, hoi, 1 the ^i

'""•St, still attaclicd to tl

/land

:

nioutl

liiiii, anterior end nj.j icr

"Ulit val

that the t

the t

;
press down the point of th<; loot, and

1 opening helow the ant

ve, ni the |,.j(

iind the
t'lior addiict

wo outer ])alj)i unite above tl

<ir
; <>l)ser\c

u'o nin er j)al|

nie anterior adduct

'i unite hehjw tl

seen within the hodv tl

f>i' a <lark-colored

^ iiioiKh, and

n;iiss may he

•"'inds the stoniaeh • the int
the body l)efor'> '•"' •-

lis is the liver, whiel I sur-
t^^stmo has seyei;il coi

shoi't

e eniergninr ou (} le lorsal
<listanee in front of the heart. Tl

nrf

Is 111

II. H
ean be traced nnu-h bett

eLrinnino- at tl

<'!• in an alcolioli

free tl;

10 J)osterior adductor.

If intestine

specimen.

eut away all th
'4' of the left ".antle lobe, foHowing- the upper

;''KY'';'';'^'^^(''-^-efulnottocutawa'h

•lucto
. M.kc a drawing of all the parts abovenamed, as tliej- lie in the right valve

I'-

f-''-
^he remaining sot-t parts in as good condition

^ possible, and put into alcohol, for the dissection ofthe nervous system.
l'!. .M«k,. a ,l,-„«i„K c,f tho insi.le „f one „f th„ v.lvcs

"a,k,nss that l,av„ any si^niiican™. S,„L,i,„:
tlKTe,.a„ be <l,st„,otly seo„ a li„. running near a,„l
parall,. ,., the ventral n.a.gin, along which the ,',

"'f
,"f

;'."' "-'<- """"f tl,: mantle wa' at'
ii.ehe,|; tins is the mantle line, ,„ pallial line.
f-'Miie elanis have hinge teeth, hy whi,!

if fl... ,..,1,eiii>'<'<
Ii the dorsal

***^ » V 1^ -^- Miore nrmiy held together
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18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

wlion the slioll is shut. 'I'lie irrorrularly shaped teeth

near the umhones arc i\\o anterior, or cardinal teeth;

hack of these are "the huig, narrow posterior, or

lateral ttctli.

Take an empty shell with the valves still hinged
together; cut and lit into this shell a piece of paper
showing the sha])e of the whole mantle. ]\Iake also a

])]ast('r of Paris cast of the inside of the shell.

Wipe dry a number of shells and weigh them. After
thoroughly roasting them in a fire, weigh them again.

If the shells are not burnt too long, some of the

animal matter may remain in the form of layers of

charcoal between the layers of lime.

Put a shell into dilute acid to dissolve out the lime.

Observe the animal matter remaining undissolved.

Compare the effect of acid on equal pieces of burnt
and unburnt shell.

(Jarefully pick to pieces a burnt shell and distinguish

an inner and an outer portion of the shell, the line of

division between which appears on the inner surface

of the shell along the mantle line. Make out the

successive layers ot the outer part which were built

by the (uiter part of the mantle, and the layers formed
by the thinner, inner part of the mantle.

Prrak a burnt shell across from the umbo to the

ventral margin, and make a drawing of the edge this

exposed, showing the arrangement of these sets of

layers. File a groove from the umbo to the ventral

margin of a fresh shell, and break it across. Compare
the edges of this with the corresponding part of the

burnt shell.
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This (hssecti.-n rcMiuiies the iitin..st care and patience
lake a chun tliat l.as been hardened in alchol, or by
l.oihng. Dissect under water ; rinse the specimen c.ften.

^

1. Immediately under the posterior adductor muscle
find a double, yellowish b.uly

; this is composed of
the two parieto-splanchnic ganglia^ dissect away
the thin membrane coverinf' them.

2. From these ganglia trace nerves backward to the
gills and to the posterior borders of the mantle
lobes; trace also two nerves forward, carefully dis-
sectmg away the soft parts that cover them ante-
riorly, and trace them to the sides of the mouth
where they join 3.

3. The cerebral gangha: these lie near the surface at
the bases of the labial palpi. Trace a small nerve
which connects the two cerebral ganglia over the
mouth.

4. From each cerebral ganglion trace nerves backward
and downward to 5.

5. A pair of orange-colored pedal ganglia, lyino- to-
gether deeply imbedded between the foot and the
abdomen.

In the alcoholic specimen the stomach and intestine
may be traced. Cross-sections of alcoholic specimens
may be made with a razor, which show admirably the
relations of the different parts of the clam.

THE DEVELOP.MENT OF THE CL.V.M.

^^If the outer gills be thick and dark-colored, open one
''^ ..iem, remove some of its contents, and mix with water

If
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in a wafcli-rrystnl or on a slide. Kxamino witli a one-

inch ohjoctive ov a lens. Make a (Irawin^^ ,,f the young
( :nis. Compare the shapes of the young and adult.

vV ateh carefully for niovei!!»'nts of the young elanis.

The shell grows by additions deposited by the mantle;
on the inner surface of the valves. i^ach new layer
pn^j.'.'ts b<'y')nd the others; so the shell grows in width
as well as thickness. Wliere is tlie thickest part of the

shell? If a thin piece of glass is slipped between the
mantle and its corresponding valve, and the clam be kept
alive, the shell substance is deposited over V\e glass, and
the glass becomes buried in the nacreous matter of the

internal layer. Grains of sand become pearls by the

secretion of similar nacre around them.

Read " The Fresh-water Mussel " in Huxley and Mar-
tin's "Practical Biology"; "The General Anatomy of a

Lamellibranch " in Brooks' " Handbook of Invertebrate

Zoology"; No. VI of Hyatt's "Guides for Science Teach-
ing "

; Packard's " Zoology."

THE SNAIL.

A dipper with a perforated bottom, attached to a

wooden handle, will be found convenient in scoophig

up the sand and mud from the bottoms of ditches and
streams; the dirt being sifted out, the shells and other

objects will be left behind. Get a number of live snails,

and keep them in a fruit-jar.

1. The broad disk on which the snail creej)s is the

foot.
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4

-. Thr "liorns" are the feelers, ,.r tentacles; t..iu-li

t-lu'iii
; what \v(uil(l .seem to be their use/

3. The (hirlv spots at the bases of the tentaeles are the
eyes; are they borne on a stalk in any cununon
snails ?

Wateh the snail crawling on the glass; near the front
of the loot the mouth may be seen; observe its open-
ing and shutting as the snail gathers food from the
surfaee of the glass. Do snails elean the jrlass or
foul it ?

^

Most snails have a ribbon-like tongue, fastened at
eaeh end, and covered with teeth; as this tongue is

applied to an object, and drawn rapidly back and
forth, it acts like a rasp ; in this way some marine
snails bore holes through the shells of other mollusks
and feed on them.

5. Many snails have gills; others breathe by a simple
lung. Watch the snails, to see if any of them come
to the surface to get air ; how is this done ?

THE SNAIL-SHELL.

1. The pointed end is the apex.
± The opening at the large end is the aperture.
I The outer edge of t'le aperture is the lip.

-i. The lines parallel to the lip are the lines of growth.
.). The si)iral groove on the outside is the suture.
' The turns of the shell between the groove are the

whorls.

The whf)rls, taken together, make the spire.
The lid closing the aperture is the operculum; is thia

s

1
i

ese! .f .,11 +K„ .-I

OilU/HO
J ou imu]}
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Mukc ;i ilniwiiig, luiinin^' all the jmrts, (tf the snail-sholl
with tht! iq.i'itiire towiiid ymi ; with tiiu aperture away
fnjiii you; with the apex toward you.

Lay the snail-shell beside a onjuion screw; if the
whorls turn like the threads of the screw, it is a right-
hand shell

j if they turn the other way, it is a left-hand
shell; the ri.t,'ht-hand shells are sometimes called dextral,
and the left-hand, sinistral.

C-lams, snails, and oysters belong to tlie branch of the
animal kingdom called Mollusca; the clam is a bivalve;
the snail is a univalve.

Read Morse's '' First Ti„ok of Zoology," on snails and
clams.

PARAM(i:riTTM.

In a tub, or aciuarium. in which clams have been kept,
a^ thin white film may form on the surface of the water.
This is more likely to occur if some of the ciams die and
the water gets " bad." Place on a slide a drop of this
water with some of the white film, with a piece of paper
under the edge of the cover to keep h:,n\ cru hing the
animalcules. Examine first with a low, then with a high
power of the microscope.

Paramoecium is somewhat slipper-shaped, swimming
actively by means of vibrating, hair-like projections, ot-

cilia; are these of the same size on all parts of the body?
Find, on one side of the body, a widely open, funnel-

shaped cavity, extending obliquely backward into the
body; this is the vestibule; the narrower, inner part of
this funnel-shaped cavity is the gullet, or esophagus;
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..I«.erve that this whole cavity is lined with cilia, and thate .„ act.vc operation, ,,ro<lucing ennentx in theby wh.ci food-partieles are swept into the mouth-
•

-:"Met does not lead by a eon.i„„on» tube to a deH-
. . o,„ach but any part of the body within acts as a

.U e "at I ,

" "T" °' f''"<'-l"""^-'es has aecu-
.

iUted at the ower end of the gullet, the u.ass, by a." .traction o. the body, i» forced further into LLft
^.bstance of the body, leaving the blind end th "l e
;is It was before. By silting some finely .^wdered ind

i'

-..to the water this process of taking food „^^ Z^Z»een. Ihese annnals seen, to have little or „„ sensedi-te, as .ndrgestible particles are readily taken in. There.s a regular place for ejecting such indigestible matterwatch patiently to make out where this is

'

Note the changes of shape which the body undereoe.
s It forces Its w-ay through -arrow places, between partides of sediment in the water.

^

If a specimen that is pretty quiet be carefully watched
l..rge transparent space will be seen at some point irthel».<!y

;

this, after remaining visible for some twenty or thirty-onds will suddenly disappear, and gradnally'-eCl
!..» IS the contractile vesicle. la some species theTa Jtwo contractile vesicles.

"ztr^^ 'r
'^°^:"^'^^-«^ d° they .etain their

1
nal 8ize ? Do they maintain a fixed position ^

I ace a drop of iodine solution on the slide at the ed.ef thecover-shp. The cilia, thus stained, may be mofe•stinctly seen. Make a drawing showing1 ^ ^' ^^^^

1
.

The shape of the body. 4. The cilia.
-. The vestibule and gullet. 5. The contractile vesicle.
o. Ihe food masses.

o|
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Ill swimming, is the aamc end .always foremost?

Read 1 lie Struetuie of Paraina'ciuin " in Brooks'
" llaiidbouk of lu vertebrate Zoology."

THE BELL-ANIMALCULE (VORTICELLA).

Collect leaves and grasses that liave fallen into water,

and the steins and leaves of water [)laiits from ponds and

ditches; ])lace .some of these leaves in a plate of water,

and examine them closely ; with the naked eye there

may sometimes be seen on them little patches resemblin*^'

monld; when observed more closely these ap]>ear to be in

the form of niinnte tufts, if these tufts shrink back when
touched, take a lens and examine carefully ,* cut out a part

of a leaf bearing tiiese clusters, put on a slide with a drop

Oi water, cover with a cover-glass, and examine with a

one-inch objective.

Soineiimes these tufts, which are colonies of VorticelkT,

may be att'ched to the sides of an aquarium, or jar, in

which clams have been kept.

Some kinds of Vo' ticelhe are not in colonies, but are

borne singly on iiuleiiendent stalks.

When one is found, note, using a one-inch objective:—
1. The bell-sha})ed body,

2. The contractile stalk; suddenly jar the table, or

stage of the microscope, by tapping with a hard

object ; w hat follows ?

Put on a high power objective and make out the follow-

ing parts of the body :
—
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1. The projecting outer rim is the peristome.
2. The central disk, projecting .'.ove the peristome.
o. J he short, ].air-like cilia on tlie border of the diskand peristome

;
watch the motion of tliese cilia, and

the currents of water tlius produced.
4. A dej.ression between the peristome and disk, deep-

ening at one place to make vhe vestib. !e, or entran -e
^^^^the gullet, which extends a short way into the

.>. A clear space, just under the disk, is the contractile
ves.cle; watch this closely for some time; what
cJianges occur?

0. At various poi„ts in tl>e body may be seen rounded
n.us.ses, the food-balls; do tl.ey remain of tlie same
size, and iieep tiie same place ?

T. .Make drawings sh..«-ing the above points.

Watcl. patiently to see tl,e a.eun.ulation of particles at
l.e lower end of the gullet; after a tin.e this mass may
«: seen o be pushed into the body. This forms one ofthe food-balls These food-balls may be seen moving on

... a crcle w,tni„ the body. Ejection of undigested mat-
1. takes place near the mouth. Son.etimes two vorti.nte are found on one stalk; by watching it patiently it
m..yb,. found that the vorticella is dividing t!, form two
v"rt,ceihe; th,s is one way thc-e anin.ah have of re,,ro.
•l"o,n,r, What powers and faculties have you and the
Vorticella in common?

i^'ad -The Structure of Vorticella" in Brooks' "Hand-
'•K ot Invertebrate Zoology."IMJOJ

•it il

U

li
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AMOEBA.

One of the simplest forms of animal life is Amoeba. It

is found in standing water, where it lives on the leaves of

submerged plants or in the mud and ooze at the bottom.

Scrape up a thin layer of the ooze and allow it to stand

a few days.

Place a drop of such water, with a little of the sedi-

ment, on a clean sli 'e, and cover with a clean cover-sliji

;

if there be no solid matter in the drop of water, lay a

strip of paper en the slide before putting on the cover-

slip, letting one edge of the cover rest on it. Examine

with a high-power objective.

The auKi'ba is like a minute drop of jelly, pale (^nearly

colorless), with a more dotted central portion. Its most

noticeable characteristic is its slow, peculiar mode of

changing its form.

The following parts of the body should be made out :
—

1. A clearer outer margin.

2. A dotted or granular inner portion.

3. A clearer, round body, in the granular part, called the

nucleus.

Study carefully the movements of the amoeba; first a

part of the clear outer })e)rtion bulges out, or is sometimes

tlnown out as a long projection, called a pseudopodium;

then tlie granular part Hows into this, and by rej)eatiiiu

this process the ama'ba creeps along with a slow gliding

motion, tiiough sometimes the pseudopodia are thrust out

and retracted without moving the body as a whole ; c

fully watch the beginning and the whole process of form-

ing a pseudopodium ; look for movements of the granules

in the central portion.
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The larger granules witl.ir. are particles of n.atter thathave been ta en in as foo.l through that part o£ tl e b

2

v.th wh,ch they in., ean.e in eontacf there is no n.outhno stomach but any place on the sn,„.ee serves as a mouth«hen a n>outh .s necclcl, and any place within serves a!-tomach when food is thus taken; neither is there a deh-iHle opening „r ejectin-; indigestible nn.tter, but by llow-
nS around the substances it n.ects, it in a wav sJdlo v..en and, hav.ng digested and absorbed such ^arts as a e
- .table for food, ejects, or rather ilows away fro.u theZless reiiinants.

Make a series of sketches of the outline, a. as sh.rtintervals as possible, to show the chanc.es of f^.n
3ake also a careful drawing, showing all the parts ofthe body that have been made out.
The jelly-like substance of which the body of the an.a-baw composed is protoplasm.
The ama>ba reproduces its kind by simply dividii.g intotu'o parts, each of which becon.es a perfect ^un,.! .

^

its \mmr. r"f'
''"""' """'''' ^"'^^ ^^°^^' reproduces

It l^'"d and after a time dies, having been duriu. its
;;;;;;.e^nfej,ard,y anything rnore than .:nn.,aelu:V:f

pie mode of repro.luction show its 'o« place in the.akmgdon,; with the Vorticella .anieeiun,, ad"Vadsof otlier nncroscopio a.j.atie ..in.als, the \n,„.ba

rotZ I
'"""' ''''"''' "f "'•= ^"'-' kingdom it

fl:

,!„"'"'' ;*-'""' "' :»-y-lleo. u,d all other anin.als
- =i.o,.a>.o to ii.an, whion are undoul tedly nnmy-celled.

>3-i '^ '
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Thus the simpler Protozoa correspond to the eggs of the

higher animals, or the cells of which their bodios are

composed.

Many of the protozoans have no hard parts, others have

shells; chalk is composed of the shells of certain marine

protozoa* s. a cubic inch of chalk containing as many as

1,000,000 of these skeletons.

" Am(eb;e absorb oxygen and give out carbon dioxide and

water, and the presence of free oxygen is neei'ssary to their

existence. When the medium in which they live is cooled

down to the freezing-point, their movements are arrested,

but they recover when the temperature is raised. At a

temperature of 05° F. their movements are arrested, and

they pass into a condition of "heat-stiffening," from wliicli

thev recover if that temperature is not continued too k.nr;

:

at about 110° F. they are killed.

"Electric shocks of moderate strength cause amo^bre td

assume a spherical form, but they recover after a while
;

strone: shocks kill them.

"The auKcba is an animal, not because of its contractil-

ity or power of locomotion, but because it never becomes

enclosed in a cellulose sac, and because it is devoid of the

power of manufacturing })r()tein from bodies of a, compani-

tively simple chenucal composition. The amu'ba has td

obtain its protein n-ady made, in whiidi inspect it resem-

bles all true animals, and thcrefoie Is, like them, in tin'

long run, dependent for its existence upon some form or

other of vegetable life."

Since* the amo ba resemMos one of the cells of the

hicher animals, it is imi);'vtnnt to fix in mind these

propert'os and modes of life wliieh are common both to

1 . .._ I i]
.. .,11 . C 4-1..,. iU...
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|.ave an explanation of nutny points in tl,e physiology of

contract,! ty, by „,e.a„s .,f wl.ich it uceou,pli.l,o.s
motion and locomotion.

2. It feels; when any dusturbance, such a« contact witha foreign body, « brought to bear on an ana,.ba atres, It moves; this is ,„„ because it is j.nshd or
im led, but ,s due to its own activity, the eontrao
of s i„otopU.sn,. Any livin.- n.atter which, when
acted on by a sttnudus, is excited to activity, is said
.0 be .rntable (sensitive) in tl,e sense of "susceptible
to impression trom witliout."

3. But the amoeba does not always wait to be thus stim-
ulated by something external; it moves "of its own
accord, as we would say; such action is called auto-matic; the amoeba is .-i individual capable of spon-taneous and independent activity.

1. The protoplasm of wliieh the h -dy of tlie amoeba iscomposed is constantly undergoing chemical change
this change is of two kinds: one a wearing out. de'pencbng on the degree of activity, the other a buildingup to make good the loss. The food is changed sothat It IS ready to become part of tlie body ; thisprocess is d,gestion. The building of this niater.l
into the body is known by the name assimilation.The waste products resulting from the ]>reakin. up ofhe old i^otoplasni are called excretions, and ar.

vhich^food IS taken. All these processes of takin.
lo..., ...^^.uiig una assnuilating it, the decomposition

{•.'

.t.1

'i:
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5.

of the body as an accompaniment of activity, and the

throwing off of the waste products, are included

under tiie term nutrition.

The anueba breathes ; tliat is, takes in oxygen and
throws o+T carbon dioxide ; this is really a part of

the process of nutrition, being most intimatelv con-

nected witli the breaking down of the protoplasm

(which invariably acc()mj)anies any form of action),

during which not only motion, but also heat is

produced.

6. The amo'ba reproduces its kind by simple division

into two. Each individual of the higher, many-celled

animals develops from an vg<^, which is a cell, and is

essentially like an auKvba. As it develops, this cell

divides, forming two ; each of these divides, and the

division continues till many cells are formed; these

cells are at first all alike, but soon they grow different

from one another, and are arranged in order, forming

the various parts of the body ; thus one set of cells

form muscle, another set, developing in a different

way, produce the brain and nerves; other grou})S of

cells form bone, skin, cartilage, etc. Each of these

sets of different kinds of cells is called a tissue; thus

there is muscular tissue, nervous tissue, etc. The
l)rocess of ''growing unlike *' or "growing different,"

which the ceils undergo in their development, is called

differentiation ; tlms, of the cells which were aV es-

sentially alike, those of one set have taken one shape.

and have acquired certain peculiarities by which they

may be recognized, and we say they liave become
differentiated into nervous tissue or muscular tissue,

etc.
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takei. (or cell starvation follows), and into tliis surrountl-

ing liquid the cell throws its waste products.

In conscijueiicc of the complexity of structure, a compli-

cated set of organs is required to circulate this licjuid t<>

all parts of the body, so that each cell may be supplied,

and to bring air into contact witli this current in one pari

of its course, where oxygen is absorbed for all the cells.

It now becomes evident wliy one can hold his breath

lunger after taking several dee[) l)reaths, and why distress

for brouth continues for seme time alter one has stopiied

it the end of t. foot-race.

The differentiation of cells in the formation of the vari-

ous tissues of the body may be compared with the division

cf labor in a communit;. In a connnunity of savages

theie is little division of labor; each one, or at least eadi

fanul}', gets and prepares his own food, makes hio own

ch)thing, builds liis own dwelling (if he has one), and in

general supplier all his own w ints ; in rude communities

of more enlightei'^d people the same is very nearly the

case. But as time goes on, it is found more advantageous

to divide the labor, each devoting himself to one special

kind of work; thus each acipiires skill in his special line.

^ 3tter articles are produced, and time is saved for all; sn.

in time, come tailors and butchers, teachers and tanners.

But just in i)ioportion as each individual devotes him-

self exclusively to one pursuit, he neglects the others, ami

conse(iuently rows unable to do well in them; that is, hy

becoming especially fit for one kind of labor, he propor-

tionally unfits himself for others. The grocer does nut

make iiis own boots, clothes, hat, house, nor wagon.

In
*

':ie human body, also, the work is better done hy

Vjovinc* ;i K!!p.c.ial set '.jf ceils devoted a srivei
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system, and ()r<^Mns of sij^rlit and hearing, show the rotifer

to l)e nuieh more highly (leveh»i)ed than the protozoans.

]{otit'ers have been dried and kept for years, and yet

wlien put into water tliey revived.

Study carefully —
1. The mode of locomotion.

-. The action of the disks and cilia,

n. The motions of the pharynx.

4. Tlr^ contraction and expansion of the hody as a

whole.

Make drawings showing tlie hody Loth in the expanded

and in the contracted state.

I\ead the ''(ieneral Characters of Rotifers" in Packard's

" Zoology "'
; " Rotifera" in Claus and Sedgwick'a "Text-

Book of Zoology."

THE FISH.

Let each pupil have a live minnow in a fruit-jar.

Watch the movements of the mouth and gill-covers at the

sides of the head. Observe the motions of the eyes. Can

a fish wink? Does a fish sleep? Study the action of

each fin, trying to discover what work is done by each.

What is the chief propelling })ower? Consider the fitness

of the shape of the body for locomotion in water.

THE EXTERNAL FEATURES OF THE FISH.

For this work, and the dissection which follows, the

])erch is ]»n I'erable, but bass or croppies serve very well.
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Measure along the base of each fin ; this is the

length of the fin ; extend tlie fin fully, and measure

the length of its longest ray ; this is the height of

the fin. Compare the length and height of the fin.

In some fishes the dorsal fin is single ; in others it is

divided, forming two or more dorsal fins.

The tail-fin is the caudal fin ; when this fin is sym-

metrical, or nearly so, the backbone apparently ending

at the centre of its base, the tail is said to be homo-

cereal, as in most fishes; if the backbone extends

into the upper lobe of the fin, making this lobe larger,

as in the sturgeon, the tail is called heterocercal.

The fin in front of and below the caudal, is the

anal (being just back of the external opening of the

intestine, the anus} ; compare this fin with the dorsal.

The fins above named, being in the middle line,

are called median, or vertical fins.

The remaining fins are called paired finsj the pair

back of the head are the pectoral fins, and are con-

sidered as representing the forelimbs of the higher

animals ; the lower pair (usually farther back) are

the ventral fins, representing the hind limbs of

higher animals. Take the ventral fins between the

thumb and finger to feel their bony support; rest

the fish on its back, and press the thumb and fore-

finger of the other hand on the bony structures at

the bases of the pectoral fins; move the ventrals

about to determine, as far as possible by feeling, the

relations between the bones supporting the two pairs

of fins.

3. Open the mouth of the fish by pulling its lower jaw

down as far as possible ; the bone which forms the
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border of each sule of the upper lip is the pre-max-
I lary; note its extension backward on the middle of
the snout; observe the fine teeth on it. Observe
their size, shape, arrangement, and the direction inwhicn they point.

The paddle-liio bone back of the pre-maxiUary is
the maxillary. ^

The bone on each side of the lower jaw is the
dentary. Which of these bones bear teeth? Openand shut the mouth repeatedly, watching the move-
ments of these parts, and their relations to each
other.

Compare the perch or bass with the sucker in the
movements of the mouth parts.

Back of the pra-m axillary, in the front part of the
roof of the mouth, is a patch of teeth, borne on a
bone called the vomer j extending backward from
the vomer, on each side of the roof of the mouth, are
rows of teeth on the palatine bones.
Examine the short tongue j feel its surface with

the tip of the finger, or scrape it with the head of a
pin

;
examine also the whole of the inside of the

mouth, to see if there are more teeth than those
mentioned. Can a fish taste ?

4. Note the shape and position of the eyes ; with the
handle of the forceps press on the eye at various
poiL'ts near its margin, to see its range of motion-
watch the roof of the mouth while pressing the eye'
also press outward on that part of the roof of the'
niouth nearest to the eye. Compare the eyes with
human eyes. Are eyelids present? Observe a thin
bone imbedded in the skin immediately in front
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of the eyes; it is the ante-orbital bonec This and

several smaller bones just under the eye are known

as sub-orbital bones.

Examine the nostrils in front of the eyes. How
many are there ? Probe them with a bristle tipj^ed

with sealing wax; do they open into the mouth? do

any of them communicate with each other?

The flap at the side of the head is the gill-cover, and

the opening back of it is the gill-opening. The upper,

hinder piece of the gill-cover is the opercle ; along its

lower posterior border, and rather closely attached to

it, is the sub-opercle; in front of the opercle, and

below and back of the eye, bordering the part known

as the cheek, is the pre-opercle. If the margin of

this be toothed, it is said to be serrate ; under the

pre-opercle, and in front of the lower end of the sub-

opercle, is the inter-opercle.

The thin membrane below the gill -cover is the

branchiostegal membrane; the curved bones su^h

porting it are the branchiostegal rays; count them.

The narrow part of the body between the branchio-

stegal membranes is the isthmus.

7. Raise the gill-cover and examine the gills: each gill

has a central bony arch ; on the hind and outer border

of this arch is a fringe of red gill-filaments; on tlie

front and inner border of the arch are the teeth-like

gill-rakers. Are these alike on al) the gills? A red

streak along the Tvrch, at the base of the filaments, is

made by the blood-vessels, which bring the blood to,

and carry it away from, them.

Thrust a finger into the mou'h, and depress the

tongue. What effect has this ou the gills? wh***

?~-r p|
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8.

9.

effect on the gill-rakers? The slits between the gills,

which allow communication from the mouth to the
gill-opening, are the gill -clefts. How many gills are
there ? How many gill-clefts ? After this study of
the gills in their natural position, remove the fore-

most gill, severing it at its upper and lower ends, and
note more fully the parts above nr.med, especially the
structure and arrangement of the gill-filaments and
gill-rakers

; tear away some of the filaments, and find

the groove along the posterior, outer border of the
bony arch in which run the blood-vessels. Look
on the inside of the gill-cover for a red spot— the
false gill.

Obse-v? the arrangement of the scales. Pull out a
scale and study its shape and markings, the radiat-

ing and concentric striae. Compare its inner and
outer surfaces, its anterior and posterior margins;
make a drawing of it, naming its parts ; pull out a
scale from a black spot ; compare that part of its sur-

face which was exposed with the part overlapped by
other scales; scrape the portion that was exposed;
thrust one point of the forceps under the hind edge
of a scale, and watch closely this edge, while slowly
raising ^t, to see that a thin skin covers it and passes
on to the scale behind. Thig thin outer skin is

chiefly epidermis. In this epidermis lie the bla'ck

pigment cells which make the dark spots.

A scale with a smooth hinder border is a cyclo'd

scale; if the hinder portion is toothed or spiny, the

scale is ctenoid.

A raised line along the side is the lateral line. Re-

move one of the scales on this line, and find what
makes the line. Is the line continuous?
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10. Make a drawing of tlie fish as seen from one side,

naining ail tlie parts visible. Descnioe fully all the

parts above noted, including the general color and

markings.

DISSECTION OF A FISH.

Hold the fish with its back in the j)alni of the left hand,

and the tail towards you; thrust the point of one blade

of the scissors obliquely forward through the body-wall,

just in front of the anus, and cut forward in the middle

line to the ventral fins. After observing the organs with-

in, cut upward, i.e.^ toward the dorsal region of the fish,

with scissors, from the beginning of the first cut as far as

possible without cutting anything but the body-wall, being

especially careful not to cut into the air-bladder which

occupies the upper part of the body-cavii;y ; now cut for-

ward to a point a little above the pectoral fin ; make the

same cut on the other side; turn forward the flaps thus

made, noting the silvery membrane, the peritoneum,

lining these flaps, and study the organs of the body-cavity.

1. In the front par of the body-cavity is a reddish or

brownish mass, the liver, lying chiefly on the left side

of the fish. Raise the hinder edge of the liver, and

observe how closely it fits the organs next to it.

Press the liver backward, and observe the hepatic

veins passing forward fiom the liver through the

thin partition in front.

2. )jay the fish on the right side and turn the liver

downward, gently tearing away its thread-like attach-

ments. This uncovers a pinkish sac, the stomach.

Pass a probe back through the mouth and wide
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extent. When the ston.ach ends blindly behind, the
intestine arising from its front end, the stomach is
said to be caeca!. Compare the stomachs of the
perch and sucker. Observe a branch of the pneumo-
gas r.c nerve distributed over this side of tha stomach,

^i I^ incl a large tube arising from one side of the stomach
the .ntestme. lu many fishes there are at or nea^
this point several worm-like branches, often matted
together by fat. Rest the fish on its back, and turn
the hver to the left, to examine these. Clear away
this fat, separate these tubes and count them. Thev
are pyloric caeca. With ccissors make a small hole
in the end of one caecum ; insert the point of a blow-
pipe and inflate it.

4. Just beyond the ca^ca, on the posterior surface of the
liver, is a thin-walied sac, of a greenish or yellowish
color, the bile-sac. When empty, it has a worm-like
appearance. Snip it open with the scissors, or prick
it with a dissecting needle to see the bile.

5. Trace the intestine to the anus, observing that it is
held in place by a thin, transparent membrane, the
mesentery; observe the blood-vessels in it; tear this
away in following the intestine; find a small, deep red
body near the intestine, the spleen. Compare the
length of the intestine in the perch or bass with that
of a sucker. The sucker eats vegetable matter, and
may be called herbivorous; while the perch and b^ss
feed chiefly on other fishes, and are carnivorous
In the h'inder part of the body-cavity are the repro-
duct.ve organs; the yellow ovary (varying greatly
in size, according to the seasoiO in the femal- th^
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two white testes in the male. In some fishes the

ovary is single, in others it is double. If double,

the two ovaries unite in one tube, which discharges

the eggs— the egg-tube, or oviduct. Trace the ovi-

duct ; lias it a separate outlet ? Sometimes the eggs

in the ovary can be discerned.

7. Back of the oviduct or hinder part of the testes is a

?mall i)ink sac, the urinary bladder. Look for its

external opening back of the anus.

8. In the upper part of the body -cavity is the air-

bladder.

Make now a drawing of the organs above noted

in their natural positions, as seen from below.

Look closely to see if there is any connection be-

tween the air-bladder and the stomach ;
gently scrape

away the thin outer covering, peritoneum, and note

its thin wall ; examine the whole of this wall to see

if there are any blood-vessels in it. After thoroughly

examining, puncture and remove it.

9. Above the air-bladder, extending along the roof of the

body-cavity are slender, dark red bodies, the kidneys.

Look for an enlargement of the kidneys in front of

the air-bladder ; trace one kidney to its posterior ter-

mination in the urina'y bladder. Cut away all the

organs thus far studied, except the kidneys.

10. In front of the liver is a thin partition, the false dia-

phragm. If this is not already opened, cut carefully

through it to see the heart ; also cut from the anterior

end of the first slit in the walls of the abdomen for-

ward to one side of the ventrals, through the bones

of the pectoral arch and on through the thick mass

of mu«cle, in the middle line, to the isthmus, and pull
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the W-.II3 of this cavity, the pericardial cavity, out
to the sides.

The red, angular portion of the heart, which in the
natural position of the fish lies lowest and hindmost
18 the ventricle; the darker, more irregular portion
lying (xii tha natural position) above the ventricle, is
the auricle; the larger blood-cavity buck of the auri-
cle, and extending across the body-cavity, above the
false diaphragm, is the venous sinus; in front of
the ventricle is the light-colored conical arterial bulb.
This narrows forward into an artery which gives oflf

branches on both sides, one to each gill. Make a
drawing of the heart and arterial bulb. After passing
through the gills, the blood-vessels re-unite to form
the dorsal aorta, -hich passes backward just under-
neath the spinal column. From above the gills
brmches also run forward to the head.

11. Insert the hnger into the fish's mouth and depress the
tongue. Observe the thin membrane which forms
the floor f the mouth on each side of the tongue

;

cut through this membrane close to the inner border
of the lower jaw on each side and across the band of
muscle which is attaclied to the point where the two
halves of the lower jaw unite ; continue the cut back-
ward on each side between the gill-cover and the
branchiostegal membrane, and wholly separate them.
Turn back the whole flap thus loosened, and again
examine the gills; note the joints in the gills ; with
the forceps seize the tongue, raise and lower it, to see
the action of these joints in the gill-arches.

Observe, where the gills unite above and below,
patches of closely set teeth, the superior and inferior
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pharyngeal teeth. The bones supporting these

teeth, above Jiud below, are the pharyngeal bones;

they represent a fifth gill-arch. Again depress and

raise the lower ends of the giils, observing how the

pharyngeal teeth are brought together. What is

the probable use of these teeth, and what is the work

done by the teeth previously examined ?

Again examine the gill-rakers, and observe how

they are affected by bending and straightening the

gill-arches. Examine the bone which bears the

branchiostegal rays, and note with what bones it is

connected.

12. Examine the bones in the posterior border of the gill-

opening ; these are together called the pectoral arch.

The largest of these bones is the clavicle ; its upper

part forms a projection above the base of the pectoral

fin. Connected with the upper end of the clavicle is

the supra-clavicle, which, in turn, is connected with

the skull through the post-temporal. Cut away the

flaps of the body-wall bearing the fins.

1.3. Note also the bones supporting the ventral fins ; these

are considered as representing the pelvis. In the

higher fishes the pelvis is fastened to the clavicle ;
in

the lower fishes it is separate from the rest of the

skeleton and imbedded in the flesh. How is it in

the specimen you are studying? Carefully remove

the ventrals, with the bones which support them ; ex-

amine and describe them, after scraping away all

muscles and other soft tissues.

If the dissection of the muscles and the brain are

not to be made at this time, carefully cut away the

gills at their upper attachment, and remove them;
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wasli the fish thoroughly, wipe it dry, and keen it in a
cool place.

Hold the fish in the left hand, with its back up and
Its head away from you ; insert the point of one blade
of the scissors at the base of the caudal fin and cut
the skin forward, passing to the left of the dorsal fin
and on to the head; leraove the skin of this side
carefully leaving the white muscles beneath undis'
turbed; scrape part of the skin clean on the inside-
note the arrangement of the scales as seen on each'
side of the skin

; look also for traces of the lateral line
on the inside of the skin. Hold the skin up and look
through it toward the light, alternately stretching and
shortening it, noting especially the lateral line. Roll
the skin lengthwise, with the scales outermost, to see
how the epidermis passes from one scale to another.
Observe the parallel, transverse markings on the mus-
cles along the body.

Cut and scrape away all the muscle of this side of the
body down to the bones, and make out the central
backbone, with its bony projections above and below.
Bend the dorsal and anal fins from side to side, to
show the bones which support these fins and the rela-
tion of these fiu-supporters to the projections of the
backbone.

Break across the backbone under the centre of the
second dorsal fin, and remove one of the pieces, or
vertebrae, of the backbone; clear away all muscle and
other tissue, and make out the following parts :—
a. The central body, or centrum, shaped like an

hour-glass, and hollowed at each end. .JMiii

vu
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h. Two projections extending upward, soon uniting

to form one spine, the neural spine.

e. The archway formed above the body of the vei-

tebra is the neural arch.

d. A similar arrangeme.it below, forming the haemal

arch and haemal spine.

Make a drawing of this vertebra as seen from the

side ; as seen from the front.

18. In like manner remove and study a vertebra from a

point opposite the centre of the first dorsal fin, with

the ribs attached to it. What are the differences

between these two vertebrte?

19. Thoroughly clean the last vertebra, and study care-

fullj*^ its relations to the caudal fin.

20. Observe the white spinal cord in the canal formed by

the neural arches above the bodies of the vertebrae.

This is the nerve-canal, or neural canal ; note also

the blood-vessels in the corresponding blood-canal, or

haemal canal^ below.

.4.

THE BRAIN OF THE FISH.

Cut off the head ; clear away the muscles at the back

of the head ; carefully slice off the top of the skull with a

strong, sharp knife ; with extreme care cut away the roof

of the brain-cavity ; a mass of loose, gray tissue covers the

brain, which is of a white or pinkish color; cautiously

pick away this loose tissue, using a small syringe to wash

away the loosened matter. Make out the following parts

of the brain, beginning at the posterior end:—
1. The cut-off end of the spinal cord.

2. The widened part of the spinal cord, where it passes
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3.

4.

umler the l.i.nler part of the brain, is the medulla
oblongata.

bellum"'^'''
""'^'''''^'''^ ^'""'^ ^^ ^^'^' ^'•••^•'^ i« tl'e cere-

o".tfcTl«l'l"
^^.r^^^^l/""^ are the two large, rounded

optic lobes, lorn.ing the widest part of the brain
6. In front of the optic h.bes are two oval masses which

meet in the middle line; these are the cerebral hem-,
spheres, and together they c institute the cerebrum.

6. Obs^ve the olfactory lobes tapering forward in front
of the cerebral hemispheres; from these trace the
Olfactory nerves to the nasal cavities.
Make a drawing of the brain as seen from above

naming all these parts. Cut open one of the or)cic'
lobes and note that it is hollow; push the eyes out
ward and find a white cord extending inward and
backward from each. These are the optic nerves.

THE MUSCLES OP THE EYE.

1. Cut away the upper part of the eye-sockets and find
in each a muscle extending outward and backward
from the anterior part of the socket to the top of the
eyeoall. This is the superior oblique muscle

2. Another mnscle coming from the posterior part of the
socket will be seen passing forward to be attached
under :he oblique muscle. This is the superior
rectus Make a drawing showing these mus.les.
Ihe other eye-muscles may be more easily examined
trom beneath.

If the under surface of the skull of the specimen
previously studied be n,.t injured, it may be used •

otherwise, cut off the head of another fish, and ont

II
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away completely the lower jaw and the floor of the

month. Move the gill-covers in and out to show

more clearly the thin plates of cartilage between the

eyes and the roof of the mouth ; with scissors slit in

the middle line the tough membrane lining the roof of

the mouth, and strip it out to the sides. Observe a

muscle running outward from each side of the base of

the skull to the corresponding ^iH-cover. Cut these

at their inner ends and turn them outward. With

scissors cut away the cartilages covering the under

surfaces of the eyes.

3. Observe a muscle passing outward from the front part

of the socket to the eyeball, the inferior oblique

muscle.

4. The muscle running forward close to the partition

between the eyes is the internal rectus.

5. On the under su. ce of the eye is the inferior rectus.

6. Attached to the hinder border of the eye is the larger

external rectus. Note carefully the origin of each

of these, their place of insertion on the eyeball, and

their change of shape in their course; consider the

effect of each on the eye.

Observe the thin-walled swellings at the sides of

the base of the hinder part of the skull; cut into

these ear-capsules and find in each a membranous

sac, the vestibule of the ear. In this sac lies the

"ear-bone" or ctolitii. Find the white optic nerve

arising from the inner surface of the eyeball; with

a sharp knife cautiously cut away the base of the

skull and trace the optic nerves to the brain ;
de-

monstrate that they cross eu. li other, the optic

nerve irom the ngiii eye eiiiciing liiu iuii- iici»i -i

t^ve brain, and vice versa.
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Make a drawing showing this view of the brain and

cT;:t;iirier
-'

''- ^- -'~ ^^^ ^^^^

The air-bladder (sometimes called the swim-bladder) is

wa eJ ;: 1 T '" **;« '^^ '" -^-P-g 't« placet h^water. I„ many fishes the air-bladder is connected withthe esophagus by a tube, and in many others thereT.ojroulafon of. blood in part of the wall of the air-bladde.The a.r-b adder really corresponds to the lungs ot thehigher animals. ^ ""^

Parts of animals having essentially the same structureor corresponding in origin, are said'to be hon, o^lus.'rhu. the air-bladder of the fish and the lung of the fnake
:^

homo ogous. The pectoral fins are homologous "th
<1 e ore hmbs of the higher aUmals, and the hind limbs

! ''^''f
^'"""al'' are the homologue, of the ventams of the fish. Parts which are alike in use arirdToe analogous. Thus the gill of a fish and the llg of a

Analogy is correspondence in use or function
Homology is correspondence in structure or oriein

These fishes are ,„ consequence called lung-fishes. Somefour fishes winch breathe by gills have tho power ofng out of watc. for son.e time, and are said'to a.
....m one body of water to another when the former

the'dd't'of
*''.

'rr'
"' "" ™^"'''-'es; they are alsothe oldest of vertebrates, in the order of their ,„,„„„,„„.

w'l uie earth. li- -ri«ii-_ti
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The young fishosof all kinds liave lieterocercal tails, but

a.^ tlu'y grow older, the higher fishes develop homocerciii

tails. The earliest fishes iuid lieterocercal tails, as have

:nany of the lov/er fishes at the present day.

Again, the early fishes had cartilaginous instead of bony

skeletons. All young fishes have cartilaginous skeletons,

hut the higher fishes develop bone in place of cartilage as

they grow older.

It will be seen then that the stages of development of

the higher fishes repeat the order of the geologic appear-

ance of fishes, and review the classification of fishes from

the lowest to the highest. Vv hat do these facts signify ?

Use Jordan's " Manual of the Vertebrates " (latest edi-

tion), or, better, Jordan and Gilbert's " Synopsis of the

Fishes of North America," for finding the names of fishes

as "Gray's Manual" is used for "analyzing" plants.

M

THE FROG.

In the spring frogs gather in ponds and streams to

breed. Later, they may be found in meadows and fields

near water. When seeking them in such places walk

rapidly along so as to frighten and make them jump so

they can be seen. When studying frogs it is well to got

a good supply and keep them alive in a box, which should

be shii:: securely, leaving a few holes. This box may be

kept in a cellar or in a watering-trough. I'rogs will live

a long time without feeding. In capturing frogs observe

how they dive into tlie mud to escape.
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STUDY OF THE . IVE FROG.

1. Put a live frog into a tub of water and study carefully
Its mode of s'.vimniing and floating.

2. Notice how the frog sits when at rest
3. What has the frog in commrn with other animals thatjump well ?

attention to the throat, nostrils, and sides.
5. Touch the eysball with a pencil, and note what fol-

lows.

Note the motions of the eyelids.
What does the frog eat, and how does it take its

Look for slight pulsations, near the end of tlie back-
bone on each side, near the anus. These are the
beatings of the lymph-hearts.

^^
Make drawings of the live frog in the sitting pos-

6

7

8.

EXTERNAL FEATURES OF THE FROG.

Kill a frog by wrapping it in a towel or piece of cloth of
.^ny kind, and moistening the latter with cliloroforin • or
I'n. . teaspoonful of ether in a fruit-jar nearly full of
H-ater, immerse the frog in it, and cap the jar.

1. Has the frog a neck? Find the division between the
head and the body by ben- ig the parts and feeling
for the joint. *

'2- Back of and below each eye is an oval area, the n.^m-
brane oi the ear-drum, or tympanum.
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3. Tlie fore limb consists of the arm, forearm, and

hand.

4. The hind limb consists of the thigh, leg, and foot.

5. Count the lingers and toes.

C. What differences are thde between the fore and hind

limbs ?

7. Open the mouth, seize the tongue with the forceps

and draw it forward ; observe that it is attached

in front, but free behind. How is such a tongue

used?

8. Look closely for teeth. Where are they ?

9. Pass a bristle tipped with sealing-wax into one of the

nostrils. Where does it enter the mouth ?

10. Make a small opening in one of the tympanic mem-

branes, pass a bristle through this opening, and look for

its appearance in the mouth. The opening through

which it appears is the Eustachian tube.

11. The xnouth narrows back into the gullet.

12. In the back part of the floor of the mouth is a small

slit, the glottis, leading to the lungs.

13. Compare the colors and markings of the upper and

lower surfaces of the frog ; draw dorsal and ventral

views of the dead specimen, naming all visible parts.

INTERNAL STRUCTURE OF THE FROG.

Cut through the skin of the abdominal v.all along the

middle line ; turn the skin back on each side, noting

how loosely it is attached to the abdominal wall.

Cautiously avoiding any large blood-vessels, open the

abdomen lengthwise from the pelvis to the breast-br - +1- - It— -1 o— -^ ^,J? +U;,^ cKf niif / ill t iJ'Ql'd <1T1

one I
irum luu iiiiiuui ^^n--^ ^i- -..liis cii- •_•.•-•- ^. -••.<
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4.

i.

H.

9.

10.

11.

each side and turn back the flaps so as to expose the
iternal organs; with forceps raise the hinder part of
he breastbcnie

; observe the lieart lying next it, and atlnn menm-auo extending from ^"t to the breastbone;
with scissors cut this membraiie ck)se to the breast-
bone; cut through the l)reastbone in the middle lineand stretch its parts well out to the sides to dis-'
close the heart and surrounding organs. Lay the
frog on Its back; stretch the fore limbs out to theii
lullest extent, and pin them down.
Insert ^the blowpipe into the mouth and inflate th.
stomacn. Study its shape.
Trace the intestine from the stomach to the anusAn enlargement of the intestine near the anus is the
Ci03C£l>

The thin membrane which attaches the intestine lo
the back of the abdomen is the mesentery. In a
freshly killed specimen blood-vessels may be seen in
the mesentery. Trace these blood-vessels.
The dark liver partly covers the stomach.
Between the lobes of the liver is the greenish bile-sac.
In the mesentery, near the stomach, is the pale pan-
creas. ^

*^

Fnnhev back in the mesentery is the small red spleen.
it the previous inflation did not reveal the larjre
urmary bladder, insert the blowpipe into tlie anus,
ana niflale the bladder through the cloaca.
In the female, masses of dark, spherical eggs may be
seen. The eggs are in the ovary, which is very large
when full of eggs, and much folded and plaited
The egg-tube, or oviduct, is a long, coiled tube running
-icK lo open liiio tiie cloaca. Out a small hole in the

t. 1

ll.

Vk
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15.

IG.

oviduct near its anterior end and insert a bristle tipped

will I sealing-wax to discover where the oviduct ter-

minates ivuteriorly, and with what it connects at this

end.

13. In the male, the yellowish testis corresponds to the

ovary.

14. Connected with the ovary or testis are usually found

slender masses of fat.

The kidneys are two long, deep red bodies alongside

the backbone, in the hind part of the body near the

cloaca.

Insert a blowpipe through the mouth into the glottis

and inflate the lungs; observe their shape, and that

they are nearly hollow sacs, not spongy all the wi y

through as in the lungs of the rabbit or man. When

a lung has but few cells, only a small quantity of blood

can come into contact with the air. Such a lung is

adapted to an animal of low temperature and sluggish

hiibits. Tie a thread around each lung while it is

inllated; cut the lungs out and hang them up to dry

thus ex])anded. When thoroughly dried, they may be

cut open and compared with the lungs of a turtle

similarl" prepared.

The t' Ai sac inclosing the heart is the pericardium.

Carefully cut it away ; time the pulsations as seen in

a freshly killed specimen. What is uhe effect of

applying gentlt heat to the heart, as by breathing

on it? The hinder conical part of the heart is the

ventricle; farther forward and nearer the back are

the auricles; runnim; forward from the ventricle is

the main arterv. This divides into two branches,

17

-S! „1 .'-l- 1
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a.

h.

c.

To the head, the carotid.

To the body generally, the aorta. Trace the two
aortae, right and left, to their point of union near
the spleen.

To the lungs and skin, the pulmo-cutaneous.

Part of the impure blood is sent to the skin, through
which it gets oxygen. In this way the frog gets
oxygen when under water for a long time, and during
the winter, when it hibernates deep down in the mud.
Remove the heart. Does it beat after removal from
the body? Note the effect of holding the heart in
the palm of the hand. Note the effect of pricking it
with a needle.

CIRCULATION OP BLOOD IN THE WEB OP A FROG's FOOT.

Split a cigar-box cover or shingle in the middle, and cut
a V-shaped notch in one end; wrap the frog in a wet
cloth, with one leg projecting, and tie it thus wrapped to
the board

;
tie threads around two of the toes, and stretch

the web (but not too tightly) over the V-shaped notch;
place the board firmly on the stage of the microscope.
Examine first xvith a one-inch objective. The large ves-
sels which grow smaller by subdivision are the arteries.
Tlie large vessels which are formed by the union of smaller
ones are the veins. The finer vessels forming a network
are the capillaries; the black spots are pigment cells.
Where these are very abundant, they make dark spots, as
seen on the frog's back. Take a triangular piece of cover-
glass a little smaller than the web under examination;
place a small drop of water on one side of it, and lay the
glass, with the Avater downwards, on the web. Put on a
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higher power, say a iiuarter-incli objective, and study tl.e

little bodies lloating in the blood. These are the cor-

puscles.

1. The large, faintly colored oval corpuscles; do they

change their shape when pressed, as in turning a cor-

ner? What is the color of these corpuscles? Mould

a bit of clay into tlie shape of one of these bodies.

2. The snialler, rounded, paler corpuscles, fewer in num-

ber and moving with a slower and more unsteady

motion along tiie sides of the channel ; what must

be the shape of these ? Place a drop of frog's blood

on a slide, cover with a cover-slip, and examine with

a high power. Make careful drawings of the two

kinds of corpuscles. (Take a small drop of blood for

^'lis, and after covering it, run a little oil around the

edge of the cover to prevent drying.)

THE NERVOUS SYSTEM OF THE FROG.

The nervous system is better seen in alcoholic speci-

mens. Slit the skin along the back from the snout to the

anus ; with a sharp knife cautiously cut away the top of

the skull, and find:—
1. Between the eyes, side by side, two elongated white

bodies, the two halves, or hemispheres, of the cere-

brum. Observe two small pear-shaped bodies, the

olfactory lobes, in front of the cerebral hemispheres.

These taper forward into nerves running to the nasal

region; these are the nerves cf smell, or olfactory

nerves.

2. Back of the cerebral hemispheres are the optic lobes,

forming the widest part vi the brain, rrove ii^^- -
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white cnl. ,1,0 optic nerve, connects each of theseloles wth one of the eyes; does the optic nerve

S. Extending backward from the under side of the opticlobes IS the medulla oblongata.
^

spinal cord. Trace the spinal cord back into the

tirco^tT'
"""^ "™^ ""' ""' "^ «'" ''-'^'>-<'

'
Jl^i,?"'"'^' "^f"

'""'y-"""y fi"'l nerves emergingro n the s.des of the spinal colnmn, hence called thfspinal nerves. Find that several of these, aftrunning backward, u,,ito to form one large nerve
rraee the nerve down between the muscles of thethigh; this IS the sciatic nerve.

EEFLEX ACTION OF THE PRQg's SPINAL COKD.

iKl'tt'VhlVT '"?
"i"''','"^

'''"'''"8 the head, the jointWlneen the head and the backbone; lay the fro? on »
oard, and quickly thrust the blade of a knfe Lough
* body at this joint, and completely sever the sZl
e. ::tTa,^' hf'"'"

"""" ™^ '"-'™>--sibi,ity, and r^^ei lally the same as cutting off tlie head. After sever-
. t^^e eord back of the head, run a wire into tle bral-
.^

and stir it about in order to entirely destroy the
1'.......^ In a few minutes hang the frog by a hook through

! .''inch the toes; ,vhr, follows? Repeat the exceri
,

..>ent several times. Pinch the skin near the aituf
oiiL the sli in along the back side of the tlligh; tear
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apart the muscles, and find the sciatic nerve ; with a

sharp pair of scissors (while watching closely the foot;

sever this nerve ; what takes place ?

3. Hang up as before, and pinch the toes of each foot

;

what diiYerence is now observed?

4. With the forceps alternately pinch the two ends of

the severed sciatir nerve ; what takes place as these

two ends are pinched?

5. Run a wire down the spinal column, twisting it about

to destroy the spinal coid; what occurs while this is

doing?

C. Pinch the toes as before ; what results ?

7. Again pinch the end of the sciatic nerve, still con-

nected with the parts below, being careful to pinch a

little lower than before.

THE frog's muscles.

Make a circular cut through the skin at the top of the

t'nighs, and pull off the skin of the hind limbs like a pair

of hose. Notice the pale color of the muscles. The mus-

cles of the frog's thigh are nearly the same in number and

arrangement as in man. Notice especially the calf-muscle:

the end by which it is attached above, the less movable

end, is its origin. The muscle tapers into a strong, vhite

tendon below. The end of the muscle at its morn

movable end (or its attachment by a tendon at its more

movable end) is its Insertion.

Observe the thin, transparent membrane covering the

muscle, the muscle-sheath. Tear the muscle to pieces.

and note its fibrous structure. Put a bit of the muscle in

a drop of water on a slide, uud ctjver with a cover-Siip:
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.
xumine first with a low, and then with a high power, to

...e the cro,s.marl<„,gs of its finest fibres. This kinj ofmuscle 18 caUed striped or striated.

THE ACTION OF A FllOU-.S MUSCLE.
Entirely remove the si<i:, from ore of the frog's hind

l.inbs
;
sever the h^nb Iron, the bo,ly at the hi,,-j„i„f; elear:uvay al! the muscles of the thigh, carefully preserving the

r T""' , ;

'
'""""'""^ "'" "'" '^'g below; fever

he heelK^oru below the heel, and separate the calf-musclefrom the other muscles of the leg, leaving undisturbed itsattachment above; just below the knee, cut away t'.e
shn,.bone, with all the muscles of the leg, except the calf-

lower part of the sciatic nerve running to the calf-muscle
suspended below; tie a string around the thigh-bone a^dsuspend the whole; hang a slight weight, such as a door-
key or a pair of scissors, to the tendon at the lower end of
the muscle

;
now pinch the upper end of the sciatic nerve

meanwhile closely watching the muscle.

THE IROg's skeleton.

Clean the skeleton of the frog after dissection. ThisB easier after soaking it in water for a few days.

1. Note how open and light the skull is, and how easily
the bones are cut.

2. Count the parts of the spinal column
; these are the

vertebrae. The long bone terminating the spinal
column IS the urostyle.

8. Observe the long bones of the pelvis, parallel with
tne aroHiyi2. What makes the frog hump-backed ?
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4. The fore limb has, in the upper-arm, the hurr,eru8; in

the forearm the radius (same side as the thumb) and

the ulna; in the wriat are several small bones, the

whole collectively called the carpus ; in the hand are

the digits.

5. The hin.l limb has, iu the thigh, the femur; in the leg.

a bone which shows, by grooves '.ear its ends, that it

is formed by the union of two bones corresponding to

the tibia and fibula of man ; the several small bone«

of the ankle are together called the tarsus; the

bones of the toes are the digits.

6. Are there any ribs?

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE FROG.

By wading into a pond where there are frogs, in the

spring, one can usually see how the eggs are laid. If these

eggs are watched, they will be seen to produce tadpoles;

the tadpoles may be reared ; at first the form is fish-like,

not only in external form, but in ^'le fact that the tadpole

has no lungs, but breatlies by gills. An opening may be

seen on one side, through v/liich water leaves the giUs.

Later, the lungs develop, and the gills disappear. How d.)

the gills of a tad, . " ^npare with those of a fish? Is the

tadpole a fish ?

Put a small tadpole in a watch-crystal containing water;

examine the gills under a one-inch objective to see the

circulation of the blood through them. Has the t.jlpole

teeth? Examine its mouth; what does the tadpo^ eat.

Open a large tadpole, and observe the long, coiled intcstiue.
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THK frog's RF.LATIVES.

Frogc with toads and salamanders, belong to that class
.|f vertebrates calle<l Batrachiu. What ar'the pouU o
l.fTerence between frogs and toads ? '^ The toad is ex.eed-
...gly useful as a destroyer of noxious insects. It iVnoc.
turnal m its habits, is harmless, and can bo takeu up with> junity, though it gives out an acrid lluid from r ! skin
Nvhi'jh mav poison the eyelids."

*

How does a tree -toad differ from a com .n toad?Should we say tree-toad, or tree-frog? Take a t;ee-toadfrom green leaves, and put it into a white-lined box; cover
the box with a pane ox glass. Is the tree-toad'3 color
Hftected by this change of surroundings?
Salamanders are often fr und in cellars, and under rotten

<;gs, and in springs. They are often wrongly called
lizards Lizards are scaly, and are true reptiles, and n.e
related more nearly to the snakes and turtles. Salaman-
<iers have smooth bodies; they are harmless, as also are
lizards. If you find one, examine it carefully. Salaman-
ders also develop from a tadpole stage. Some salamanders
•u-e viviparous. If kept in the dark, they sometimes fail
to oomp ete their development. The mud-puppy, a larj,e
^ahmander found in our rivers, retains its gills through

The frogs and toads (tailless Batrachia) rank hirrhcr
•an the salamander, (tailed Batrachia), having passed

through the salamander stage and gone on to a higher, in
which they have more perfect organs.

T" studying insects, ' - - -

il W'orm-liVp sfrirrG Qr-..'l f1-..-.f 4l.
>'i.>tiii CiiC

-ea tnat insects pass through

y rank higiier than wcrms.

.if
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Geology tells us, from the remains /ound in the rocks,

that most of the animals now living are different from

those of early ages.

The earlier Batrachians were tailed; they were sala-

mander-like ; the frogs and toads appeared later. Thus

the different stages of development of the frog repeat the

order of appearance of Batrachia in geologic succession,

and reviev/ the classification of Batrachia from the lowest

to the highest.

EXTERNAL FEATURES OF THE SNAKE.

Examine the scales ; observe their relation to each other

and to the skin. A scale having a ridge running length-

wise in the middle line is carinated ; if there be no sach

ridge, the scale is called smooth. How many rows of

scales are there, not counting the wide i)lates below?

These wide plates along the belly, as far back as the

anus, are the gastrosteges ; count them. The i)late im-

mediately in front of the anus is the anal plate; if it is

of one piece, it is called entire ; if of two pieces, it is bifid.

The plates under the tail are the urosteges; how do t.iev

differ from the gastrosteges? count them. Wiiy should

there be these large i)lates below instead of the smaller

scales found on the upper surface? How does a snake

crawl ?

Keep a live snake,- and w^atch its breathing movements.

Does the interval of rest occur after breathing in or after

breathing out? Touf^h the eyeball with a stick; can tho

.1- o
oiiaut^ «> 111 IV

r„^o\. +1. >-\\ /-\\Tf\%^\pt»fq r\f fy^P. tonCTllP.
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For dissection get a large specimen ; a live one is better,
as after severing the spinal cord at the neck (which is

essentially the same as cutting off the head), the beating
of the heart may be seen, and the 2>ersistent vitality of the
nerves and muscles serve well to illustrate reflex action of
the spinal cord. Lay tlie snake's head on a board, and
with a knife cut entirely through the spinal column, just
back of the head; but do not cut off the head. This
destroys its sensibility. Get a paper of tacks, and a board
as long as the snake. Lay the snake on its back, with the
head at one end of the board. Push the point of a tack
into the mouth at one side, and drive it through the upper
jaw, leaving the lower jaw free. Repeat with the other
side. Stretch the snake out straight, and tack through
the tail, just back of the vent. With the forceps piueh
up a r.ld of the skin of the throat, and cut through it

with the scissors ; continue the cut back along the middle
line of the belly, being very careful not to cut anything
within. As the cut proceeds, stretch the skin out at the
sides, and tack it down every two or three inches. Cut
away the thin membrane which extends across from the
libs on each side, avoiding blood-vessels.

1. With forceps seize the lower jaw and pull the mouth
open. Note how dilatable the mouth is, and how
loosely the lower jaw is hinged to the upp^er; noto,
ftl,«», tdat the right iind left halves of the jaws do not
unite in front. Examine closely the teeth, their
siuipe ana uiraugfuient.

H'
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2. Seize the tongue, and draw it forward from its sheath

in the floor of the mouth. Observe its Llack, forked

tip ; tack it down.

8. Above the tongue find a small opening, the entrance

to the windpipe. It is called the r;lottis.

4. Insert a blowpipe (glass tube) into the throat through

the mouth
;
pinch the walls of the gullet closely

around the blowpipe, and inflate the wide gullet and

stomach. What does the snake eat, and how does

he eat?

5. For inflating the lung, a tube with a small point is

better ; draw out a small glass tube, and connect with

a rubber tube ; insert the point in the glottis, and in-

flate. This locates the pink lung, v ith its posterior,

thin walled extension, or air-sac.

6. Trace, from the glottis to the lung, the ringed wind-

pipe, or trachea. Only one lung is developed; look

for the rudiment of the other.

7. The heart will be noticed on account of its beating

;

the part of it farthest from tho head is the ventricle;

nearer the head find two parts, the right and lei't

auricles. These two contract at the same time, just

before the contraction of the ventricle. The heart is

in a thin sac, the pericardium; pinch up a fold of

this with the forceps, and cut through it, and remove

that part of it covering the heart, very caiefully

avoiding blood-vessels.

8. Find a blood-vessel arising from the ventricle just

between the auricles, a.id passing forward between

them, curving around over the gullet to the posterior

part of the body. This is the main artery, or aorta;
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13.

9. Look also for an artery running to the lung, the
pulmonary artery.

10. Find several veins, of a darker color than the arteries,

leading to the heart.

11. Alongside the stomach is a dark red body, tlie liver;

a large vein runs along its surface.

12. Back of the liver is the dark bile-sac, and near this
the spherical red spleen.

Clear away any masses of fat that may hide organs in
the posterior part of the body, and again inflate the
stomach and lung for a more perfect view of these
organs.

14. Trace the intestine from the hinder end of the
stomach to the opening, the anus, at its posterior end.

15. In the hinder part of the body-cavity may be found
the reproductive organs, ovaries in the female, testes
in the male. These both have long tubes, extending
backward to convey their contents to the posterior,
dilated portion, the cloaca, of the intestine.

Into the cloaca also open the ducts of the kidneys,
two reddiiih, elongated structures.

1 1. Count the ribs of one side.

18. Draw the points of the forceps quickly along the
muscles over the ribs; note the contraction of the
muscles that follows ; such contraction of the muscles
is wholly involuntary (as the brain now has no con-
nection with the body), and is called reflex action of
the spinal cord. It is the same kind of action as that
seen in the case of a chJjken with its head cut off.

Use " Jordan's Manual of the Vertebrates " for findi

uie names oi auakes.

16
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THE TURTLE.

1. The upper part of the shell is the carapace.
2. The under part is the plastron.

3. Observe the large sections, or plates, marking the

shell. How many of these plates are there on the

carapace ? how many on the plastron ? how are they
arranged ?

4. Study the motions of the head, legs, and tail ; observe
the scales on these parts.

5. Note the shape of the feet; for how many purposes
dMcs the turtle use its feet? are the feet of all turtles

alike? Count the claws; compare the front and hind
feet.

6. With a strong pair of pinchers seize the head, pull it

well out, and chop it off; examine the mouth; are

teeth present? Is there a tongue? Look for a third

eyelid. Compare with the pigeon in this point of

structure.

DISSECTION OF THE TURTLE.

Saw through, or cut with a strong chisel, the bridge
wliich connects the carapace and plastron on each side.
( 'avefully raise the plastron, and, keeping the blade of the

knife or scalpel close to its inner surface, cut away all its

attachments to the organs within, and remove it entirely.

1. Li front are the bones sn - rting the fore limbs.

2. Beliind are the bones oi .le pelvis, supporting the

hind limbs. Were these two sets of bones attached to

th
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O.

6.

7.

8.

a.

h.

3. A thin membrane covers the interral organs ; through
it the heart may be seen beating. Cautiously avoid-
ing blood-vessels, cut away this thin covering, and
distinguish the following parts of the heart:—
a. The large, hinder part, the ventricle.
h. In front, on each side, the two auricles.
c. Between the auricles are blood-vessels, branching

toward the head. As in the frog, there are two
aorta3, the right and left, which unite posteriorly.

4. Make out the following order of the heart's beat :—
The contraction of the blood-vessels leading to the
auricles.

The contraction of the auricles.

c. The contraction of the ventricle.

On each side of the heart appears the dark liver, con-
sisting of two main lobes, connected by a cross-band.
Search the liver to find the bile-sac.

Under the left lobe of the liver is the stomach.
From the stomach trace the intestine to the trans-
verse vent under the tail.

Masses of eggs may be found in the ovary (if a
female).

9. Find a large bladder near the pelvis.

10. Raise the liver to find the lungs; pull forward the
neck,^ find the windpipe, and insert a blowi)i2)e. By
inflating, the lungs 'uiy be better seen. When the
lungs are fully inflated, tie a string tightly around
the windpipe; carefully remove the lungs, and hang
them up to dry. When they are thoroughly dry and
firm, cut them iicrogs, and compare with tlie Innas of
the frog and rabbit.
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11. How does the turtle draw in its head ?

12. How long does the heart beat after the head is

cut off?

11

4.

o.

THE SKELETON OF THE TURTLE.

Clean away the muscles and all soft parts. Boiling

loosens the outer plates; these are part of the skin,

and not of the skeleton proper; they are called the

epidermal plates.

When these plates are removed from the carapace,

there appears a series of bones extending outward on

each side ; these are the ribs, very wide, and united

by their edges. Hew many of these flattene'd ribs

are there ?

On looking at the inner surface of the carapace, the

series of vertebrae will be found •, and attached to the

sides of the bodies of these vertebra) are the heads of

the ribs.

Along the middle line of the outside of the carapace

between the ribs of the two sides, is found a series of

bony plates ; these are the enlarged and flattened pro-

jections of the vertebrae ; they correspond to the

spines which make the sharp ridge along the backs of

most vertebrates.

Compare the bones of the pelvis aiid of the limbs

with those of the rabbit.

For a full account of the anatomy of a turtle, see " How
to Dissect a Chelonian," by Prof. H. N. Martin and

Dr. W. A. Moale.

For finding the names and classification of turtles, use

Jordan's "Manual of tiie Vertebrates."
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THE PIGEON.

If possible, capture the pigeons alive and keep them fast-
ing a day, that their crops may become enipty. Kill them
by imtting them into a tight box, or jar, which has a
closely-fitting lid, with a sponge moistened with chloroform.
The "anaesthetic box" described in Wilder and Gage's
" Anatomical Technology " is very convenient for killing
cats and rabbits as well as pigeons. Having glass sides,
this box possesses the further advantage of enabling the
student to watch the physiological effects of ether, chloro-
iorm, etc.

Note the shape of the body as a whole, and its adapta-
tion to rapid passage through the air.

THE HEAD.

1. The beak conr.ists of the upper and lower mandibles;
hold the pigeon's head with one hand, and with the
other take hold of the tip of the upper mandible and
prove that ii is movable.

2. Raise the upper eyelid, and look in the front angle of
tlie eye for the third eyelid ; seize the edge of this
with tlie forceps, and pull it backward over the eye.
Watch the live bird, to see how it winks.

3. Brush forward the feathers below and back of the eye
to find the ear-openlng; observe the peculiarities of
tlie feathers which cover this opening.

4. Examine the nostrils; open the mouth and insert the
head of a nin info fl>o nnofi.;! nr^A ».„^u„ j.- j-

*•
"" • iiij ciii-_i piuus^, Lw ciiscover

its place of appearance in the mouth.

(

I

,
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6. With the forceps pull forward the tongue for careful

examination.

6. Just back of the tongue is the opaning, the glottis, of

the windpipe, or trachea.

7. The mouth continues backward to become, the gullet.

THE WIMGS.

1. P'eel of the wing to make out the divis'on into arm,

forearm, and hand.

2. Tlie foremost angle of the wing is called the bend

of the wing. To what part of your arm does this

bend of the wing correspond? Just outside of the

bend of the wing find the false wing, a cluster of

short quills, borne on the thumb.

8. The long quills borne on the hand are the primaries;

couat them. The quills on the forearm are the sec-

ondiarie«5; count them. When quills are found on

the arm, they are calle(i tertiaries.

4. The shorter feathers which overlap these quills above

and below, are the upper and lower wing-coverts.

5. Extend the wing; compare its upper and lower sur-

faces ; observe the shape of the quills, and the way

they overlap one another ; put all these facts together

and consider their effect in the down-stroke of the

wing. What is the result of this arrangement when

the wing is moved quickly upward ?

THE LEGS.

1. Feel of the parts, beginning close to the body, to be

sure to find the first division of the limb ; this is the

thigh, or second joint.
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4.

5.

Below Uiis is the leg proper, or drumstick.
The next division h the ia.Siis; it is a consolidation
of sevend bonej that were distinct in the young bird
this part of the bird's leg, then, really corresponds
to the tarsus and metatarsus of the human foot, or
that part between the ankle and the toes. Where,
then, is the true heel?

Bend and extend the toes to find how many bones
there are in each.

The scales on the front of the tarsus are called
scutella; hence the tarsus of tho pigeon is said to
be scutellate in front; the back of the tarsus of the
pigeon IS reticulated.

THE TAIL.

1. Count the quills of the tail; spread the tail to see
their mode of overlapping; make a diagram to show
-:ip'r mode of overlapping as seen from behind ; com-
pare the middle and outer tail-feathers.

The feathers which lap over the base of the tail are
the upper and lower tail-coverts.

3. Raise the upper tail coverts, to find the conical tip of
the outlet of the oil-gland

; press the oil-gland to get
a drop of oil.

4. In front of the lower tail-coverts is the anus.

THE FEATHERS.

1. Pull out one of the large wing-quills and study its
parts; the central axis is the shaft; the expanded
part is the vane; the side branch. . of the shaft are
I.X.. -^....,-^..j axiu viiu aiui; urauunes ui the bart)s are the

2.

'AH
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O.

barbules. With r. lens cxiunine the ui)i)cr and lower

Burfiices of the vane; tlien tear one of the barbs loose

from the barbs in front of and behind it, and study it

carefully ; again watch closely while tearing two barbs

apart, to see how the barbules are related to each

other ; now examine the vane of the same quill at ihe

very beginning of the vane, near the end that was

attached to the wing. What is the difference between

the arrangement of the barbs in the;>e two places?

Observe the hole in the tip of the shaft; run the

I)oint of a diisecting-needle along the groove in the

undv^r surface of the shaft toward the base of the shaft.

This should lend the point of the needle into another

opening, com mini icating with the cavity of the shaft.

Examine this region with a lens, and determine that

the two sides of the vane meet at thi? point. Make

drawings of a quill, as seen from above and below,

showing all these points.

With sharp scissors cut across the middle of the

quill. Look at the cut end ; observe that the vane is

attached to the upper edges of the shaft; compare

the place of attachment of the vane to the shaft,

with the place of attachment of the wing to the body.

Cut part of the wider side of the vane, at right angles

to the barbs ; with a lens, or a low power of the

microscope, examine the edge of this cut. Make

drawings showing these arrangements of the parts of

the quill. What are the advantages of such arrange-

ment ?

Take one of the body-feathers, and compare it with

the quill. In what lies the chief difference?

riiiu f - - ^^ -- j.i-1. •- ...1, _n„ ., 1 „r tcJ_„

—

IcatiiCi" Liiiit iii wiiuiiy uoiiipuaua ui • uuW ii,
-„ " :e
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1)0 such; oxHTuino the "down" with a micro
tlicre

scope.

4. Pick a small i)art of tlu; hroast, and study one of the
pin-feathers. How does it difTer from the feathers
already examined ?

o. Featliers correspond to the hairs of mammals; there
ire muscles in the skin of the pigeon, hy the action
of which the feathers may be raised, as when the
hird is angry, or when taking a dust-bath, just as
there are muscles in the skin of a dog or cat, or in
the human scalp, by which the hair is made to rtand
on end.

G. Study the arrangement of the feathers; do feathers
grow on all parts of the body? a fledgling shows this
point well. Push aside the feathers along the line of
the ridge of the pigeon's breastbone and examine the
skin; do feathers grow here? Look for other un-
feathered areas. Note how the feathers overlap.

7. Pick the feathers fron> one side of the pigeon, just to
the middle line; lay the bird on the feathered side,
and make a drawing, showing (1) the outline of thJ
feathers

; and (2) the outline of the body within.

DISSECTION OF THE PICxEON.

Pluck the pigeon before dissecting it ; dipping f^ oird
liot water makes this easier.

1. Insert a tube into the mouth and inflate the crop,
compressing the neck to prevent the escape of the air!
Note the shape of the crop.

2. Bt'ginuing at the posterior end of the breastbone, cut

HI
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through the skin along the line of the ridge, or keel,

of this bone, and loosen the skin on each side, com-

ti'iuiiig forward over ihc crop, being careful not to

tear the crop; again inllate the croM, and examine it

more fully. Observe the line lines running crosswise

and lengthwise in the walls of the crop ; these are the

nmscle-tibers, transverse and longitudinal. Glands in

the lining of the crop secr.He a milky li(iuid, in the

breeding season, to act on the food and soften it; this

softened food is brought up from the crop and put

into tlie mouths of the young pigeons.

3. Loosen the crop from the front of the breast and from

the neck.

4. Find the windpipe, or trachea, with its white rings of

cartilage.

5. On each side of the neck is a vein and a white cord,

the pneumogastric nerve; the vein is the jugular

vein. If it dues not show distinctly, let the bird's

head and neck hang over the edge of the table, and

the vein will soon lill with blood.

6. Insert the tube into the glott.s, and inflate ;
observe

the swelling of the whole body, and the inflation of

the thin-walled air-sacs in the hollow in front of

the breastbone.

7. Break the bone of the upper-arm, the humerus,

cut til.'.ugh the skin and muscles, and push out

through this opening the end of the bone next to

the body; note that it is hollow; slip one end

of a rubber tube over the end of the bone, and

inflate : what is the result of this experiment ?

Keeping another tube connected with the windpipe,

determine whether aii- ciin be sent m tiirougii
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tk^winrtpipe and out „f ,„.. hnn.er.,,, and „,«

8. Slit the skin l,a,.k „ver tl,, ,| „„„ ,„ „„.
oo,en ,t wd i,ack „n ...,,, .si„, .,„, ,.„t ,uZ^,tne ab,l„nunal wall just l,el,in,l ,|,.. I„vas,l»,n..

; LU. onco n,o,e an,l „l„o,vc. ,1.. abdominal air-sa s.

Side the ndfre rkeel) of flu. 1.,,.. ^i i

'^

the outer bonier of the hreiusthone
; tl.us loos.n a.nlraise a great flap of ,nus<.Ie, the pectoralis IjlNote the nerve and blood-vessels entering its inne

surface; separate it fron. a smaller musele Iving nn<le
It, which will be known bv fl„. n-i; f. •

of tho »^ 1
, V ^ glisteniiifr appearanceo he muscle-sheath

; s^ver the attachmen of thepectorahs major to the ..astbone, and all otheorgans except at the extreme front end; here themuscle narrows into a tough, white cord, ,. tendon-
trace this tendon to its attachment to the bone of thearm; now lay the pigeon on its back in one l.m.l, and
pull this muscle ba-kward, noting the efi.M.t .m the

nient f \ """/" ^""^"^ '''^' '^'' rO'^^^"- attach-ments of the muscle which was covered by the i,ec-
tora IS major, lying in the angle between the keel ofthe breastbone and the body of the breastbone

; prove
Its action this time holding the pigeon right side up.Compare these two muscles in size, and in the amount
of work they have to do. The smaller mns.-Ie is the
pectorahs minor. The hinder attadnnent of each of
these muscles is called its origin; and the place of
attachment of the lendon to the wing-bone is the
msertron. Cut through the Ixulv-vall ..onn. .i !
margin of the b: stboiie, through the rib•s, coracoj

Mil'
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Clones, and wishbone, and ^ itirely remove the breast-

bone.

10. Lift 'he liver and disclose, at the left of the bodv-

cavity, a luird mass, the gizzard. Slit the abdominal

wall in the middle line back to the anus, push aside

any fat that may cover the internal organs, and turn

the gizzard to the left of the bird to find where the

intestine arises from it ; trai^e the intestine from the

gizzard backward.

11. The part of the intestine nearest to the gizzard is

the duodenum.
12. In a long loop formed by the duodenum is a pinkish

organ, the pancreas.

13. Trace the intestine, tea.ing away the fat and the thin

walls of the abdominal air-sacs, observing that it is

held Ml place by a thin, transparent membrane, the

mesentery.

14. Near its end the intestine has two short side branches,

the caeca.

15. Just before the intestine ends, it widens, forming the

cloaca.

16. Turn the gizzard to the right of the bird ; entering

it from the front, find a mottled, bulging tube, the

glandular stomach; pull the crop forward, to show

the connection between it and the glandular stomach.

To +he right of the glandular stomach is the small, red

spleen ; seize the gizzard, pull it backward, and cut

off the glandular stomach as far forward as possi-

ble ; remove the gizzard and intestines. Note the

relations of the tubes which enter and leave the giz-

zard ; open the gizzard, observing the thick outer
-.. 1 - .. . ^ J r -_ 1 • 1 ; 1 • 1 • i.:„. ,„
Hi IXtiCLiiiii CiJltl, ilulli tV iilLil I iiU gi<lZaiCi IS C301iiUl>ilXiCS
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17,

called the muscular stomach. Note also its to....],
Imm^^; exanihie the .ontent^ of the o-i,,aid

; why
does the gizzard have such a tliiek coat of muscle ^

do all huds have this kind of gizzard '^

In front of the liver is the heart, in" a thin sac, the
pericardium. Cut through its posterior wall, and
urn the heart forward, to see the dark vein, themfenor vena cava, running to it from t],e liver: pull

the heart backward, to see the whitisli arteries run-ning forward from it. The main artery runs forward,and turns to the right before going backward, while inman the corresponding artery turns to the left. Prick
a hole m one of the large veins near the heart; insert
the pomt of a blowpipe, and inflate the heart; its red
conical part is composed of the ventricles; the dark
base IS made up of the two auricles. Tie a thread
around the veins at the anterior and posterior borders
ot the liver, and cut this organ away.

18. On each side are the pink lungs. Pick awav the thin
membranes bordering the outer hinder borders of thelungs

;
look for holes through which the luncs com-

municate with the abdominal air-sacs ; look for the
trachea. Remove the lungs, not failing o see how
closely they are attached to the back, being indented
by the ribs.

In the hinder part of the body-cavity are the dark-
colored, irregular kidneys. Tear them awav, observ-
ing how they are composed of several lobes,\v]iicli fit
into the hollows of the pelvis. After removing the
kidneys, observe the white nerves extending outward
trom the sides of the spinal colunni to „ass to th.

19

M

VUl^US.
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20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

9*^

26,

In front of the kidneys are the reproductive organs;

the two white oval testes, in the male ; in the female,

the ovary, often showing many eggs in different stages

of develoi)ment. The kidneys and reproduetive organs

send tubes to the cloaca : the tube w^hich conveys the

eggs from the ovary to the cloaca is the oviduct.

Remove the heart, cut off the auricles, and look down

into the ventricles; cut across the mitklle of the ven-

tricles, and make a drawing of this cross-section.

Observe the fold of skin extending across the angle

between the arm and forearm; dissect away the skin,

and find a lembrane within the skin-fold.

Observe the muscles connecting the hinder edge of

the breastbone and the pelvis (which were cut through

in opening the abdomen); these are the abdominal

muscles. How does the bird perform the act of

breathing? Compare the bird, snake, frog, and man

in their modes of breathing.

Bend the leg up close to the body, to the position of

perching; what effect does this bending of the leg

have on the toes ? How does the bird stay securely

on the perch when asleep? Dissect the leg to find

the mechanism by which the toes are clenched as the

leg is bent.

Clean away as much as possible of i' soft tissues, and

keep the skeleton for later study.

Dissect out the tongue, and compare it with the tongue

of the snake. The voice is jjroduced in the lower part

of the windpipe, instead of in the upper part, as iu

man.
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THE URAIN of THi^. Mo EON.

Cut away the top of the skull with a sharp knife, usinj.
great care not to injure the soft brain, and make out the
tollowmg parts:—
1. In front, the large cerebrum, consisting of two hemi-

spheres, which are separated by a deep groove.
2. Behind the cerebrum is the undivided cerebellum.
3. Running backward from the under side of the cere-

bellum is the spinal cord
; trace it back into the

backbone. Make drawings of the brain, as seen from
above and as seen from the side.

THE SKELETON OF THE PIGEON.

Notice tPe lightness of the whole skeleton. What part
of the pigeon's weight is bone? Compare the eye-cavity
with that of man. The lower jaw does not join the skull
directly, as in man, but is joined to an irregular ixMie
which, in turn, joins the skull. This is the quadrate bone'
The hole by which the spinal cord leaves the brain-cavity
IS the occipital foramen; in front of this foramen is a
httle roun^led projection, the occipital condyle. Observe
Ih'W tiiis C(mdyle fits into a cavity in the first vertebra of
'l«e neck. Count the vertebne of the n^ck, ,.r cervical
vertebrae. Observe the consolidation of the vertebrie in
tlie back; note the j.int in each rib, and the arrangement
ior bracing the ribs together. Press the breastbone alter-
nately toward the back a.-'I away from it. mpar.wl,;!.
watching tiie joints in the rib«.

1!

II-

(
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m

The -wishbone" eorresponds to the two "collar-bones"

of man. Aloni^side tlie two branches of the wishbone are

the coracoid bones; what especial need of snch bones in

tliis place.'* In the wing find, in the arm, the humerus;

in ihe forearm, the ulna and radius. The hand has only

part of the lingers developed; a little bi)ne, representing

the thumb, is present (which bore the feathers of the

"false wing"). In the thigh is the femur; in the leg is

the tibia; and alongside it, the small fibula. The bone

above the foot represents the consolidated bones of the

human ankle and foot as far as the toes. What evidence

is there of such consolidation?

Read "The Anatomy of the Pigeon," in Packard's

"Zoology" and in Parker's "Zootomy"; also "Handbook

of Vertebrate Dissection. Part II. How to Dissect a

Bird," by Martin and Moule.

Trace the vigeon to its family by the aid of Jordan's

" Manual of the Vertebrates." Use the same book, or

Coues' " Key," for finding the name of any of our wild

birds.

THE HEN'S EGG.

So place a hen's egg in a basin of water that it cannot

roll, mark the u[)per side plainly, and boil it hard; keep

track of the side tliat was uppermost.

1. '^rack the ahell, and pick it away
;
put a piece of it in

strong vinegar, or other acid. Of what is the shell

—.,,1.. •>
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2. Note the tliin membrane lining the shell.
3. Does the egg completely fill the shell? 'Where is the

air-space ? Does the lining membrane, in tl.is region,
adhere to the shell or to the ''white"? How ctn !
Hesh egg be distinguished, without breaking •> Doe^^
a fresh egg, in water, lie in the same position as when
on a table ? What is the use of this air-space v

4. Plow is the yolk situated in the white ? how in refer-
ence to the position during boiling ? Compare a num-

5 Z^\t^^"'
'"r '^ '^''' '' ''^"^ ^'^^"^^"^^ -bout this.

5. ^ote the round spot on the yolk, where it comes near-

th!
'".
tl' ''• .

^^''' '' '^^^ g«^m.spot, in which
the chick begms to form.

vhi e ahke throughout ? is the yoik alike throughout ?Is the yo k a coat? Cut aud tear these parts to „,ukeout the,r structure, if they have any definite structure.
7. Bod an egg hard, as before

; mark a line lengtlnvise
around the egg, passing through the point that was
uppermost while boiling; earefully break away the

ha oTt^' t
'•

""f
^""-^ «'ean eat renrove thishalf of the wh.te and yolk; place the other half iuthe position It had while cooking , make a drawing of

this section, using diiTerent colors to show the shell
shell-membrane, air-space, white, yoll-, germ-spot, etc

J oik m a different position in consequence? Thewhite of the egg has interlacing fibres and partitions
which keep t.ie mass together; the white cannot bemixed with water till these membranes are cut orbroken

;
hence an egg, to be eaten raw. sl,o„M 1,„

wmppea to break these membranes. The white is not

in

I'
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a part of the true egg. In dissecting a bird, the eggs,

of various sizes, according to their stages of develo})-

nieiit, may be found in the ovary. At this time tlie

egg consists of tiie yolk, witli a thin coat; the white

is deposited around this hiter during its descent

tlnough the oviduct; the sliell is last formed, and is

absent in the case of most animals.

In the development of birds all their nourishment,

beh)re hatching, must be stored in the egg; hence its

large size. In the higher animals the e^^g is retained

in the body of the mother, and gets its nourishment

from her blood, which circulates through the placenta.

9. Set a hen on a dozen eggs ; mark the date ; open and

examine an egg each day ; if the egg was fertilized,

the cells of the germ-spot multiply by division, and

soon take defniite arrangement; at the end of twenty-

four hours the backbone is outlined; during the

second day the brain begins to develop, and the heart

appears , on the fourth day the legs and wings make

their ap[)earance as flattened buds ; until the sixth day

it would be impossible to say whether the embryo was

that of a bird, a reptile, or a mammal ; after this, the

characters peculiar to birds become evident, the feath-

ers begin to develop, and, later, tne particular kind of

bird may be recognized.

The development of the rabbit, guinea-pig, or any mam-

mal, iiii'luding even man, follows nearly the same order as

in the chick, the chief differences arising from the fact that

the end)ryo manunal develojis in a special portion of the

oviduct, the uterus, or womb, and that the growing germ

is supplied with maternal blood.

The eggs of mammals are very minute. These eggs (if
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fertaized) go througl. the process of division, or segment-ation, as described lor tl.e sea-urcliin
In the e.nhryo of the dog it is twentj-Hve days before itcan be tohl whether it is to be a nianunal or not, andrequires a nmch h.nger tin.e to show the distinctio btvveen the human en.bryo and that of the dog. The hu nal

closely ahke that they are indistinguishable for a stilllonger tin.e than is necessary to distinguish between theembryos of dog and man.
i>etween the

The study of development is called embryology
i^gg-laying ani.nals are called oviparous. If the voun^develop within the body of the parent, receiving nour'f

ncnt while he egg remains in the interior of the body ofhe parent but quite free and unconnected with it, as Tnthose vertebrates which are termed ovo-vivipar^^us "

I!

THE RABBIT.

E:.rERNAL FEATURES.

1. Note the shape of the body; the reL-.tive size „f theore and h„,d ..uU
; the length of the ears. Con,,.a,e

the soles of the feet with those of the eat. llowmany toes has eaeh foot, and how do the eiaws differirom cat's claws ?

-• Make a seiies of dots showinn. fi,p fmoVg ^,-... :.. ^ .. _

running rabbit, indicating by which footlch" track is

(
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the direction \n
made, and showing l)y an arrow

whicli the rabbit was going.

3. Observe the "whiskers" on the upper lip. Examine

the nostrils and the cleft i)i the upper lip.

4. Note the chisel-shaped fnint teeth, the incisors; ob-

serve the space between the incisors and the grinding

teeth, or nnolars.

5. Observe the hairiness of the inside of the cheek.

6. Find the third eyelid. IIow does it compc.re with

that of the pigeon?

7. Save a few of the hairs, and later examine them under

the microscope.

INJECTION OF THE RABBIT.

Before beginning dissection it is well to have at least

one specimen injected for the sake of comparison. The

method of injecting recommended by Parker C" Zootomy"]

has given good results. Kill a rabbit with chloroform;

as soon as it is dead, open the thorax by cutting through

the sternal ribs of both sides, sufficiently far from the

middle line not to injure the mammary arteries; cut

across the posterior end of the sternum, and turn it for-

ward ; slit open the pericardium, and make a large incision,

by a single cut with the scissors, in each ventricle ;
all this

should be done very rapidly, if possible before the heart

has ceased to beat, as it is desirable to get rid of as much

blood as possible; pass a ligature round the aorta close to

its exit from the heart, and give it a single loose tie
;
when

tlie bleeding has ceased, sponge the blood from the heart,

and pick away any clots that may have formed in the left

. - _ 1. il ^1, •i-'l,^ i^i^Jcinn in f.V.P. left
ventricle; pass a ctinnuia luiuugii i-u^ iii..i------. -
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voj.tncle into tlio iu.rta, tigl.ten tlu; liguturo, and kiu.t it
lirnily.

li' an iiijecting-syringe be not ut lum.l, use as a cannula
u glass tube so drawn out as to have a roteli in it that it
nay be finnlj tied; slip on the outer end of tliis a short
I'leceof rubber tubing, nnd insert into tin's the nozzle of
an ordinary syringe.

For the injection mass, fdl an ordinary tumbler half full
of fine plaster of Paris, colored with a little carmine or
yellow ochre

;
fdl the tumbler with water, stir well, and

immediately strain the liquid through coarse muslin into a
second tumbler. I^ill the syringe an<l inject immediately,
as the plaster soon sets. Give a steady, even pressure.
On removing the syringe, the rubber tube should be
plugged to prevent escape of the licjuid.

If the specimen be not injected, the veins can usually be
dist. guished from the arteries by their greater diameter,
thinner walls, and by being of a darker color, retaining
the blood, while the arteries are usually empty or nearly
so.

ORGANS OF THE ABDOMINAL CAVITY.

1. Slit the skin in the middle line from the breastbone
to the pelvis, and strip it well back to the sides.
Observe the thin abdominal muscles, which form
the ventral wall of the abdomen. Carefully slit the
abdominal wall in the middle Une from the pelvis to
the breastbone

; from the middle of this slit cut out-
ward on each side and turn back the flaps.

2. The lining of the abdomen is the peritoneum - what
does it tell the sense of touch ?

--. -«^uoUivu liic cuiicu iniesiine, noting any variations in

* -s,
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size, shape, (.r markings, but do not r'ow move any

])art from its natural position.

4. In tlu' front part of the ab(h)men the (Uirk-colored

liver may bo seen, overhipping the stomach, and in

the liiixU'r i)art of the ab(h»men there may be seen the

bladder, varying greatly in size and appearance ac-

cording to its state of distension.

5. Pull the intestine backward, and make out the shape,

size, position, and color of the stomach. Observe how

the liver and stomach lit together; push the liver

forward, and turn the stomach back to find a white

tube entering its anterior surface ; this is the gullet, or

esophagus. Just back of the stomach is a small red

body, the spleen.

6. Find now the connec ion between the stomach and

intestine. Makj a drawing of the stomach showing its

shape and the connections with the gullet and intestine.

7. Trace the intestine; that part which forms a Icng

loo]) near the stomach is the duodenum. Within

this loop is an irregular, fatty-looking mass, the

pancreas. Find the pancreatic duct entering the

intestine. This is more easily found in the dog.

8. Observe that the intestine is held by a thin membrane

in which are branching blood-vessels ; this is the

mesentery ; find its supporting attachment. In trac-

ing its course drag the intestine out of the abdominal

cavity, but do not tear the mesentery.

[). The larire gieenish side-branch of the intestine is the

caecum. All the intestine from the stomach to the

entrance of the caecum is the small intestine; that

part of the intestine posterior to the entrance of the
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10. Turn tne stnmad, an,I intestines over t- the right (o(the an,,„.l;, ,„,! ol.erve a ,unk tnbe, the n.aintte

S

o ao ta runn.n, ,,,„.g ,„e n.icWle of the dorsalZof t.e ab,h,n,en,
. ..Homing this baek«-ar,l, find ,branch w,oh subdivides an.l sends branche 1,,;

sto„,aeh l,ver, and spleen. Farther back a branel sg.veu oft to the intestine; follow it as it b.^^^behroughthe mesentery; this is the anterior me3ener,c artery. Find a branch, the renar artery. ,fZ

corTmn', I

^' ""''™' •'""•'» '"^''''^» '"to the two

11. Tu,„ the stomach and intestines to the left andobserve he two veins running forward from the Inimbs; these ar- the externa, iliac veins, d bythcr union they ,orm the vena cava inferior.
'

left kulneys, the renal veins. Compare the positionsof the nght and left kidneys.
1^!. Trace the vena cava inferior to the liver. Observe

the mesenteric vem; the mesenteric vein is joinedby a vein eoming from the spleen, the splenic^einand by the gasl.ic vein, f,,,n, the stomach; theseform the portal vein, running to ti.e liver- this Z
.listri ute. the blo.d througlfthe liver; thL bloo

,

e-eollected and einp.ies into the vena cava inferi,hrough he hepatic veins, which are ahuoa who yconcealed by the liver.
vvuuiiy

J^- Turn the liver forward, and find on its posteriorsurface the dark bile.ac. The bile-duct, bv ^^"h-- un^ 15 cuuvej-ed into the intestine, as also the
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pancreatic duct, is more easily traced in tlie dog.

liy probing witii a bristle tipi)e.l with sealing-wax

these dnets may be traced.

15. I'ull back the liver, and examine the thin muscular

partition, the diaphragm, which extends across the

body, separating the chest cavity, or thoracic cavity,

from the abdominal cavity. The thin, trani^parent

central part of the diaphragm is its tendon ;
througli

this the pink lung, still distended, may be seen.

Keeping the eyes fixed on the lung, prick a hul.

through one side of the diaphragm, .md n^.te tlio

collapse of the lung. Is the lung on the other side

affected by this operation?

IG. Note the passage of the gullet, aorta, and vena cava

inferior through the dia])hragm.

Tie the gullet in two places half an inch apart, and

cut through between t' .m. A'.oO double-ligature th.

1 -der part of the large intestine, the rectum, an.l

sever it. Remove the stomach and intestines, care-

fully cuttuig the mesentery along its whole attachment

to the intestine, and ..ncoil the latter. How many

times is the length of the body, including the head,

contained in the length of the intestine? Compare

the lengths of the small intestuie, cfficum, and large

intestine. Cut out about an inch of the small intes-

tine in the middle of its course, slit it open length-

wise, wash it thoroughly, and examine, under water.

its inner surface with a Icus, to see the thread-lik.

projections, or villi. In tlie same way examme ;^

piece of the large intestine. These points may be

made out in the intestine of a dog, or from specimou^

n.f tl>P oAV^ intestine obtained from the butcher.
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'•^serve hnti, «,,,.ei,„P„» i„ aIc,.!,ol. Limtrre tl,o

nst back „f l|,„ ],vo,-, a,„l .„t u„av all „f the liver

mfenor To Inue il,c lacteals u,„l ilu. thoracic ductf-d a k.tlen .„ ,„„,,,. ,.„ ,ieh n.ilk, u.,,1 three h.nnafter place it i„ a b„x or „„.ler a bell-jar wi asi-onge s.,ake.l ,vitl, ether or eh)„r„f„„„. ^^^^ ,"

complete y doii-' ni^ r.ff \t^ l.o i ,

spread out th. w;esoutery, and observe in it tl.e whitelymphat.e vessels, known as lacteals., alongs d heve.ns ,onverg ^ to fon„ the thoracic duct' Tr eIns a ong the aorta. Compare with a kitten that asbeen fastn.g eight or ten hours.

.il

If

TIIK KIDNEY.

The str,,et,^e of the rabbit's Kidnev may be made out
>i the fol ow...g directions, b„t the sheep's kidney beil.ger and essentially similar. n,ay be eo'nvenien W us f
11 jhe sheep ktdney be used, its dissection n.ay be Tde

1. Olj^etve the depression in the inner border of theKidixoy, the Sinus.

'
bacTtfthfM'Vr'" 'J''^'"'--'""^

'"be. the ureter,back tD the bladder. Fi,„l also the renai artery andvem branchtng as they enter the kidney throngj: the

'• ^V'ith a sharp knife split the kidney li, a beanLoginmng at the outer border, stopping the ut wle"'a white „,e,nbrane is reached , 'r the sinus Wi
torcei)s v.rvabi.nt tn ,....,i,„.„ .t_ ., .

^' "'"'
i---- i-iic ciivii^ uetweeii this
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white membrane and the body of the kidney. Note

the branches of thit' cavity into the kidney. Note

also the extension of the white membrane into these

cavities. Make out that the blood-vessels extend

throngh these white branches to the outer parts of

the kidney. Count these branches.

4. In the center of the white membrane find the opening

of the ureter, througli which the urine is conveyed to

the bladder. Pass a probe through this opening into

the ureter.

5. Note the difference in color of the outer and inner

parts of the kidney. At the line of change of color

find wliere the blood-vessels first branch into the real

kidney substance. Examine carefully the cut surface

of the kidney to see its markings.

tj. ]\Iakc a drawing of one-half of the kidney as seen

from the inside, showing all the above-named points.

7. Cut across the middle of the kidney at right angles to

its length, and make a drawing of this cross-section.

The projection of the kidney substance into the cavity

opposite the ureter is the urinary pyramid, and from

its apex, through many fine holes, issues the unne

which the kidney has secreted from the blood.

THE BRAIN AND SPINAL CORD.

Slit the skin along the middle of the back from the

nose to the tail, and strip it back well to the sides,

Dissect away the muscles from the back of the head

and the fore j.art of the neck : between the skull and

the first vertebra, or atias, is a space covered hv a

thin membrane, tluough which the vvhiiu spina: -co
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oTst.tr"-
'""^' !''' '''''' "^ «- blade of a pairot stiong scisso.s, or bone-forcens if r.no ; , V.l

spinal cord, „„a cut ,!,;» .,,,e ,.
'L ,:;„, tt:

/'"'

Note tl,e groove along tl,e center of tl,e cor,l
- Turn now to the Lead and insert one blade of flbone-forceps at one side of the entrance of

1'
icord into the skull. Cautiously cut

"
nd Ll I

tiie whole roof of the sl-nll n ^*'' ""'''y

with a strong knife but the I

7'''' ""^ ""' """^
T-k * , ^ '

•
^"^ oo«e-forceps are hpv,tThe tough mejnbrane covering the brai/and"d,L

'

ing to the skull is the dura mater.

tht'Jr''
"^"^ '' ''^ '^'"" ^« ^'"^ ^^^^brum, observe

spheres. Observe the shape of the cerebrum, and thegeneral character of its surface.

4. The prolongations of the cerebral hemispheres be-
^

tween the eyes are the olfactory lobes
^- B^ck of the cerebrum is the cerebellum. The partialbony partition between then, was probably noticedremoving the roof of the skull

"
ihe' main' ''m'^'""'^

""'' "^'^'^"^ ^'^^ "^k"" - -^"ed

b am. If there be enough tin.e, postpone 7 a„d 8 tilihe completion of 9-17. Carefully cut awav the
<liira mater over the brain.

"•

7. Cut through the oiru-tory lobes at the front of the
ferebral hemisjihPT«o n..<i *• i,

Piul^ffv
"\ ' "" ' •-^i-iiv in-y uj) iiie front

eiid of the cerebrum. Itunning forward and outward

11'
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from the base of the brain will be seen the optic

nerves. Cut these close to the bone beneath.^

8. Back of the optic nerves are the small third and

fourth pairs of nerves, then the lra*ger fifth, the small

sixth, and close together the seventh, the facial, and

eighth, the auditory, and farther back four more

pairs. Cut these all where they leave the brain-case.

If 9-17 are not to be done the same day, the spimil

cord may now be cut an inch back of the brain, and

the brain be put into alcohol, supported on cotton to

prevent flattening.

*J. Lay the rabbit on a narrow box, and let the head

hang over one end. Cut away as much as possible

of the muscle along the backbone. With the bone-

forceps unroof the whole length of the spinal cord in

the manner before described.

10. Note carefully the variations in the diameter of tie

spinal cord in its course.

11. Observe the spinal nerves, passing off in pairs

through the spaces between the arches of the verte-

bne. Count the pairs of nerves, and compare them

in size in the different regions of the backbone.

12. Carefully cut away the bone and other tissue around

some of the nerves in the region of the shoulder, aiul

make out that each spinal nerve has two rocts. an

upper, in the natural position of the animal, and a

lower. These get their names from human anatomy.

the former being the posterior root, and the luttei

the anterior root. Trace them to their union in Un;

one spinal nerve.
io r\^ il,„ ^^^*-n-^'x,,r. T>r»r>f iiicf l»t>fnrA if inins tVlP. nntPl'lOV.
XO. V_7Ii t^ilC pVy'n LCI i*-*i i'_*vv,

J
•*- •- • - J'-*

find a swelling, the ganglion of the posterior root.
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14. In the region of the shoulder carefully trace several
nerves on each side as they unite to form the brachial
plexus, branches from which supply the fore limb.

15. In the region of the hips, in like manner trace sev-

plexus, the mam nerve from which may be follow..!down the back of the thigh, the sciatic nerve "

coT'''
^^' ''^'' "^ '^'" ^''^" ''''^' '^"' °^ *^^ «l'"^-i

17. Make a drawing of the brain and spinal cord. Re-move the brain and cord with the plexuses, and putthe whole into alcohol.
^

THE BRAIN OF THE RABBIT.

(Alcoholic Specimen.)

The brain of a cat or dog is better, being larger. Takea bram wen hardened in alcohol, or a strong solution ofb'
. romate of potash and review the parts a! named above
1. Press down the cerebellum to see the deep groove

between it and the cerebrum. The thin membrane
covering the brain aud dipping into the grooves is
the pia mater.

2. Press down the medulla oblongata, and tear away the
pia mater where it passes from the cerebellui:, to the
medulla oblongata. Note, between the medulla and
the cerebellum, a space covered by a thin membrane.
Cut through this membrane ; the cavity is the fourth
ventricle of the brain. Observe tlie two ridges
bounding the sides of the fourth ventrioie. At their
point of divergreuRp. ob^f^rvofKo ...,«. .: r .i ^^.. _.

canal of the spmal cord.

..it

'&,
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3. Gently separate the cerebral lieniispheres, and note

the transverse band of wliite fibres connecting tlieni.

4. Examine the under surface of the brain and find the

roots of the cranial nerves.

The olfactory lobes (probably cut or broken off)

extend forward from the fore part of the cerebral

hemispheres.

Note that the optic nerves join each otlier before

reaching the brain. Only the first and second pairs

of cranial nerves directly enter the cerebrum.

Further back is the third pair of nerves.

The fourth pair extend up on each side into the

groove between the cerebrum and cerebellum.

Back of these is the larger fifth pair. This pair

supplies part of the face and sends branches to the

teeth. It is the nerve affected in neuralgia of the

face.

Back of, and inside of, the fifth pair is the smaller

sixth pair. The third, fourth, and sixth pairs contrcl

the movements of the eyeballs.

The seventh pair are larger and are farther back

and outward. These are facial nerves, and control

the muscles of the face and the facial expression.

Close to the seventh is the eighth or auditory

nerve.

The ninth, tenth, and eleventh arise close together

further back, and well up on the side of the medul!;j

oblongata.

The ninth supplies the back of tongue and the

pharynx, and is called the glosso-pharyngeal nerve.

The tenth pair pass dov, out of the brain-cavity,

give off' branches to the pharynx and larynx, and are
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distributed to tlie heart, lungs, and stomach ; hence
the name pneumogastric nerves.
The last pair of cranial nerves, the twelfth, arise

nearer the middle line of tlie medulla oblongata.
Ihis pair supplies the muscles of the tongue and are
called the hypoglossal nerves.
Draw the brain as seen fiom below, showing all

these nerves.

5. Separate the cerebral hemispheres, and with a sharp
iviiife split the brain lengthwise in the middle line.
Make a drawing of the inner face of one-iialf. Note
the branching arbor vitae, of the cerebellum. Trace
the cavities of the brain.

Trace the blood-vessels of the brain. For this the
brain of an injected rabbit or dog should be used.

7. Cut and examine cross-sections of the spinal cord
after it has been hardened in alcohol. Compare the
colors of the inside of the bn-n and spinal cord.

ORGANS OF THE THORACIC CAVITY.

1. Remove the skin f-om tlie throat and chest. With
scissors cut throug. lie rib-cartilages along one side
of the breastbone, slightly separate the edges of the
cut, and note the position of the heart.

2. Cut along the other side of the breastbone and note
the thm partition, the mediastinum, attached to its
inner surface. Cut the hinder end of the breastbone
loose and raise it; sever its attachment within and
turn it forward. Observe tlie collapse.! lungs on
either side. E
diaphragm.

xaiinno fli i\t\i I

L i.Cl^vJ \J

L

ml

*,h

i^i'
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4.

o.

6.

3. Note that the heart is, normally, in the plane of the

mediastinum, and that this membrane entirely sepa-

rates the two halves of the chest.

Take the heart between the thumb and finger to feel

how easily it slips about in its sac, tiie pericardium.

Cut away the mediastinum and the pericardium, and

note the appendages, auricles^ at the large end, or

base, of the heart.

Cut away the breastbone entirely, press the ribs out

to the sides, and dissect away a thin layer of muscles

covering the windpipe, so that the blood-vessels which

run forward from the heart into the neck may be

traced. Carefully i)ick away a fatty-looking body,

the thymus gland, in front of the heart and trace the

following arteries.

The main artery, the aorta, is a whitish, thick-walled

tube. Springing forward from the centre of the base

of the heart, it soon arches over to tlie left (of the

animal) and runs along the middle of the dorsal wall

of the chest-cavity, piercing the diaphragm, as noted

in studying the abdominal cavity.

At the arch the aorta gives off two branches; the

first of these soon subdivides, giving off a branch to

the right fore limb, the right subclavian artery, a

branch run.iing along each side of the windpipe, the

right and left common carotid arteries (called com-

mon because each as it nears the head divides into

the internal carotid and the external carotid). The

second branch from the arch is the left subclavian

artery.

Just outside of the common carotids on each sid-e are

ihe white, thread-like pneumogastric nerves.

8
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10. Observe on each side of the neck the dark jugular
vein running hack toward the heart ; note that each
of these IS formed by tn„ main branches, the external
and internal jugular veins, which unite just back of
-.le head.

11. Just before each jugular vein enters the chestn^avity
It receives a branch from the corresponding forihmb

;
these are tiie subclavian veins. The union of

the juguhar and subclavian veins on each side forma
the vena cava superior.

12. Trace the riglit vena cava superior straight back to
the right auricle. Turn the heart forward and follow
the course of the left vena cava superior in reaching
the same auricle.

^

13. The large vena cava inferior, coming forward through
the diaphragm to the right auricle, is easily seen.
The heart and lungs may now be removed, and the

pulmonary artery and veins traced, and the structure
and action of the heart made out by the fuliowinc.
directions; but the heart and lungs of th^ ,„•., calf
or sheep will show the same features much bet'ter on'
account of their greater size.

THE HEAD OF THE KAIJBIT.

Remove the skin from the head.

1. Below and back of the ear is an irregular pink ixiass,
the parotid salivary gland. The duct which con-
veys its secretion runs forward and opens on the
msule of the cheek. Jt is liard to trace in the rabbit.
J^md It m the dog, slit into it with fine scissors, and
Dush a l)ristle forwov,! fi,-. i. :^ n 3

in the mouth.
y,ii iu lo liuu iisj oijening

I

I
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2. Note the branches of the facial nerve runiiing up-

ward over the cheek. Dissect away thi; ]»aroli(l ghiiul,

and tind where the facial nerve enieri^es from the skiiH.

3. In tlie angle betwcjen the two branches of the lower

jaw observe; two roi'.ndish bodies, tlu^ submaxillary

salivary glands. In the dog trace their ducts as in

the case of the parotid.

4. Observe the muscle which covers the outsi(hi of the

back part of each lower jaw. This is tin; masseter

muscle. Place the lingers on the angle of your own
jaw and note the action of the masseter muscle in

shutting the teeth lirndy together. In the rabbit

note the atta jhment of the masseter to the under ed^e

of the cheekbone. Trim the nuiscle entirely away.

5. After removing the submaxillary glands, a muscle

will be found on each side having its origin on the

inside of each half-jaw near their junction. These
are the digastric muscles; they depress the lower

jaw. Cut away all the muscles and other connec-

tions and remove the whole of the lower jaw.

0. Carefully examine the tongue.

7. Thoroughly clean the lower jaw and examine the

teeth. How is the lower jaw hinged to the skull, and
what motion does this hinge allow? How does the

rabbit move its lower jaw? What is the relation

between this jaw-motion and the direetion of the

ridges on the grinding teeth, or molars?
8. Observe the o])ening on the inner surface of each

half-jaw where the nerve entered to supply the teeth.

9. Look at the side of the back part of the mouth for an

opening leading toward the ear, the Eustachian tube.

10. Trace the nasal passages.
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THE LE(;.S OF TirK RAIJHIT.

Most of tho f.,ll„wi„^r structures inuy ho inado out from
ft sliinbono of a slioep, readily ..btaiued fn.ni the hutcher.
h Aft removing the skiu from the legs, observe themu Jes, covered by a thin glistening membrane, the

muscle-sheath. Study the shape of the muscles.
-. :Note tiie white tendons wlneh tenninate the muscles

Loosen the tendons from surrounding tissues and
separate the muscles from each other al.u.g their
3ides without cutting them. I'uH tin," different mus-
cles to determine the motion each produces.
A muscle which straiglitons a limb is an extensor.
A muscle which bends a limb is a flexor.

3. Tlie large tendon running along the back side of the
shiiibone is the tendo Achillis; it corresponds to
what i)art of our bodies? to what part of the horse?
By further dissection lind how the different move-
ments of the toes are effected.

Cut into the knee-joint. Observe tlie li(iuid, the
synovia, which oils the joint. Rub a drop of it be-
tween tlie thumb and finger.

6. Observe the glistening bands which hold tlie ends of
the bones together. These are the ligaments. Care-
fully study their arrangement and uses.

7. Note the thin layer of cartilage over the ends of the
bones. Feel of it. Cut it. What are its properties,
and what its uses ?

8. With the forceps strip off a little of the muscle-
'

sheath from one of the muscles and nott .he color of
the latter. Cut one of the muscles across in its mid-
die and examine the cross-secHon. Each fibre has its

4.

5.
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own thin sheath, and the small bundles of fibre, have

separate sheaths, which make the white markings seen

in chipped dried beef.

9. Tear off a few fine fibres of the muscle, mount on a

slide in water, or glycerine, cover with a cover-slip, auO

examine first with a low and then with a high power.

The line cross-markings of the fibres give to this kind

of muscle the name of striped, or striated, muscle.

1( The covering of the bones is the periosteum. Thor-

oughly clean one of the hnig bones and inuke a draw-

ing of it. Saw it in two lengthwise and make a

drawing of the surface thus exposed. Put a bone

into weak acid, and after a day or two compare it

with another that has been burned.

For a more complete guide to the study of the rabbit,

consult I'arker's "Zootomy"; and ''Practical Physi-

ology," Foster and Langley.

THE HEART AND LUNGS
OF PIG, SHEEP, OR CALF.

Get the heart and lungs entire us first removed from the

bodv and " cut long," the " pluck," as the butchers call it.

1. Hold the mass up by the windpipe, with the heart

toward you
;
you now look at the front of the heart

as it hangs between the lungs.

2. Observe the windpipe, or trachea, with its stiff rings

of gristle, or cartilage.

3. Back of the windpipe is a soft red tube, the gullet;

find where it is cut off below, or cut across it, and note

its whitish lining:, the mucous coat. The thick red
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coat is the muscular coat; try to make out an inner
layer of circularly airanged fibres and an outer' longi-

tudinal 1 lyer.

4. Separate the gullet and windpipe and compare the
front and back surfaces of the latter ; cut across the

windpipe and 'nake out the shape of the rings of

cartilage.

5. Observe the smooth rounded dorsal surfaces of the
lungs which were fitted against the ribs on each side

of the spinal column.

6. Lay the lungs on the table, with their dorsal sur-

faces down, and with tlu point of the heart extending
away from you. The surface of the heart now upper-
most is its ventral surface, the side to your right is its

right side, and its left side is to your left. The point
of the heart is its apex, and the large end is its base.

7. If the sac which surrounds the heart, the pericardium,
be not already cut away, note how easily the heart
moves about in it, and then slit it aloiig its anterior

surface. Observe the pericardial fluid.

8. Carefully compare the riglit and Ipft sides of the

heart. Observe a groove running obliquely along the
anterior surface of the heart in wiiich run blood-ves-

sels, often covered by fat. The part to the right of

this groove is the right ventricle ; the part to its left

is the left ventricle. Press the two sides and note
the difference in firmness.

IK At the base of the heart, on each side, find an ear-like

appendage, with notched margins ; these are the right

and left auricles.

Seize the apex of the heart and ti[) it up toward you.

V ..•jiip'iviv; tiic iiwjii. iiiivi i/iicii. siiiiacijs «>i liie neart.

Coiniiare the thickness of the heart from riglit to left
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ji!i(l from front to hack. Ilokl the hoart hetwoen the

two hands, with its apex U[), and again compare the

lirniMess of the two ventiich's,

11. 'I'uiii the h(!art t<» the left and examine the right auri-

vU' ; lind a huge, rcMl-walied tnhe «!ntering it from the

front; this is tlie superior vena cava, which brings

tilt' blood from the head, neck, and fore limbs to the

right auricle. Trace this vein forward to the jjoint

where it was severed (or if this is not readily found,

prick a lu/le in it^ ; insert the point of the blowpipe,

pinching the vein closely about it, and intlate the

vein. Meanwhile watch closely the posterior part of

the auricle ; there should be discovered another tube

entering the auricle from Ixdiind, the vena cava infe-

rior, which passes forward through the diaphragm

;

find where it was severed, and inflate the right auricle

through it, holding the vena cava superior if neces-

sary. By this inflation the outlines of the right auri-

cle and ventricle should be determined.

12. Turn the heart to the right and observe a large, light-

colored tube arising from the base of the right ventri-

cle between the two auricles ; this is the pulmonary
artery ; again turn the heart to the left and raise the

right auricle ; find a second large artery arising from

the center of the base of the heart ; this is the main
artery, or aorta. Carefully separate the aorta and

pulmonary artery above the base of the heart.

13. Trace the aorta as it arches over and runs down
between the two lungs behind, alongside the gullet ;

find where it was cut T. With knife and scissors

cautiously clear away the whole arch of the aorta

14. From the arch '^f the aorta aris< the branch or
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branciies which supply the head and fore limbs.
Cuin])iire the branches, as here found, with those of
the rabbit's aorta, and of the human aorta as shown
by the cuts in any text-book of human anatomy and
physiology.

15. Now trace the pulmonary artery and its two tranches
as they subdivide to the right and left '' '^rg.

16. Follow the branches, the bronchi, of the wii.dpipe to
the lungs. Foil, w one bronchus as it is di^tribut^.l
through the lung. Observe the structure of the lun<-
Cut a lung in two, and on the cut surface find the
flabby ends of the blood-vessels and the stiff eiidj of
the branches of the bronchi. With a probe trace the
latter back to the trachea.

17. Try to distinguish the pulmonary veins; those from
the right lung run close along the right auricle on
their way to the left auricle.

18. Cut the pulmonary arteries and • '

.p near the lungs,
trim away the pericardium cl Jie heart, and
keep the heart in a cool place foi x^itlier study.

THE STRUCTURE AND ACTION OF THE HEART.

1. Make three full-size drawings of the heart, front
view, back view, and side view, naming the parts and
blood-vessels as given above.

2. With scissors slit down the vena cava superior, and
continue the cut across the back of the right auricle,
and for a short distance along the back of the vei.-a

cava inferior. Explore the cavity of the right auricle.

Opposite the entrance of the vena cava inferior ob-
• ••-i-v, ill Lii^ ivyu liiiici wiii; i>i ine rturicic, u louiiued
depression, the fossa ovah's, across the boitom of

::S^!

it

I
.'i

.ft
'

-(
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wliich IS slretclied a paler nienibrano ; by slight pres-

sure with the handle of the forceps, prove that this

ineiiibraiie is thin and \ icldiiig. Below the fossa ova-

lis i^ tiie opening of the azygos vein. With a

syringe inject water into it and lind whence it comes.

The projection between the entrance of this vein

and the f(»ssa ovalis is the Eustachian valve. With

scissors slit oi)en the azygos vein and find, entering

it, veius from the v/alis of the heart. Trace these

veins.

3. Cut away the whole of the right auricle ; hold the

heart in the left hand, with tlie left ventricle resting

against the i)alm; pour water suddenly from a consid-

erable lieight into the right ventricle, watching closely

to see the valves float up and separate t)ie auricle

from the ven„ "cle. Pour in water again, and as soon

as the valves rise, press with the fingers on the outside

of the right ventricle ; note the effect of this pressure.

Where does the water escape?

4. Empty the lieart and examine the valves which have

been seen ; they will n(»w be found lying close against

the w Us of the ventricle. Note the white cords

attached to the lower edges of these valves.

5. Push a nnger past these valves te ;ho very bottom of

the ventricle ; from the outside cut thr .mgh the wall

of the ventrieie at this jjoint, and cut cautiously

ujAvard along the border of the cavity of the right

ventricle. Raise tlie outer wall of the ventricle and

more tlu,roughly study the valves ; slip a blunt instv:-

ment between the Haps of the valves and the walls

to which they adhere, and raise them so they can he

better seen. TTow maiiv ihiiis are there, and how aiv
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6.

they arranged? How are they held i„ place? How
are they a^te.l upon, and how do they act?
Find the cohiiectiou between the right ventricle and
the pulmonary artery. Cut away the wall of the
right ventricle so that the oeginning of the pulmo-
nary artery may be seen from below. Mold the heart
up by the pulmonary artery ai;d force a stream of
water thn.ugh the pulmonary artery toward the
hear^. Look from beneath to see the fdling and
bulging out of the valves at the beginning of the
arter,

.
Note the n ..nber, shape, and arrangement of

these valves. What is the effect of the stream of
water on them, and what is their effect on the stream
of water? Slit the artery and examine the valves
from above. These are tlie semilunar valves.
Exam^ue the left auricle to fi:ul where the pulmonary
vTins enter it

;
cut the auricle away from the ventri-

cle and examine it from the inside to see the openings
of the pulmonary veins. Po- : water into this ventri-
cle as wi.h the right. Co' pare tae valves of this
and the right side of the heart.

^

Cut off the aorta near the heart: watch the open-
ing of the a( rta when water is pourod into the ven-
tricle, to see the action of the va.ves. in the ])ockets
of the valves of the aorta
tlle

blood

^k for the openings of
arteric'- which supply the walls of the heart with

v.ut open the left ventricle and compare its walls
with those of the right ventricle. Whv are they dif-
ferant? Note the partition between the ventricles
there any direct conimuni
and left halves of the heart ?

catio? betweo" tls

18

i

:ti.
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THE VALVES IN THE VEINS-

Dissect back the skin from the throat of the rabbit, cat,

or dog, till the jugular veins are well exposed. Let the

head of the ?niraal hang over the edge of the table; note

that as the blood presses back toward the head it causes

marked bulging at certain points ; with the handle of the

forceps slightly sMoke the vein toward the head, watching

the bulgings. Dissect out the jugular vein from the head

to the shoulder ; insert the nozzle of a syringe, first into

one end and then into the other, and show the effect of

forcing currents in each direction. Cut the vein open

along one side, pin inside out to a piece of a shingle and

examine the thin pocket-like valves. Test the elasticity

of the vein. Note the smoothness of its inner coat.

Remove a niece of an artery and experiment in the same

way with it.

m

DEMONSTRATION OF THE ACTION OF THE HEART.

Get the heart and lungs entire. Dissect out the aorta

as before. Clear the pulmonary artery and cut o£f both

branches close to the lungs. Carefully trim away the

pericardium and clean the vense cava? inferior and supe-

rior. Turn the heart back and find one of the larger

pulmonary veins ; cut a hole in it near the lung and slip a

glass tube into it tcnvard the heart ; this tube should have

a groove, made by drawing it out in the fame ;
tie the

tube firmly in, and ligature the other pulmonary veins

without stopping to trace them. Tie any and all connect-

ions with the heart now remaining and cut beyond the

i: 4^.,— ., n^f .. vpforf-afniirl nnrl t^^•(^ larap. pflaf?s funnels.
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Place the funnels in the rings. Lay the heart, now
wholly severed from the lungs, on its front surface. Con.
nect one funnel, by rubber and glass tubing, with the left
auricle by the tube already in the pulmonary vein ; con-
nect the other funnel with the right auricle through the
vena cava superior; ligature the vena cava inferior. Lay
the heart m a basin and pour water into the funnels ; hold
the heart with the two hands and compress it, repeatedly
addmg water. Li this way the clotted blood usually
present in the right ventricle may be washed out. If
this remam, it may interfere ^vith later experiment. Con-
nect the aorta with the funnel which leads to the right
auricle by means of a glass tube which bends over the
edge of the funnel, thus holding itself in place by the
hook, and emptying into this funnel any liquid which
escapes from the tube.

In like manner have a bent glass tube, from the pul-
monary artery, hooked over the edge of the funnel leading
to the left auricle.

^

Pour water into one of the funnels and compress the
heart to imitate its natural contraction ; observe where
the liquid next appears; add more water and follow it
around to its starting-point. A little ink may be poured
mto one of the funnels and traced around, as the heart is
worked, to its starting-point.

That there is no direct connection between the two
halves of the heart may be '^hown by letting the liquid
from each artery empty into the auricle of tlie same side
of the heart. Different colored liquids may be used in the
two funnels.

>-
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THE MUS(n.ER OF THE EYEBALL.

With bone-forcejis, or a strong knife, cut away the bone

at the outer angle of the eye-socket of the rabbit (ahnost

any nianinial will serve for this, tliough the bone is so

thick in the calf or sheep that it will be difficult work

without the aid of a good pair of bone-forceps).

1. With scissors trim away the white membrane around

the front of the white of the eye ; this was continuous

with tlie lining of the eyelid, and is the conjunc-

tiva.

2. Find a muscle running along the roof of the eye-

socket, which passes through a loop of tendon, near

the edge of the orbit, and turns outward to its attach-

ment to the top of the eyeball. This is the superior

oblique nnuscle.

3. Beneath the eye hud a muscle, having its origin in

the inner front part of the socket, and passing out-

ward to be inserted in the lower surface of the eye-

ball; this is the inferior oblique muscle.

4. Four straight muscles, the inferior, superior, internal,

and external recti, are attached to the top, bottom,

and sides of the eyeball ; find the origin of these, with

that of the superior oblique, at the posterior extrem-

ity of the eye-socket.

5. Dissect away the fat and o^^her tissue around these

muscles, and find a cone-shaped muscle attached to

the back of the eye. Within this find the cylindrical

optic nerve.
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EXTERNAL PARTS OF THE EYE.

The eye of the rabbit may be used, but that of the ox is

better.

1. Observe the clear front part of the eye, the cornea.
Note its shape. Its ax ider end was at the inner angle
of the eyelids.

2. Around the cornea find a whitish membrane, the
conjunctiva, which a short distance back from tlie

cornea separates from the eyeball to turn forward
and line the eyelid.

3. The severed muscles of the eyeball, a mass of fat
which forms a cushion for the eye, and other tissue,
should be tr .nnied away leaving the optic nerve,
which enters the eye below ud outside of the centre
of its posterit)r surface ; ,e place of entrance of the
optic nerve, together with the shape and natural
position of the cornea, will serve to distinguish the
right and left eyes.

4. Place the eye in its natural position, and make draw-
ings of it as seen from the front, from behind, being
still careful to have it right side up, and from one
side, naming the parts, and stating whether it be the
right or the left eye.

m
m

DISSECTION OF TUE EYE.

Lay the eye on a plate with the cornea uppermost.
Hold the eye firmly with the thumb and fingers of

one hand; with the thumb and forefinger of the

other hand hold one blade of the scissors half an
inch from its tip; with a steady motion ])usli the

iuuii iiuiizoutaiiy tnrougii liiu cornea near its edge.
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2. The liquid in tlie cavity back of the cornea is the

aqueous humor.

3. Cut around the margin of the cornea and remove it.

4. The dark membrane now exposed is the iris. Pinch

the eye sHghtly at the sides to make the iris show

more distinctly. The hole in its centre is the pupil.

With the forceps raise the edge of the iris around

the margin of the pupil to see that it is here unat

taclied to the structures underneath. Observe the

color and markings of the iris.

5. From one end of the pupil cut outward to the outer

margin of the iris, then cut around its outer margin

and remove it. Observe the color and markings of

its posterior surf. oe.

6. The body now laid bare is the crystalline lens. Touch
it.

7. With a sharp knife make a quick light gash across

the surface of the lens to cut through the thin coat

which envelops it, the lens capsule. Enlarge the

opening thus made and carefully pry out the lens

with the handle of the forceps, noting closely, in so

doing, the difference between the front and back sur-

faces. Lay the lens on a piece of newspaper and look

throup-h it at the letters. Make a drawing of the lens

as seen from the front, and as seen from one side,

naming the front and back surfaces.

8. Willi the forceps seize the lens capsule where it was

cut and pull it gently but firmly to one side ; this

action will probably tear the mass within the eye

loose frr • : the outer coats; repeat the pull in all

direction?. With the scissors now cut outward about
....•^,. flxii ii.'l.TO r-.r fl-.£i Vi-lrs.

&4^/ \^ VA^ Vy A. VI &
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in tlie front of the eye ; then cut clear around the eye
and remove a strip of this width, thus enlarging the
opening before made. On the inside of tlie strip
removed there may be found radiating bhvck ridges
the ciliary processes. Note part of these ciliary
processes around the margin of the lens capsule.

9. Carefully pick away with the forceps and snip away
with the scissors everything on the surface of the
clear mass beneath.

10. The substance filling the remainder of the eye-cavity
is the vitreous humor.

11. Through the vitreous humor the entrance of the optic
nerve may be seen with the blood-vessels radiating
from it.

The tough outer coat of the eye is the sclerotic coat
Inside the sclerotic is the dark choroid coat.
The inner, nearly transparent coat is the retina.
Drag out the vitreous humor and note the soft whit-
ish retina; observe that it is a continuation of the
optic nerve. Tear away the retina, noting its con-
sistency. Note the color and luster of the inner sur-
face of the choroid coat.

The reflection of light from this surface of the
choroid coat causes the color seen in the eyes of some
animals. Turn the remaining coats inside out and
tear the choroid coat from the sclerotic. Observe the
blood-vessels passing from one to the other.

12.

13.

14.

15.

'f^-i

THE LARYNX OF THE CALF.

1. The front of the larynx is readily distinguished by the
projecLiou of cartilage known as the Adam's apple.
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2. Along the back of the larynx runs a thick muscular

tube, the gullet, with a wliile lining membrane.

3. Trim away the nmsclos and other tissues from the

front and sides of the larynx. The large cartilage

forming the greater part of the front of the larynx is

the thyroid cartilage.

4. Observe the band of muscle attached to either side of

the thyroid cartilage and passing horizontally back

around the esophagus.

Cut away th's muscle as completely as possible and

entirely remove the gullet. Note that the whitish or

yellowish mucous membrane which lines the gullet

is continuous with the lining of the larynx. Study

now more fully the shape of the thyroid cartilage.

5. Back of the upper part of the thyroid cartilage, cov-

ering the upper end of the larynx, is the arched

epiglottis. Feel of it to leurn its consistency. Press

it upward and forward, then downward and back-

ward ; observe that it now covers the entrance to the

larynx ; note tho position it takes when released.

6. Just back of the upper angle of the thyroid cartilage

find a muscle connected with the base of the epiglot-

tis
;

pull this muscle to determine what effect its

contraction produces on the epiglottis.

7. Under the thyroid cartilage in front observe a narrow

ring of cartilage not much wider than one of the rings

of the trachea. Move this up and down to prove that

it is distinct from the thyroid. This is the cricoid

cartilage.

8. Observe the sheet of muscle passing from the cricoid

to the thyroid. Again move the cricoid toward and
ItlSIS froiu th«!.,. +l,,rroic .,!.. *i.:.. ,i„ ,i.,o
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10.

11.

12.

149

away this muscle from one side and see that the cri-
coid cartilage widens as it passes backward. How are
the cricoid and thyroid hinged together?
Projecting upward and backward from the top of the
larynx are two curved yellowish cartilages, the aryte-
noid cartilages. Move them about to see that they
are movable and that they rest on the upper edge of
the back part of the cricoid cartilage.

With one hand move the arytenoid cartilages back-
ward and forward, meanwhile watching the inside of
the larynx from its lower opening. The projecting
ridges, which meet just back of the Adam's apple, are
the vocal cords. What effect is produced on the
vocal cords by the movements of the arytenoid carti-
lages ?

Observe the connection of the thyroid cartilage with
the cricoid by means of a downward projection of the
former. Cut away all of this half of the thyroid
cartilage. Notice the slender hyoid bone loosely
connected with the upper bone of the thyroid.
Examine now the muscles which move the arytenoid
cartilages.

a. On each side of the posterior surface of the cri-
coid is a muscle passing upward to be attached to
the corresponding arytenoid; this is the poste-
rior crico-arytenoid muscle. Dissect it loose
from the cricoid, at its origin below. By pulling,
determine Its action on the arytenoid, and through
the arytenoid on the vocal cord.

Arising from the upper edge of the side of the
cricoid cartilage, and passing upward and back-
ward to the arytenoid, is the laterai crico-aryte-

b.

:
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noid muscle j cut away at its origin close t^ rM
cricoid and demonstrate its action on the aryte-

noid cartilage and vocal cord.

c. A broad muscle arising along tlie whole length of

the angle of the cricoid, whose fibers converge to

tlie arytenoid cartilage. This is the thyro-aryte-

nold muscle; cut it across near its origin, dis-

sect it loose, and by pulling it toward its origin

prove its action.

d. On the posterior surfaces of the ar;y tenoids is the

small arytenoid muscle.

13. Cut between the arytenoid cartilages and remove one

of them. Examine the joint between the arytenoid

and cricoid. Note the synovia lubricating the joint.

Trim away the muscle from the arytenoid cartilage

and study the shape more fully. Fit it again to its

place and recall the inotions given by each muscle.

14. Now examine the arytenoid cartilage and the vocal

cord of the opposite side ; move the arytenoid back

and forth, watching the vocal cord.

15. Remove the epiglottis and cut into it to see its

structure.

16. Dissect away the parts of the other side from the

inside, reviewing the above points.

THE STARFISH.

For this work there is needed :
—

1. A set of dried specimens, one for each student ; such

a set may be used with successive classes and will last

for ycara il Ciueiuily iiuudiud and kept in a dry piuci
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2. Alcoholic specimens for dissection.

8. It is desirable to have a set of prepared slides,

showing cross-sections of a decalcified ray of a young
starfish, and a ground-down section of a calcareous
plate, etc.

An injected starfish and a number of injected rays.

The above and other desired material for work on ma-
rine animals may be obtained of Mr. B. H. Van Vleck,
Boston Society of Natural History, Boston, Mass.

4.

1.

3.

DRIED SPECIMEN.

Observe, first, the shape of the body as a whole. The
central portion is the disk and its radiating extensions
are the arms, or rays. Note that the rays are bilater-

ally symmetrical.

The mouth is at the center of a thin membrane in the
middle of the oral surface; the opposite surface is

called -^ bora I.

Cut I D one of the rays. Observe that the body
cavity is bounded by a leathery wall in which are im-
bedded ha d plates. Compare a piece of a ray of an
alcoholic specimen with the dried one.

Test the flexibility of the integument of the alcoholic
specimen. By picking with forceps, prove that there
is soft matter, both on the outside and on the inside
of the hard plates. To show the real nature of the
plates and their relation to the integument, proceed
as follows :

—
a. Handle a starfish which has been decalcified, i.e.

has had its calcareous mattei removed by very
weak (two per cent) nitric acid, chromic or other
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acid. Observe that the body wall is stiM present

but lacks the hard parts

h. Examine a microscopic sc, tiou of a decalcified raj

of a young starfish ; in such secticju it should be

more clearly seen that the calcareous plates are

wholly within the integument.

c. To sho>v still further the relation between the

plates and the integument, prepare a thin section

of a calcareous plate, as follows : select some pieces

of a starfish '''eft from previous dissection). Boil

a few of th' .rger plate : in caustic potash in order

to remove all the organic matter ; wash, and when

thoroughly dry, smooth down one side on a fine

file; polish on a perfectly clean oil-stone; cement

this surface of the pla^e to a glass slide by means

of a drop of Canada balsam whicn has been boiled

on the slide, until on becoming cold it is with

difficulty indented by the thuu.b-nail. Proceed

then to plane off, by means of a file, and when

quite thin, scrape carefully v.'ith a sharp knife,

finally smoothing it on an rd-stone The speci-

men should be examined from t imt to tir ^a under

the microscope, in order to a" " rtnin when the

proper degree of thinness has been reached. Dis-

solve the balsam by means of turpentine, or better,

if properly managed, melt liie balsam jver a lamp

and carefully push the section into a watch-crys-

tal containing turpentine ; when thoroughly freed

from balsam, carefully brush it with a cameVs-

hair brush and mount in Canada balsam in the

ordinary manner.
P' y^l _ i1 -i -PjI-.I-J 1 ! :..
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different rcfrioiis of the body wall. Aloiif^ the middle
of the oral surface of each ray may be seen the
shrivelled remains of the iiibe feet, or ambulacra.
The region in which they lie is the ambulacral area.

The [Antes nUnig this tract are the ambulacral plates.

One row of plates on each side of these ambulacial
plates are known as the inter-ambulacral plates. Ex-
amine these closely for comparison with the sea-urchin.

a. The wart-like elevation on the aboral surface is the

madreporic body. Note that it is situated opposite
one of the inter-radial angles. Examine it with a lens.

7. Make drawings of the oral and aboral surfaces of the

starfish.

ALCOHOLIC SPECIMEN.

1. Briefly review the points noticed in examining the

dried specimen. Bend the rays; their flexibility is

now much less than in life.

2. Compare the spines of different areas as to their shape,

size, and degree of mobility.

3. Between the spines are soft, tapering projections, the

aboral tentacles.

4. Observe a ciicle of projections surrounding the spines

;

delicately pinch them with the force])S to determine

their consistence ; remove some of these bodies to

strong alcohol ; mount temporarily in turpentine on a

slide, cover, and examine with a low power. There

should be distinguished a short stalk ^ earing a pair of

pinchers ; these bodies are the pedicellariae. In the

live starfish these pinchers may be seen continually

s lapping; they are supposed to serve in removing

foreign matter from the body.
li
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5. T' J soft cylindrical projections along the median tract

of the oral surtac*^ of each ray, are the ambulacra oi

tube feet. Remove one of them and examine it with
care. Note the arrangement of the series.

6. Press apart the tube feet and find running along the

median line of the ambulacral groove, a yellowish or

whitish ridge, the nerve of the ray. Trace it to the

soft membrane bordering the mouth, the peristome,
and find the nerve ring around the mouth.

7. Trace the nerves also to their outer ends and find a

reddish or yellowish elevation, the eye-spot, borne at

the base oi a median terminal tentacle, resembling a

tube foot.

H. The eye-spot is borne on a distinct, but minute, plate.

Compare young and old specimens to see that what-
ever the size, this single ocular plate with its eye-spot

is always at the end of the ray. Count the ambula-
cral plates in a short and in a long ray. Where do the
new plates develop ?

1

DISSFCTION OF THE STARFISH.

The ray opposite the raadreporic body is the anterior
ray. Cut tliro-igh its aboral wall near the outer end,
and from this point cut along the upper part of each
side of the ray, an inch or two toward the disk ; raise

the flaj) thus freed, and, avoiding internal organs,
continue the cut on each side to the disk.

Attaclied to the aboral wall find a pair of elongated,
branched bodies, the hepatic caeca. Note how each
caecum is held in place by the thin mesentery.

3. Along the middle line of the aboral wall, inside, is a

e oi the ray
jf

..11. ..1, .„i-
Lliv.^ \^^Ldt9\JI

with for

m usv^i

ceps prove its general structure.
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4. Along each side of the rid^e in the floor of the ...,,

observe rows of thin-walled sacs, sometimes distended,'
but more often collapsed in alcoholic specimens!
These are the ampullae, or ambulacral vesicles.
Watch the ampulho while pressing on the tube feet,
and vice versa. If a specimen injected with coloring
matter be at hand it should now be examined.

5. Near the base of the ray find, on each side, an elon-
gated body resembling a bunch cf grapes, and of a
lighter color than the cseca; these are the reproduc-
tive bodies and are very much alike in appearance in
the two sexes, and only distinguishable by color or by
microscopic examination in the living specimens. Find
the point of attachment of one of them. Ihe open-
ings in the inter-radial angle are not very evident.

6. Cut along the sides of the two rays lynig on the right
and left of the anterior ray, connect the cuts at the
inter-radial angles, and turn back the cover of the
three rays and disk. Within the disk is the large,
thin-walled stomach. Examine this organ carefully.
Pass a blunt probe through the mouth and explore
its interior.

7. Observe the large lobes of the stomach extending a
short distance into the rays ; lift one of these lobes
and trace the thin retractor muscles of the stomach
to the sides of the ridge in the ray.

In the live starfish the stomach is often found pro-
truded and surrounding a mussel or an oyster; after
digesting and absorbing its soft parts the stomach is

retracted.

8. Turning to the cseca of the anterior ray, trace them
, 1 _ r» _vviiia Liio otuiuucn j iiuii Liiu union oi tneir tubes
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and the entrance of their common duct into the

fitomach. Observe the place where this tube enters

the stomach, in reference to the corresponding lobe

of tlie latter.

Carefully cut the mesentery along the aboral wall

and wholly free the caeca of this ray from all attach-

ment above. Note that the mesentery is double.

9. Hold the starfish inverted and pour water through

the mouth into the stomach to show its shape.

10. In the ' ther two rays \-»hich have been opened, cut

across the common ducts of the caeca close to the

stomach, and leave them attached to the aboral walls.

11. Find the extremely short intestine connec 'ng the

stomach with tlie upper wall of the disk, near the

junction of the extensor muscles of the rays. Find,

also, some small branched appendages of the intestine.

The anal opening is minute.

12. Sever the intestine close to the aboral wall, cut across

the disk close to the madreporic body, and remove

entirely the roof of the disk and the three rays.

Make a drawing of the organs now exposed, sliow-

ing the c;eca in one ray, the reproductive bodies in

another, and the ampulhe in the third.

13. Thoroughlv examine the stomach, and remove it after

cutting across the short esophagus.

14. Tlic S-shaped stone canal may now be seen passinj^

downward from beneath the madreporic body.

15. Traced to its lower end, the stone canal may be '' mnd
to ent'ir a membranous hollow ring, whose oute. bor-

der rests against the inner surface of the hard parts

surrounding tlie mouth ; this tube is the circum-oral

water-rine". Connected witli its inner surface, find
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several pairs of pouches, which in the contracted
state are mere button-like projections. How many of
these are there, and are the^^ ill in pairs ?

Observe also the pouelies, like ampulUe, connected
with the upper part of the hard ring aronnd the
mouth. Press on the water-ring at the level of the
peristome, and watch the effect of this action on these
last-named pouches or vesicles. Is there any connec-
tion between them and the water-ring ?

Enclosing the stone canal is a thin memb:ane, the
pericardium. Carefully tear it away. Alongside
the stone canal is a soft tube, the he?.rt. In the live
starfish it may be seen to pulsate,

17. Cut across the middle of a ray in two places, about
an inch apart, and make a careful study of the part
included between the cuts. Remove the hepatic
ca3ca, observing again how they are suspended by the
mesenteries. Cut through the aboral wall in the
middle line and spread open the ring Observe the
depressions in its inner surface: in the bottoms of
these depressions find small holes. What is the rela-
tion between these holes and th. nearest structures
seen on the outside ?

18. Slowly i,eel away the thin membrane which lines the
interior ol the ray, noting o- r.^aiy the connc.on
between this membrane i . ihe depressions above
noticed. Also watcli clct^dy the aboral tentacles
while tearing away this lii.iti. membrane.
Turn now to the outside ol the ray and gently scrape
the surface. A thin layer here may also be easily re-

moved. Thoronglily ck ;. , a small area, noting that
•-liv. a;^-wi.i; iLii.iicit,; coiiic uvvajk \Miii Uus layer.

19

'i!
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There will now remain a tough white layer in wkich
are imbedded the calcareous plates which constitute

the skeleton. Bend this membrane to see the relations

of the calcareous plates to the membrane and to each

other.

20. By picking with the forceps prove that the membrane
is continuous over both the inner and outer surfaces

of the plates, as well as between them. This is an

important point, as the calcareous plates are devel-

oped in and by the membrane.

Part of the membrane, if not all, has the power of

contracting, by means of which motion is effected.

Note the perforations in the membrane in its tl}inner

portions between the plates where the aborai iouta-

cles passed out.

21. Reviewing what was noticed in the examination of

the inner and outer membranes, it will be evident

that the aborai tentacles are tubular extensions of the

body formed by the protrusion of the inner mem-
brane through the middle membrane, these tubes be-

ing covered by the outer membrane.
22. Turn now to the tube feet and their ampullae and

make out their relations to each other and to the ad-

jacent parts of the skeleton. The calcareous plates

wOiich form the sides of tbo ^.mbulacral groove are

the ambulacral plates.

23. Pick away a few of the ampullae, and then the cor-

responding tube feet, ctmparing the arrangement of

the two. In this way clean the ambulacral plates

and examine them carefully.

24. Ahtrnately press the ambulacral plates of the two

gcinci ctuQ aeparait! Liiem to see the range uion-ici:
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motion allowed by the joint. Observe the muscles
connecting the anibulacral plates of the opposite sides,
just inside of the nerve.

25. In the angle formed by the ambulacral plates, find the
cut-off end of the water-tube of the ray. Insert in
the end of this, the point of a drawn-out glass tube,
and inflate. When the ampullaj are distended, press
on them with the finger and note the effect on the
tube feet; with a lens examine the distended ampullEe.
In fresh specimens the ampulL-e may be injected with
a colored liquid or with gelatine to be kept as perma-
nent preparations. In such preparations and in a
'microscopic section of a properly prepared ray, it may
be seen that the water-tube of the ray sends off side
branches to the tube feet, and also that the cavities of
the tube feet and ainj)ullae are continuous. By the
contraction of the ampullae the tube feet are extended,
and by the muscles in their walls they are moved from
side to side and applied to he surfaces on which the
starfish rests. The end is fixed by means of the sucker-
like disk at the tip of the foot to some foreign object

;

then by the contraction of the tube feet, the starfish

pulls its body along.

The water finds its way through the madreporic
body into the stone canal, thence to the water-ring
around the mouth, and from this to the radial canals.

The water thus taken in probably serves for respira,-

tion as well as for locomotion.

Make a drawing of a cross section of a ray, showing as
many as possible of the above noted points of structure.
A slirlp Wl'fli £1 oorinL! i\f -irrvi.Tr ci-.-.on r,t-n,,CA 1 ,11T-,:j -:•.;;;:! c-.ailiniiC5 sniiWS Weii
liow the rays are formed as outgrowths of the disk.
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For the aiiatoiny and development of the starfish and

sea-urchin, see Brooks' " Handbook of Invertebrate Zool-

ogy," Hyatt's "Common Corals, Hydroids and Echino-

uerms " (Nv. V. of "•Guides for Science Teaching"),

"Seaside Studies in Natural History," by E. C. and A.

Agassiz, Romanes' " Jellyfish, Starfish, and Sea-Urchins"

(Vol. XLIX. iu the International Scientific Series).

THE SEA-URCHIN.

The requisites for this wt)rk are, cleaned skeletons, or

tests, alcoholic specimens, microscopic sections, etc., as in

the case of the stariish.

THE CLEANED TEST.

1. Observe the radial distribution of the parts around an

axis, at one pole of which is a large opeiung.

At the opposite pole is a circular area composed of

several small plates, near the center of which is the

anal opening.

2. Note that the test is composed of distinct pieces or

plates. Put one of the plates into a little dilute acid

and note wliat occurs.

3. To make out the real nature of the skeleton, proceed

thus :

—

a. Handle an entire decalcified specimen, i.e., one

from which the calcareous matter has been re-

moved by chromic or other acid. Observe that

the body walls and spines arc still prese.it.
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b. Examine a microscopic section of the decalcified

body wall to see that there was soft living matter,
both on the outside and on the inside of the cal-

careous plates.

e. Grind down and mount a thin section of a plate,

as in the case of the starfish, and see that not
only is the plate wholly enclosed in the body wall,

but that it forms a network whose meshes were
penetrated by the soft living substance of that

body-wall. It should now be clear that the plates

were formed by the deposition of calcareous nuit-

ter within the living tissues of the body wall.

The joints, or sutures, between the plates are

formed by the absence of the deposit of calcare-

ous matter.

4. Returning to the entire test, study the arrangement
of the plates, their variations in shape, size, etc.

Into how many similar areas may the surface of the
test be divided? To make out these points, and the
shapes of the plates, pull apart a })iece of a dried test

that was left over from previous (i;>3ection.

5. At the aboral jjole, observe a small distinctly marked-
off area, including numerous small i>lates. This is

the anal area, and the plates are tli. anal plates.

Unlike the other plates, these, in the living sea-urchin,

are movable. They surround the anus.
6. Surrounding the anal area are the five large genital

plates, each having a genital opening mar its outer

angle.

7. ..

its perforated porti

Radiati

With a lens examine the largest of the genital ];lates;

ting the apex of each genital plate, is the
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I
zigzag inter-radial suture. How many kinds oi

plates are found witliiu the area included by two

adjacent inter-radial sutures? The perforated plates

are the ambulacra! plates, and the unperforated, the

inter-ambulacral plates. Compare these two sets of

plates with the corresponding parts of a starfish.

9. The ambulacral plates f(n-m the ambulacral areas.

Trace each of the ambulacral areas to its aboral end,

and find at ifo apex a small pla'.e wedged in between

two adjacent genital plates. These smaller ones are

the ocular plates. Note the small opening from

whieh projects an unpaired tentacle, the end of the

radial witer-tube.

10. Carefully compare the hard parts of the starfish and

sea-urchin. Wharein are they alike, and ^\helein do

they differ? What changes in growth would be

necessary to convert oie of these forms into the

other? What part of a starfish is homologous with

ihe anal area of a sea-urchin?

11. Make careful drawings of the oral surface, of the

aboral surface, and of the side of the test.

ALCOHOLIC SPECIMEN.

For the sake of review and comparison, it is well to

have the cle;Mied test before one in this study.

1. Observe the soft membraiie, the peristome, on the

oral surface and the teeth projecting from the

mouth.

2. \t the aboral pole look for the anus and genital

pliUes.

3. Examine one of the largest spines; move it about to
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see its range of motion. Remove it and make out
how it is articulated to tlie test. The tlesliy tube en-

sheathing the base is muscuhir tissue, by the contrac-

tion of which the spine is moved. Clean the spine
and make a drawing of it.

4. Note any variations in size and shape of the spines in

various regions.

5. Study carefully the arrangement of the spines, using
the cleaned test for comparison.

6. Between the spines in certain areas find soft tubular
projections, the tube feet or ambulacra. In life they
may be extended a considerable distance beyond the

spines, being used for locomotion as in the starfish

;

carefully examine the tips of the tube feet to find

what is therein contained.

7. Find also among the spines and on the peristome,

slender flexible stalks, bearing three-pronged pinch-

ers. In life these pinchers keej) opening and shutting.

8. Pick away the spines and other projections prepara-

tory to dissection.

DISSECTION OF THE SEA-UllCHIN.

After removing the spines, cut, or better, saw with the

blade of a metal saw, through the equator of the test;

place under water and carefully raise the aborui portion

at one side.

1. Press on the tips of the teeth to show their connec-

tion with the complicated a[)paratus known as the

lantern; now open the test till the two halves are side

by side and complete the dissection under water.

2. Arising from the middle of the inner surface of the

lantern find the brown esophagus. Trace this as it
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passes in festoons iibont the body walls, widening to

become the stomach. Trace the intestine to the anus,

describing carefully its course,

ti. Pick away the alimentarv canal from the oral half of

the test. Note the five double rows of ampullie; 1 H'

tWi di of th doubh the radi.veen each of tnese double rows runs tne radial

water-tube, and between the water-tube and the test,

is the radial nerve.

4. In the aboral half, note the reproductive bodies in the

loops of the intestine. Trace their ducts to the creni-

tal pores.

5. After cleaning away the intestine and rei)roductive

bodies, trace the ampulhe as they converge to the

ocular plate. Comi)are the inside and outside of the

test to see if the ampulhe are really opposite the am-
bulaeral pores noticed in the dry test.

6. Study the lantern, make out how it is supported, and
how its various parts are moved, and how they are

used.

Place in water the pieces of tests left after dissec-

tion and macerate till the spines are readily detached.

Then clean and keep them for the next class. They
will be useful for pulling to pieces to make out the

structure of the test. The sea-urchin and the star-

fish may be taken as convenient types of the branch
Echinodermata. To this group also belong the Brit-

tle Stars, Ilolothurians, and Crinoids.

THE DEVELOrMENT OF THE SEA-I'RCHIN.

The reproductive bodies are very much alike in the

two sexes, distinguishable only by color or by microscopic

eXiiniinaLion.
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In the dark-colored sea-urchin (Arhacia punctulata) tlie

ovaries are red, I'roni the color of the contained eggs,

while the testes are white. Through the genitid oi)en-

ings already observed, there passes out into the water
from tlie female a multitude of red spherical eggs. From
the male there passes into the water a white li(iuid, which
on examinatioji with a high power of the microscope is

seen to be composed of myriads of little bodies, the
spermatozoa, like slender tadpoles, and swimming by the

active vibration of their tails.

If these two elements meet in the water the egg may
be fertilized; otiierwise, the egg does not develop, but
soon dies. This process of tlie fertilization and the

changes that the egg undergoes in consequence, have
been studied in the following manner:—

Live sea-urchins were opened, the ovaries and tes'es

removed, and torn open to let their contents escape. '
lie

ova and spermatozoa were mixed in a watch crystal of sea

water and watched under the microscope ; tlie actively

swinnning spermatozoa surround the ova; just how the

fertilization is accomplished is not fully known ; it is

believed that a spermatozoon enters the ovum. After this

the egg mass contracts, leaving a clear space around it

inside the outer coat, or cell wall; soon the egg mass
within divides into two equal parts, each of tliese lialves

again divides into two, the four then become eight, six-

teen, thirt3--two, and so on till the number can no longer
be counted and the egg looks like a spherical mulberry.
This berry-like mass now becomes liollow, next one side is

pushed in like a rubber ball with one side punched in
;

on the outside are little hair-like projections of tlie cells,

called cilia, which by their vibrations propel the body
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through the water. A set of needle-like rods develop
within, which soon make a skeleton shaped somewhat like

a common chair. This skeleton has a covering of soft

tissue^ and the projections which correspond to the legs

of the chair are covered with strong cilia for locomotion.

The digestive tube has at flrst but one opening, that made
by the doubling-in of the outer wall, as above mentioned,
and the cavity of this depression ^orms the digestive

cavity. The mouth is formed later by a new opening
made through the outer wall into the first cavity and the

original opening becomes the anus. So far the young sea-

urchin is very unlike the adult; but after a time this larva

begins to transform into the real sea-urchin, and soon the

little sea-urchins, about the size of pins' heads, are found
crawling up the sides of the glass vessels in which they
are kept.

The first of the changes here described should be care-

fully remembered, as this division, or segmentation, of

the egg is common to all but the very lowest animals,

though the manner of division may greatly vary.

m'

THE FRESH-WATER HYDRA.

The fresh-water hydra has a cylindrical body, varying in

diameter from the size of a fine needle to that of a common
pin, and from one-fourth to one-half an inch in length. It

is found in fresh-water ponds and streams, usually attached
by one end to submerged stems, leaves, etc., frequently

on the under surface of a leaf. Surrounding the free end
of the hydra is a circle of thread-like appendages, the

tentacles, which often are longer than the body itself.
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Two species of hydras are found; one green, the other
brown or flesh-colored. Put the leaves and stems to
which the hydras are attached into shallow dishes, such as
fruit^ishes, and keep them in a light but shaded place

;

watch their behavior when thus kept undisturbed. Cut
off a bit of leaf bearing a hydra, and transfer it to a deep
watch crystal half full of water. Without the aid of any
lens watch the hydra for several minutes. When it is
expanded, gently touch it with the tip of a pencil or other
blunt object.

Examine a hydra with a hand lens ; are all parts colored
alike ? Place the watch crystal on the stage of a micro-
scope and examine with a one-inch objective. The follow-
ing points of structure should now be made out :

1. That the body is a hollow tube closed at one end and
open at the other. This opening, within the circle of
the tentacles, is the mouth.
That the tentacles are also hollow tubes, closed at
their outer ends, but at the inner communicating
freely with the body cavity.

That the body wall consists of two layers, which are
continuous with the corresp* nding layers of the ten-
tacles. How do these layers differ from each other?
The body is, then, a double-walled sac, and the ten-

tacles are simply extensions of this sac. Watch the
movements of the different parts of the body. Can
hydras move from place to place ? If so, how is this
accomplished? Look in the body cavity for foreign
matter which has been taken in through the mouth
as food. Look also for minute particles obtained by
the digestion of such food matter. These particles
may often be seen in motion, caused by contractions

2.

I
il
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of the body walls, or by the action of cilia lining the

body cavity. Look for knob-like extensions of thu

side of the body. Buds are formed as outgrowths
of the body walls with a cavity continuous with the

body cavity. Place in a dish by itself with some
aquatic plants, a hydra bearing buds, and watch from
day to day the development of the bud into the form

of the parent. Observe the free circulation of food

material from the parent to the bud. Watch the

formation of tentacles. Look also for a thinnino-

away of the free end of the bud.

What is the greatest number of buds found on anv
one specimen? Are buds borne on buds? By means
of a pipette transfer a hydra in a large drop of water

to a slide. Cut two strips of thick paper a quarter of

an inch long and one-sixteenth of an inch wide and
lay one on each side of the drop of water. Carefully

place the coverslip on the water, with its edges rest-

ing on the papers so as not to crush the specimor..

Examine now with a quarter or one-fifth inch

objective. Observe the cells of which the body walls

are composed. Note the knotty appearance of the

tentacles. In these projections of the tentacles and

in the wells of the body are certain distinci oval

cells, the thread cells. Place a drop of acetic acid

on the slide at one edge of the coverslip, and touch

the opposite edge of the coverslip with a pi^ce of

blotting paper, meanwhile watching the specimen

closely. Examine carefully to see the thre ,d-like

prolongations of the thread cells wliich have been

discharged as a result of the irritating acid. Small

animals coming in contact with the tentacles are
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•paralyzed by means of these threads which are sud-
denly shot out; the tentacles then carry the victim
to the mouth, and it is swallowed.
Note the simplicity of the structure of hydra— the ab once of any distinct nervous system,

-nd all special organs of circulation and respira-
tion.

It is stated that hydras have been cut into
slices, lengthwise and crosswise, and each part not
only continued to live but grew into a perfect
hydra.

Besides multiplying by budding, hydra also pro-
duces ova and spermatozoa in projections of the body
walls. Both kinds of sexual elements are produced
in the same individual. Such lu animal is called a
hermaphrodite.

There is a large group of animals, almost without
exception marine, constructed on essentially the same
plan as hydra, though often much more complicated.
Hence the hydra is the type of the group known as
the Hydroids. Many of them live in colonies, as
if the young hydras, instead of dropping off from
the parent and becoming distinct individuals,' re-

mained attaciied with a free comnv^nication between
them all. At least two distinct (orms of individuals
are commonly found : —
a. A hydra^like form, devoted to obtaining and pre-

paring nourishment for the colony, hence called
the nutritive zooid.

b. Modified forms, producing tlie generative ele-

ments, the generative zooids.
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c. Besides these two are oftcxi found forms modified

for protection, etc.

If a stained and mounted specimen of a carapanu-

larian or oth-.r hydroid be at hand, it will be found
very useful in showing these points.

The different kinds of individuals, though often

greatly modified, still show the essential plan of the

hydra. Some hydroids have a tube of hard material

developed by the outer layer, and at the base of the

colony some kinds secrete a layer of this material

incrusting the object on which the colony is borne.

Some forms spread by runners like strawberries.

One form is common on the shells inhabited by her-

mit crabs. Others are attached to seaweed, while still

others are dredged up from great depths of the ocean.

Among certain forms of hydroids the generative

zooid becomes peculiarly modified in form, and ulti-

mately becoming detached, is known as a free gener-
ative zooid, jelly-fish, or medusa. These jelly-fi ihes,

or medusae are usually either bell-shaped or umbrella-

shaped, the part answering to the top being called the

bell or disk. Corresponding to a short handle is the

manubrium. This has at its free end an jpening,

the mouth. The handle is hollow, and communi-
cates with tubes radiating through the disk, answer-

ing to the umbrella rays. These tubes are connected

by a circular tube, extending around the margin of

the disk. Along this margin are tentacles and organs

for receiving impressions of light or sound. Most
jelly-fishes swim by contracting the umbrella-like disk.

Along the radiating tubes, or in the manubrium,
are borne the generative elements ; the eggs develop
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into hydra-like forms, whicli, on becoming attachr 1,

give rise by a process of budding, to a hydroid colony,

some members of which assume a medusa form, thus

completing the cycle. This mode of development
has been called, though inappropriately, an alterna-

tion of generations. All jelly-fishes do not, however,
develop in this way. Jelly-fishes are richly supplied

with lasso-cells, and the larger ones sting severely,

being dangerous to bathers.

Read the description of Cyanea and other jelly-

fishes in " Seaside Studies."

THE SEA-ANEMONE.

In its general form the sea-anemone resembles a hydra,

having a cylindrical hollow body attached by one end to

some foreign object, ^id at the free end a mouth sur-

rounded by tentacles. In its internal structure, however,
the sea-anemone presents some new features. The mouth,
instead of opening directly into the body cavity, as in the

hydra, opens into a stomach which hangs like a bag sus-

pended in this cavity ; the stomach has no bottom, but at

its lower end communicates freely with the body cavity.

The body wall and stomach may be represented by a

glove-finger with its tip cut off and the open end turned
back part way into the larger part of the finger.

The cavity ol the body is divided into a series of radial

compartments by fleshy vertical partitions, the mesente-
ries, which extend inward from the body wall, som.e reach-

ing the stomach and being attached to it, others not ex-
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tending so far inward as the stomach. Each tentacle

connnunicates witli one of these radial compartments, and
is to be rega.-ded as a mere extension of part of the body
i;avity.

Alcoholic specimens should be sliced transversely and
longitudinally. In a transverse section of the lower part

of the body there will be seen the body wall with a series

of partitions extending inward and ending in a free edge.

The section across the upper pait of the body shows an
outer circle, the body wall, an inner circle, the stomach
wall, and, connecting the two, the radially arranged parti-

tions, (;r mesenteries. Like the hydroids, the sea-anemontj

is well provided with lasso cells.

Food is taken into the mouth, digested in the stomach,
then passed, mixed with sea water, into the body cavity,

through which it is made to circulate by the contractions

of the body walls. The indigestible portions of the food
are expelled from the stomach through the mouth.

TJie tentacles are often brilliant and variegated in color;

and when the sea-anemone is expanded, it well proves the

fitness of its name. For a very interesting description of

these beautiful animals read Mrs. Agassiz's little book, " A
First Lesson in Natural History" (No. IV. in "Guides for

Science Teaching ").

CORAL POLYPS.

The coral polyps are similar to the sea-anemone in their

general structure. They usually grow in colonies with
their bases connected by a continuous layer of living

matter, from which the polyps grow by budding.
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Througli this common base the cavities of the polyps
communicate, niore or less directly, so that foud obtained
by one may nourish the whole colony. The coral polyps
also differ from the seu anemone in forminj^ a deposit of
hard matter. Representatives of the two kinds of coral
should now be examined.

-•o*

STONY CO.- ALS.

{^Corms Froper.')

In a piece of stony coral, or compound skeleton of a
colony of coral polyps iGalaxea is a good form to study),
make out the following points :—
1. The nature of the material itself; test by putting a

very small piece into weak xcid, or by touching the
specimen with a drop of acid.

2. The cup, or theca, formed by an individual polyp,
often traceable as a long tube. OU rve,

a. The uuter wall of the cup.

h. The partitions, or septa, extending inward from
the wall of the cup.

3. Between the cups, the porous limy secretion, which
was secreted by the common body substance, or cce-
nosarc, connecting the individual polyps.
Imagine the sea-anemone depositing limy matter in

the base of its body wall, forming a cup; fleshy radial
ridges rising from the floor and wall of the cup be-
tween the mesenteries, and a similar deposit in these
ridges

;
thus it will be seen how the cup is formed by
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the individual polyp. By the continued growth of

the polyp, and the continuation of the limy deposit,

Ihe cup becomes an elongated tube. By budding are

formed the branches of these tubes, increasing in size

and in the number of partitions as they grow.

4. Between the cups, a porous secretion of the same ma-
terial as that in the cups. This is deposited in the

common fleshy base, filling up, in some forms, the

spaces between the cups ; and when one polyp dies, its

cup is covered over and buried out of sight by this

secretion of the common base.

5. Make a drawing of a mass of stony coral, showing
the general arrangement of the cups, their mode of

branching, and the common secretion between them.

6. Draw a cup as seen from its free end. Make also a
drawing of a cross-section of the same cup toward
the smaller end.

In the stony cords the mesenteries are always in

pairs, and the fleshy ridges, in which are secreted the

septa, arise between them.

The tentacles are generally in multiples of six, and
are not fringed. It is of this kind of coral that the

reefs are formed.

SEA-FEATHER, OR SEA-FAN.

In a sea-feather, e.g.^ Muricea, note :
—

1. An outer bark-like layer ; with the thumb-nail scrape

off a little of this layer and pulverize it between the

thumb and linger; mix this powder with water and

examine under a microscope. A better way to see
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the spicules is, to thoroughly clean them by boiling
some of the outer layer in caustic [jotasli. In this

layer are holes from which the polyps protruded. In
this form, then, the secretion is wholly in the living

matter between the polyps, the bark-like layer being
composed of the dried flesh in which the spicules lie

imbedded.

Strip off a piece of the bark-like layer and note the
grooves on its inner surface. By examining the end
of this piece it may be seen that these grooves are
caused by a series of tubes running lengthwise near
the inner surface of this layer. Find the openings of
the tubes where they were broken ; these tubes con-
nect the polyps of the colony.

2. The central axis of horn-like substance. Test its flexi-

bility and strength. Observe the grooves on its sur-

face, and the relation between them and the tubes
above noted. This horny axis is excreted by the
walls of thes-3 tubes, and is not penetrated by liv-

ing matter like the outer layer. In the precious red
coral the central axis is formed in the same way, but
is calcareous instead of horny, and the outer bark-like
layer has been removed.

3. Note the mode of branching in a sea-fan, comparing
the margin with the central portion to see how the
meshes are formed. Remove some of the outer layer,

and compare with the sea-feather. In this group
(including sea-feathers, sea-fans, the precious red coral,

etc.) each polyp has eight fringed tentacles; also
eight mesenteries, which are never in pairs. An alco-
holic specimen, with the polyps expanded, should, if

possible, be examined.

f ^-,

'«•<
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Tlic liy<li('i<ls, jelly-fishes, sea-anemones, and coral

polyps with iiianv oihcr iiiterestiii*; forms, beloiij^ to

the braiiL'h Coelenterata. The co'lenterates are many-
celled, radially symmetrical animals, and never pos-

sess a digestive tube wholly cut off from the bod'

cavity.

SPONGES.

Each pupil should have a small si)ecimen of a commer-
cial sponge, showing large holes at the toj), but not with
large holes running straight through.

The teacher will need several specimens of larger

sponges; one of the simple calcareous sponges, in alco-

hol ; a piece of a commercial sponge in alcohol, showing
the sponge-flesh still in place ; a silicious sponge ; and
slides showing sponge spicules.

The i)upil should make out the following points from
his specimen :

—
1. Its elasticity ; test first the specimen dry, and again

after ^vetting it. Compare the elasticity of different

kinds of sponges.

2. The fibrous structure ; with forceps tear off a bit of

the sponge and examuie with a lens. Then examine
under the microscope.

3. The sponge was r^ttached by its basal surface to rock.

Find where it iias been trimmed away with shears

;

perhaps if this has not been thoroughly done, some
bits of rock may be found clinging to the base.

4. Examine now the different channels by which the

sponge is perforated.

m <
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c.

a. Large crater-liko tubes, opening at the top ()f the

sponge. Looking into tiiese, it may be seen that

they give ofV b'anches. If you can see right

througii the sponge by looking into these open-

ings, you may know that too much of the base

has been cut away» and your specimen is not a

good one. With a razor or sharp knife, cut the

sponge in two down one of these large tubes, and
examine from the inside,

b. Trace the branches of the large tubes by gently

pushing into them a probe (a wire with a little

knob on one end). These lead, usually, to hole?

seen on the outside.

Grooves on the surface of the sponge, some shal-

low, others already becoming enclosed by the

union of the tufts of fibres outside of them ; in

this way is formed another set of tubes ((/).

Tubes running parallel to the surface of the

sponge, whose cut-off ends may be seen near the

margins of the split sponge. Hold the half

sponge up to the light to see the radiating fibres

and the concentric series of holes indicating the

mode of growth of the sponge.

Minute branches of the above tubes penetrating

the sponge in all directions.

It must be borne in mind that the sponges we buy

are only the skeletons of sponges. In the living

sponge the skeleton is entirely imbedded in soft liv-

ing matter, and the skeleton cannot be seen on the

exterior ; in fact, its fibres are not very evident in a

section of a fresh sponge. The outside of the sp)onges

whose skeletons we buy, when alive resembles, in color

d

e.

^mu.

T
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and general appearance, the back of a kid glove, vary-

ing from dark reddish-brown to almobc black. The
consistency of the living sponge is about the same as

that of beef liver. If one of these live sponges be

watched, a current of water is found to come out of

the larger holes at the top, and currents pass in

through the numerous smaller holes on the exterior.

If the sponge be handled, many of the smaller holes

close and entirely disappear.

In order to understand a little more clearly the

structure of the common sponge, and to see how the

currents of water are maintained, an examination of a

simple sponge will be useful. Our simplest sponges
have no elastic skeleton composed of horny fibres like

those of the commercial sponge, but have little needle-

shaped and three-pronged spicules of limy matter.

One form common on the northern Atlanta coasu

is a simple or branched white tube, an inch v<r so in

height and sometimes as thick as a pigeon's quill.

These are in clusters, attached by one end and open at

the other. Imbedded in the wall of each tube are the

spicules above mentioned, projecting both on the out-

side and on the inside. The inside of the tube is lined

with cells bearing cilia which, by their vibration, drive

the contained water out of the mouth of the tube ; to

replace which, water enters through many holes which
pierce the wall of the tube. In sponges a little move
complicated, the cilia, instead of lining the main tube,

are limited to small pouches, or lateral branches of the

main tube, extending into the body wall and communi-
cating with the exterior through small pores. In others

tiie CiiiU are lound only in ceiiaia enlarged portions
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of these radiating tubes. This represerts the condi-

tion in the commercial sponges; certain cavities are

lined with cilia and are connected on the one hand
with the smaller tubes entering the whole surface of

the sponge, and on the other with the large tubes
opening at the top. These cilia cause the currents

above mentioned. Thus the sponge gets both food
and oxygen.

Sponges (including, besides those already men-
tioned, silicious sponges, whose spicules are flinty)

constitute the branch Porifera.

For a very interesting account of the gathering and
preparation of sponges for the market, read " Com-
mercial and Other Sponges" by Hyatt (No. III. in

"Guides for Science Teaching").
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REVIEW OF ALL THE ANIMALS STUDIED.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

li.

12.

13.

14.

How many different plans of structure have been shown by the
animals thus far examined ?

How many different ways of eating, and how do the digestive
organs differ ?

What different arrangements for the circulation of the blood?
Compare the various methods of breathin"-.

In what ways do animals effect motion and locomotion?

Describe the different sorts of organs of feeling, seeing, hearing,
smelling, and tasting.

Describe the methods of producing sounds.

What different kinds of coats do animals wear?

What weapons ^f attack and defence do they carry?

What different kinds of skeletons?

How many kinds of animals are native to your neighborhood?

The animals of a given region constitute its fauna. Thus, the
fauna) of North and South America are unlike; and North
America may be divided into regions having more or less dis-
tinct fauna}.

What characters are common to all the animals you have studied 1

What is an animal ?

-•o»-

8.

7.

6.

5.

d.

BRANCHES OF THE ANIMAL KINGDOM.

(^Packard.^

Vertebrata: Mammals, Birds, Reptiles, Batrachians, Fishes, eta

Arthropoda: Crustacean.^ and Insects, Spiders, Myriapods, etc.

Mollusca
: Bivalves, Snails, Cuttle-fishes, etc.

Vermes: Wv.'-ms.

Echinodermata
: Crinoids, Starfishes, Sea-urchins, etc.
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^. Cflelenterata
: Hydroids, Jelly-fishes, I'olyps, etc.

2. rorifera: Spoiii^cs.

1. Protozoa : Auioeba, Paramojcium, Vorticella, etc.

BOOKS OF REFERENCE FOR THE ZOOLOGICAL
LABORATORY.

Of the following books, Nos. 1 to 9 are almost indis-

pensable. For general reference, at least, one of the first

three should be at hand, and every one of 4 to 9 gives

great aid in practical work.

1. Text-Book of Zoology. Ciaus & Sedgwick. Macmillan & Co.
2 vols. aS.OO.

Zoology. Packard. Henry Holt & Co. 83.00.

Text-Book of Zoology. Nicholson. D. Appleton & Co. $1.50.

Handbook of Invertebrate Zoology. Brooks. Cassino.

8;}.oo.

Practical Biology. Huxley & Martin. Macmillan & Co.
$1.50.

Practical Physiology. Foster & Langley. Macmillan & Co.

$2.00.

Guides for Science Teaching. Hyatt and others. D. C.

Heath & Co. 10-40 cts. each.

First Book of Zoology. Morse. D. j>.ppleton & Co. $1.00.

Zootomy. Parker. Macmillan & Co. $2.25.

The Crayfish. Huxley. D. Appleton & Co. $1.75,

Anat<'MY of Vertebkated AM) Invertecrated Animals.
Huxley. 2 vols. D. Appleton & Co. $2.50 each.

Guide to the Study of Insects. Packard. Henry Holt &
Co. $5.00.

Insects Injurious to Vegetation. Harris. Cassino. $0.00.

2.

3.

4.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

!!
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14.

15.

PRACTICAL ZOOLOGY.

10.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

;3o.

Saunders. J. B. LippincottInsects Injurious to Fruits.

& Co. ^;j.<Jo.

Vegetable Mould and Earthworms Darwin. D. Applo-
ton & Co. iJl.oO.

The Naturalist's Assistant. Kingsley. Cassino. $1.50,

Comparative Zoology. Orton. Harpers. 81.80.

Seaside Studies in Natural History. :Mrs. E. C. and
Alexander Agassiz. Houghton, Mifflin, & Co. 8:5.00.

Spidkrs, their Structure and Habits. Emerton. Cas-
sino. 81.50.

Life on the Seashore. Emerton. Cassino. 81.50.

Manual of the Vertebrates. Jordan. A. C. McClurg &
Co. 82.50.

Synopsis of the Fishes of North America. Jordan &
Gilbert.

Key to the Birds of North America. Coues. 810.00.

The Butterflies of the Eastern United Stated French.
J. B. Lippincott & Co. 82.00.

The Cat. Anatomical Technology. Wilder & Gage. Barnes.

81.00.

The American Naturalist. Cope & Packard. Monthly.
81.00 a year.

The Riverside Natural History. Kingsley. 6 vols. Hough-
ton, Mifflin & Co. 830.00 to 812.00.

Practical Zoology. Marshall & Hurst. London: Smith,

Elder & Co.

Dissection of the Dog. Howell. Henry Holt & Co.

Biology. Sedgwick & Wilson. Henry Holt & Co.
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TYPES OF INVERTEBRATE ANIMALS FOR
SCIENCE-TEACHING.

Protozoa. Number of
Specinienc.

1. Foramini/eral sand in vial. Florida i

Sponges.

2. Spongia, Commercial hard head sponge. Dry. Florida Keys . 10
3. Spongia, Commercial hard hzad sponge, cut sections. Dry.

Florida Keys jn

4. Calcareous sponge. Dry. "West Indies \
5. Euplectella. Venus flower basket. Silicious sponge. Dry.

Philippines Islands
j

6. Chalinula. Dead-man's finger. Dry. New England coast

.

6

Hydroids.

7. Tulularia in vials. Ale. New England coast 6
3. Tubularia in vial. Exhibition cluster. Ale. New England

coast
2

9. Camptumlaria. Ale. New England boast 1
10. Serrtilaria. Dry. New England coast 2

Corals.

11. Metridium. Sea-anemone. Ale. New England coast . . 6
12. Galaxea. Stony coral. Dry. Pacific Ocean 1
13. Madrepora. Stag-horn coral. Dry. West Indies ... 10
14. Pocillopora. Coral. Dry. West Indies 3
15. Oculina. Coral. Dry. Pacific Ocean .'

2
16. Manicina. Rose coral. Dry. West Indies

.'

3
17. Fungia. Mushroom coral. Dry. Pacific Ocean .... 1
18. Tubipora. Organ-pipe coral. Dry. Island of .Java . . . «
19. Hhtpidogorgia. Sea-fan. Dry. West Indiea 1

i \
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^^^^^H 20

^^^Hn 21

^^H 22

HjH 23.

'"^^^^^1

^Hd 24.

'->"' ^"^n,_ .
.>

25.

26.

^H'-'

Ibn. 27.

^^^^^^^He^ '

28.

29.

^^Ik'' 30.

^^^;
•

^Hp 31.

IP^W 32.

^^l||S

33.

34.
""

-.r^_ " •;.: '-.-

35

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.
i^H^Bl'-, Ad•10.

Number of
Speciiiicna

Echinodermata.

Asterins. Starfish for dissection. Ale. Xew England roast. 10
Anterins. Starfish. Dry. New England coast lo
Strongylocentrolus. Sea-urcliin for dissection. Ale. New Eng-

land coast iQ

Strongylocentrotus. Sea-urchin without spines. Dry. New
England coast

jq
Echinarachnius. Sand-dollar with spines. Dry. New Eng-

land coa.-,t o

Echinarachnius. Sand-dollar v.-ithout spines. Dry. New
England coast

2
Caudina. Sea-cucumber. Ale. New England coast ... 2

Worms.
Nereis. Sea-wo'-m in tesUube. Ale. New England coast .

Nemertines. Sea-worm in test-tube. Ale. New England coast
Spirorhis on seaweed. Dry. New England coast
Serpula. Dry. New England coasu

1

1

10
o

Eryozoa.

Escharelln. Dry. New England coast i

Mtmbranipora. Dry. New England coast 2

Mollusks.

OMren. Oyster. Dry. New England coast . .

Pecten. Scallop. Dry.« New England coast

Meleayrina. Pearl-oyster. Dry. Pacific Ocean
Mytilus. Mussel. Dry. New England coas^ .

Mytilus. Mussel. Ale. New England coasv

Mya. Clam. Ale. New England coast . . .

Mya. Clam. Dry. New England coast . . .

Unio. Fresh water mussel. Dry. New England States

Enmtella. Razor-clam. Dry. New England coast
]\Tactra. Sea-clam. Dry. New England coast . .

Vennx. Quahog. Dry. New England coast . .

Pnludina. Fre«b •'nter snail. Dry. New England States
Planorbis. Fresh water snail. Dry. New England States
ijimax. Land-aiiaii in vial. Aic. New England States .

10

10

1

10

1

10

10

1

1

10
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}7. Helix. Land-snail. Dry, New Engi.iiid States
}S. Chiton. Soa-siiail. Dry. West Indies

41). Crepidula. Boat-shell. Dry. New England coast
50. Patella. Limpet. Dry. New England coast .

51. Ctjpraea. Tiger cowry, Dry. Island of Java .

52. Oliva. Olive. Dry. Pacific Ocean
53. Litlorina. Periwinkle. Ale. New England coast
54. Littorina. Periwinkle. Dry. New England coast
55. Lunatia. Sea-snail. Dry. New England coast
50. Purpura. Sea-snail. Ale. New England coast

57. Purpura. Sea-snail. Dry. New England coast
58. Buccinum. Whelk. Dry. New England coast

50. Ommastrephes. Squid. Ale. New England coast

60. Sepia officinalis. Cuttle-fish. Dry. Mediterranean

61.

62.

63.

64.

65.

66.

67.

Crustacea.

Acorn barnacle. Dry. New England coast

Number of
Hpecinieni.

6

1

6

6

2

2

10

10

2

10

10

2

1

1

Balanus.

Astacus. Crawfish. Ale. New York State

Eupagurus. Hermit-crab in vial. Ale. New England coast
Eupagurus. Hermit-crab in shell. Dry. New England coast
Cancer. Rock-crab. Dry. New England coast ....
Crangon. Shrimp in vials. Ale. New England coast . .

Limulus. King-crab, moult. Dry. New England coast . .

6

1

1

1

2

10

1

The above collection, carefully prepared and designed
especially for class woik by N. L. Wilson, 170 Tremont
Street, Boston, Mass. Duplicate specimens may be ob-

tained upon application by addressing the above.

Price fOx collection of 300 specimens, including packing,
$25.00.

The Zoology, for which the above list was prepared, is

Coiton's, mentioned on the fourth page of this leaflet.

I
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of clam, 50.

of craytish, 24.

of cricket, V.

of frofc, 88.

of Kraesliopper, 6,

of rabbit, 121.

of Bow-buK, 36.

Air-bladder, HS.

Air-sacH, R, IIU.

Amu;ba, fi2.

Analogy, So.

Antenna, 1, 10, 29.

Araohnida, 22, 40.

Arteries
of clam, 52.

of crayftMh, 32.

of fi«li, 79.

of froif, 90.

of pigeon, 113.

of rabbit, 123, 132.

of sheep, 138, 142.
of »nake, 100, 101.

Arthropoda, 40.

Assimilation, 65.

BatrHchia, 97.

Beetle, 17.

Bell animalcule, 60.
Bladder

of fish, 78.

of frog, 89.

of rabbit, 122.

Blood
circulation of, 91.

of earthworm, 41.
of froif, 'J2.

Books of reference, 18L
Brain
of fish, 82.

of froK, 92.

of pigeon, 115.

of rabbit, 126, 129.
Breeding cages, xv.
Bumble-bee, l\

.

Butterfly, 11.

Cabbn^e ^-orm, 13.
Cspca
of fish, 77.

of grasshopper, 7.

of pigeon, 112.

of rabbit, 122.

of starftsh, 104.

Capillaries, 91.

Carapace
of crayfish, 24.

of turtle, 102.

Cartilasr, 135.

CephalothoraT.
of crayfish, 24.

of spider, 21,

Ciiia, no, 09.

Clam, 46,
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Classiflcation, 12, 20, 40, 180.
C(£lenteratd, 17'J.

Coleoptera, 1''.

Collecting i ...cts, zii.

Coral polyps, 172.

Crayflnh, 24.

Crickot, 9.

Crustacea, 35, 37, 33, 40.
Cyclops, 37.

Development, 119.
of buitcrily, 13.

of chick, 118.

of clam, 55.

of crayfish, 35.

of dragon-fly, 19.

of fly, 16.

of frog, 96.

of grasshopper, 8.

of sea-urchin, 164.

Diaphragm, 124.

Differentiation, 60.

Digestion, 65.

Digestive organs
of clam, 53.

of coral Dolyps, 173.
of crayfish, 33.
of earthworm, 41.

of fish, 76.

of frog, 89.

of grasshopper, 7.

of hydra, 167.

of pigeon, 112,

of rabbit, 121.

of sea-urchin, 163.
of snake, 100.

of starfish, 154.
of turtle, 103.

Diptera, 16.

Dissecting pan, xvl, 3>

Dragcn-fly, 19.

fear
of crayfish, 29.

of fish, 84.

of pigeon, 105.
Earthworm, 40.

Echinodermata, 164-

Egg
of butterfly, 13.

of crayfish, 35.

of Cyclops, 38.

of fish, 78.

of fly, 16.

of frog. 89.

of grasshopper, 6, 8-

of hen, 116.

of mammal, 118.

of sea-urchin, 165.

of sow-bug, 37.

Embryology, 119.

Esophagus. .See liullet.

Eustachian tube, 88, 134.

Eye of beetle, 17.

Eye of fish, 73, 83.

of grasshopper, L
of ox, 145.

of snail, 57.

Excretions, 65.

Feathers, 107.
Fi8h, 70.

Fly. 15.

Frog, 8«.

Function, 46.

Oanielia
of clam, 55.

of crayfish, 34.

of earthworm, 43.

of grasshopper, 8.

of rabbit, 128.
Gill

of clam, Int.

of crayfish, 28.

of fish, 74.

Oland, salivary,
of rabbit, 133.

Glottis
of frog, 88.

of snake, 100.
Grasshopper, 1.

Gullet
of crayfish, 33.
of earthworm, 42.

of fish, 77.

of rabbit, 122.
of sheep, 136.

of snake, 100.

Heart
of clam, 51.

of crayfish, 32.

offish, 79.

of grasshopper, 6.

of pigeon, 113.

of rabbit, 132.
of sheep, 136, 139, 142
of snake, 100.

of turtle, 103.

Hemiptera, 17.

Hermaphrodite, 44, If*
Homology, 85.

Hydra, l66.

Hymenoptera, 11.

Ingecta, 20, 40.

Intestine
of crayfish, 34.

of earthworm, 41.

of fit:., 77.

of grasshopper, *

of rabbit, 121.

of snake, 101.

JellyflBh, 170, V
Kidney
of clam, 53.
of fish, 78,

of frog, 90.

of pigeon, 114.
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INDEX.

Kidney Ovary Stomach
of »heop. 125. of pigeon, 114. of crayfish, 33.
of snakf, I'.'l. of snake, 101. of fish, 76.

Labor, physiological divig- of turtle, 103. of frog, 89,
ion of, 6«. Ovipositor

of bee, 11.

of pigeon, 112.
LacteaiR, r25. of rabbit, 122.
I^iynx, 147. of cricket, 9. of snake, lOO.
Lcpidoptera, 12. of grasxho])! er, 6. of starfish, 15.'i.

Ligament, 13£. PancrvH* of turtle, 103.
Liver of frog, 89. Synovia, 135.
of ciam, 53. of pigeon, 112. Teeth
of crayflBh, 33. of rabbit, 122. of clam-shell, .54.

of tiBh, 76. Paramu'cium, 58. of fish, 73, 80.

of pigeon, 111. Teristonii' of rabbit, 120.

of rabbit, 122. of sea urchin, 162. of sea-urchin, 163.
of 8nal<e, 101. of starfish, 154. of snake, 99.
of turtle, 103. of vorticflla, 61. Tendon, 111, 13.1.

Lung Peritoneum, 78, 121. Testis
of frog, 90. I'igeon, 1(15. of crayfish, 33.
of pigeon, 112. I'orifera, 179. of fish, 78.
of sheep, 136. I'rotophism, 63. of frog, 90.
of snake, lOO. I'rotozoa, 63. of pigeon, 114.
of spider, 22. I'seudopodium, 62. 0.' snake, 101.
of turtle, 103. Kabbit, ll.t. Thorax, 1, 15, 131.

Madreporlc body, 153,161. Keflex uclion, 93. Thousand legs, 22,
Nfanlie, 48. Reproductive organs Tissue, 66.
Medusa, 170. of crayfish, .'i:!. Tongue
Mesentery of earthworm, 42. of bee, 10.
of fish, 77. of fish, 77. of fish, 73.

of frog, 89. of frog, 89. of grasshopper, 2.

of pigeon, 112. of pigeon, 114. of pigeon, 106.
of rabbit, 122. of sea-urchin, 164. o{»8nake, 100.

of starfisti, 154. of snake, lol. Trachea. See Windplp*
Moiltisca, i)8. of starfish, 155. Trachea, 5.

Mounting insects, xiv. of turtle, 103. Tube feet, 154, 163.
Muscle Respiration, tit), 67.

Rotifer, 69.

Turtle, 102.
action of, 95. Tympanum, 5, 87.
insertion of, 94, IIL Sea-anemone, 171. Uterus. 11«.
origin of, 94, 111. Sea-fan, 174. Veins
sheath of, 94, 111. Sea-feather, 174. of fish, 76.

structure of, 94, 136. Hea-urchin, 160. of frog, 91.
Muscles Segmentation, 119, 166. of grasshopper, 3.

of clam, 50. Skeleton of pigeon, 110.
of crayfish, 33. of fish, 80, 81. of rabbit, 123, 133.
of earthworm, 43. of frog, 95. of fcheep, 138.

valves n, 142.of eyeball, 83, 144. of pigeon, 115.
offish, 81. of •urtle, 104, Vermes, 45.
of frog, 94. Snail, .56. Vertebrae, 81.
of grasslioppcr, 7. Snake, 98. Villi, 124.

of rabbit, 121. Sow-bug, 36. Vocal cords, 149.
Myriapoda, 23. Spermatozoa, 165. Vorticella, 60.

Nerves Spider, 21. Water system
of clam, 55. Spinal cord of sea-urchin, 164.
of crayfish, 34. of fish, H2. of starfish, 15!t.

of earthworm, 43. of frog, 93. Wheel animalcule, 69.
offish, 77, 8:i. of pigeon, 115

reflex action of, 93.

Windpipe
of frog, 92. of pigeon, 106.
of pigeon, 110. of rabbit, 126. of sheep, 136.
ofr.^bbit, 130. Spiracle, J of snake, 100.
of si irrisii, 1.j4. Spleen of turtle, 103.

Neuroptera, 20. of fish, 77. Wings
Nutrition, 66. of frog, 89. 0.' beetle, 18.

OrRaii, 45. of pigeon, 112. of butterfly, 12.
Orthoptera, 10. of rabbit, 122. of crickef, 9.

Ovary 01 BiiaKr, iOi. Ol ii^ , i.'), 10.

of criiyfisb,33. Spoy.pcs, 176. of gra8shopi)er, 3.
Oi fish, 77. .Squash-bUK, 17. of pigeon, 106.
of frog, 89. Starfish, 150. Worms, 45.
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SCIENCE.

40 cts.

Sluler'8 First Book in Geoloev. F„ri,;.», 1. i •. ..

school, ,...„. B.una in b-aTSplIVnU^'rlS.' ^.^t"'
^'^" '^^ «"""»"

Ballard's Worii of Matter, a Guide to Min.„lo^ a„d Chea.iMry. ,.00.

Shepard'8 Briefer Course in Chemistry ; with Chapter on Orranic

^''Tff/r
^'^*?'' Chemistry. rhe portion on organic chemU»., io Shep.r-'.Briefer Course is bound in paper separately. Paper. 30 cts

oncp.™

Shepard'8 Laboratory Note-Book. Blanks for experiments: table, for the re.actions of met.illic salts. Can be used with any chemistry. Boards. 40 cts

Benton's Guide to General Chemistry, a manual for the laboratory.

^"S'Slon^'P"?'-
Chemistry. An Introduction to the Study of ,h. Compound.

01 t^arDon. tor stuaents of the pure science, or its applicitiun to arts. I1.30.

^'''lu o'l^Inic-'rf'"f
°'"5' ^*°"*^- Containing direction, for a cour« of experimentsm Organic Chemistry, arranged to accompany Remsen's Chemistry. Boards. 40 cts.

^'An^alS^^V''^ ^"H^f^'f•„ ^'"^ ^ '^"" ^y"'"" °' Elemenury Qualita iveAnalysw »• 01 high schools and toUegos. 60 cts.

Grabfield and Burns' Chemical Problems. For preparatory .choois. 60 ct..

Chute's Practical Physics. a laboratory book for high schools and collcg,« study-ing physics expenmentally. Gives free details for laboratory work. J1.25.

^°l*f°f' I T'^^^}'^'^f^
Zoology. Gives a clear idea of the subject as a whole, bv the

careful study of a few typical animals. 90 cts.

Boyer's Laboratory Manual in Elementary Biology, a guide ,o thestudy of anima s and plants, and is so constructed as to be of no help to the pupil unlesshe actually studies the specimens.

^^*?!® 1!^,®^?°^^ in Microscopy. This book givesin detail descriptions „t methodsmat wiu lead any careful worker to successful results in microscopic manipulation. >i.6o.

Spalding's Introduction to Botany. Practical Exercises in the Study of Plants
by the laboratory method, go cts.

Whiting's Physical Measurement, intended for students in Civii, Mechani-
cai and Klectrical Engineering, Surveying, Astronomical Work, Chemical Analysis. Phys-
ical Investigat.' 1, .;nd other branches in which accurate measurements are required.

Fifty measurements in Density, Heat, Light, and Sound. $1.30.
Fifty me.-isMremen;i in Sound, Dynamics, Magnetism, Electricity. $1.30.
Pniiciplei and Methods of Physical Measurement, Physical Laws and Princi-

ples, and Mathematical and Physical Tables. |!i..^o.'

Appendix for the use of Teachers, including examplei of observation and re-
di-ction. Part IV is needed by students only when working without a teoeher.
fi.30.

Parts I-III, in one vol., J3.25. Parts I-IV, in one vol., ^4.00.

WilUams's Modem Petrography. An account of the application of the micro,
scope to the study of geology. Paper. 25 cts.

For elementary works see our list of books in Elementary Science.

D. C. HEATH & CO., PUBLISHERS.
BOSTON. NEW YORK. CHICAGO.

I.

II.

III.

IV.



Elementary Science.

Bailey's Grknmar School Physics, a series of inductive lessom in the tUmtnu

of the scitnce. In /"ress.

Ballard's The World of Matter. A K"iH<- tn the study o( chemistry and mineralogy

;

adapted to -.he grneral roadt-r. f-r ip ;s ., text-book or as a nuule to the teacher in giVin«

ob)cctleHsnns. 2''4 1>»K"- Illustrated. $i.<x).

Clark's Practical Methods in Microscopy. Cives in detail description* of methods

that will luad the c.irclul worker to sue. esslul results. 233 pai;"- H'-^trated. >i.6o.

Clarke's Astronomical Lantern, intended t.> familiarize students with the constella-

tions by tomp.innK them with fa. -similes on the lantern face. With seventeen slidei.

j;ivinR twenty-two constellations. f\ S°-

Clarke's How to find the Stars. Aectmpanics the above and helps to an acquaintance

with tlie csnstellatioiis. 47 pages. I'apcr. iscts.

Guides for Science Teaching. Teachers' aids in the instruction of Natural History

classes in the lower t;railes.

I Hyatt's Alxiut I'ebbles. aft pages. Paper. 10 cts.

If t;(Kid.ile's A KewConmion Plants. (.1 pages. Paper. 20 cts.

Ill Hyatt's Commenialailcl other Sponges. Illustrated. 4.I pai;es. Paper. 20 ct«.

Agassi/'s First Lessons in N.itural History. Illustrated, b^ pages Paper.

Hy.itt's\'orals and F.chino<lerms. Illustrated. 32 pages. Paper. 30 cts.

Hyatt's MolUisca. Illustrated. 65 pa^es. Paper. 3oct.<i.

H-att's Worms and Crustacea. Illustrated. 6H pages. Paper. 30 eta.

H /att's Insecta. Illustrated. 324 p.iRes. Cloth. $f.2S.

I rosby's Common Minerals and Rocks. Illustrated. 200 pages. Paper, 40

cts. Cloth, f>o cts.

Richard's First Lessons ii. Minerals. 50 pages. Paper. 10 cts.

Bowilitch's I'hvsioloKV. s"* l'''>K''S- ''aper. 20 cts.

Clapp's 36 (Observation Lessons in Minerals. 80 pages. Paper. 30 cts.

Phenix's Lessons in Chemistry. Jrt press.

Pupils Note-Hook to accompany No. 15. 10 cts.

Rice's Science Teaching in the School, with a course of instruction in science

loi th» lower grades. 4^. pa^ s. Paper. 25 cts.

Ricks'? NatUial History Object Lessons. Supplies information on plants and

their products, on animals and their uses, and gives specimen lessons. Fully I'lustrated.

332 pages, f 1.50.

Ricks' s Object Lessons and How to Give them.
Volume I Cives lessons for primary grades. 200 pages. 00 cts.

•^'olume 1 1, (iives lessons lor grammar and intermediate grades. 212 pages. 90 rts.

Shaler'S First Book in Geology. For high school, or highest class in gramn.i .'.I; )0l.

'72 pages. Illustrated, fi.oo.

Shaler'S Te:»cher's M^thous in Geology. An aid to the teacher ui ^m-
74 pages. Paper 25 cts.

Smith's Studies in Nature. A combination of ratural history lessons and language

work. 48pa-es. Paper. >5Cts,

Sent by mail postpaid on receipt ofprice. See also our list of books in Science.

IV.

V.
VI
Vll

VIII
XII

Xlll
XIV
XV
XV i

D. C. HEATH & CO., PUBLISHERS,
BOSTON. NEW YORK. CHICAGO.



Arithmetic.
Aids to V^umber. ~ First Series. Tru>urs' Edition.

Oral Work —One to ten. 15 care's witli coiiLise directions. Hv Anma B. Bam*-*
Principal of Training ScNool, Lcwistoti, Me., formerly of Rice Training School, «.i>.v..n.'
Retail price, 40 cents.

zAids to t^umber.— First Series. puf^Us' Fjnion.

Written work. — One to ten. Leatherette. Introduction pfice, 25 centa.

Aids to €^umber. — Second Series. Trachers' Edition.

Oral Work. —Ten to One Hundred. With esi)ed.il reference to multiples of numbers
from I to ID. 3J cards with concise directions. Retail price, 40 cents.

Aids to [^limbers. —Second Series. Pupus' Edition.

Written Work. —Ten to On« Hundred. leatherette. Introduction price, ajoaals.

The Child's U^umber Charts. By ann* h. bai.lam.

Manilla card, 11 x 14 inches. Price, 5 cents each ; <l4.oo per hundred.

^Drill Charts. By C. p. Howland, Pnncipal of Tabor Academy, i^ar.on. Mass.

For rapid, middle-grade practice work on the Fundamental Rules of Arithmatic. Two
cards, 8x9 inches. Price, 3 cents each ; or #2.40 per hundred.

1(eview Number Cards. By eli^ m. pibrcb, of Providence, r. i.

For Second and Third Year Pupi'.s. Cards, 7 x c inches. Pnct, 3 cents each ; or la.4a
per hundred. •

Picture Problems. By miss h. a. luudington,

Principal of Training School, Pawtucket, R. I. ; formerly Teacher of Methods and Train-
ing Teacher in Primary Department of State Normal .Sci. X)l, New Britain, Conn.,
and Training Teacher in Cook County Normal School, Normal Park, 111. 70 colored
cards, 4x5 inches, printed on both sides, arranged in 9 sets, 6 to 10 cards in each set,
with card of directions. Retail price, 65 cents.

,-Mathematical Teaching; and its (Modern CMethods.

BvTrum\n Henry Safforu, Ph. D., Professor of Astronomy, Williams College,
Mass. Paper. 47 pages. Retail price, 35 cents.

TheNew Arithmetic.

By joo authors. Edited by Skymour Eaton, with Preface by T. H. Sapfokd, Prd
feiwr of Astronoii.y, Williams College, Mass. Introduction pri. e, 75 cents.

D. C. HEATH & CO., Publishers,

BOSTON, NEW YORK, AND CHICAGO.



MATHEMA TICS.

Bowser's Academic Algebra, a complete treatise through the progressions, ioclad

ia{ Permutations, Combinations, and the Binomial Theorem. Half leather. ^1.35.

Bowser's College Algebra, a complete treatise for colleges and scientific schools.

Half leather. $1.65.

Bowser's Plane and Solid Geometry. Combines the excellences of Euclid with

those of the best modern writers. Half leather. j!i.3S-

Bowser's Plane Geometry. Half leather. 85 ct*.

Bowser's Elements of Pl&ne and Spherical Trigonometiy. A brief course

prepared especially for High Schools and Academies. Half leather. |i.oo.

Bowser's Treatise on Plane and Spherical Trigonomet/y. An advanced

work which covers the ^ itire course in higher institutions. Half leather. ^1.65.

nanus's Geometry in the Grammar Schools. An essay, together with illustrative

class exercises and an outline of the work for the last three years of the grammar school.

5a pages. 25 cts.

Hopkin'S Plane Geometry. On the heuristic plan. Half leather. 85 cts.

Hunt's Concrete Geometry for Grammar Schools. The definitions and ele-

mentary concepts are to be taught concretely, by much measuring, by th s making of

models and diagrams by the pupil, as suggested by the text or by his own invention.

100 pages. Boards. 30 cts.

"Valdo'S Descriptive Geometry. A large number of problems systematically ar-

ranged and with suggestions. 90 cts.

The New Arithmetic. By joo teachers. Little theory and much practice. Also ac

ixctllent review bo^k. 230 pages. 75 cts.

For Arithmetics and other elementary work see our list 0/books in Number.

D. C. HEATH & CO., PUBLISHERS,
BOSTON. NEW YORK. CHICAQO.



t)eatb'0 rt>obern Xanauaoe Seriea,
Introduction prices are quoted unless otherwise stated.

FRENCH GRAMMARS AND READERS.
Edgren's Compendious French Grammar, a working Rrammar for hieh school

or college ; adapted to the needs of the beginner and the advanced scholar. Half leather
fl.l2.

Edgren's French Grammar, Part I. For those who wish to leam quickly to read
French. 35 cts.

Supplementary Exercises to Edgren's French Grammar (Locard). French-
English and Lnglish-French exercises to accompany each lesson. 12 cts.

Grandgent's Short French Grammar. Brief and easy, yet complete enough fo.-
all elementary work, and abreast of the best scholarship and practical experience of
to-day. 60 cts. With Lessons and Exercises, 75 cts.

Grandgent's French Lessons and Exercises. Necessarily used with the Short
French Grammar. Ftnt Year's Course for Grammar Schools, No. w First Yea''

s

Course for High Schools, No. i ; First Year's Coursefor Colleges, No. i. Limp cloth.
Introduction price, each 15 cts. (excepting Coursefor Grammar Schools, 25 cts.)

Grandgent's Materials for French Composition. Five graded pamphlets

/"•"^Ij r / f'
'^ ^""^ B'lrt.La derniireClasse, Le Siige dt Berlin, Peppino,L AbbJ Constanttn, respectively. Each, 12 cts.

/'f'""'

Kimball's Materials for French Composition. Based oa La Beiu-Nivernaise,
and a little more advanced than the last in above series. 12 cts.

Storr's Hints on French Syntax. With exercises, interleaved. Flexible cloth
30 cts.

Houghton's French by Reading. Begins with interiinear. and gives in the course

l°ar^ Ht?f lealh^r «? 12^
''"'^''^ grammar, with reading matter, notes, and vocabu.

Com-
Fontaine's Livre de Lecture et de Conv rsation. Entirely in French.

bines Reading, Conversation, and Grammar. Cloth. 90 cts.

Lyon and Larpent's Primary French Translation Book. An easy be-
ginning reader, with very full notes, vocabulary, and English exercises based on the latter
part 01 trie text. Clotn. 60 cts.

Super's Preparatory French Reader. Complete and graded selections of interest
ing French, with -otes and vocabulary. Half leather. 80 cts.

French Fai^ Tales (Joynes) With notes, vocabulary, and English exercises based oa
the text. Paper, 35 cts. Cloth, 50 cts.

Heath- s French-English and English-French Dictionary. Recommended at all
the colleges as fudy adequate for the ordinary wants of students. Cloth. Retail price, li.tp.

Complete catalogue of Modern Language texts sent on request.

D. C. HEATH & CO., PUBLISHERS,
BOSTON. NEW YORK. CHICAGO. LONDON.



fbcatb^e nDobern Xanauaoe Serlea.
Intrrduction prices are quoted unless other-wise stated.

GERMAN GRAMMARS AND READERS.
Joynes-Meissner German Grammar, a working Grammar, sjffidently elemen*.

ary for the beginner, and sufficiently complete for the advanced student. Half leather.

,
#1.12.

Alternative Exercises. Can be used, for the sake of change, instead of those in
the ycy««-Afeiij«*f itself. 54 pages. 15 cts.

Joynes's Shorter German Gramn r. Part I. of the above. Half leather.
80 cts.

Harris's German Lessons. Elementa.7 Gramm.ir and Exercises for a short course,
or as introductory to advanced grammar. Cloth. 60 cts.

Sheldon's Short German Grammar, for those who wr.nt to begin reading as
soon as possible -nd have had training in some other languages. Cloth. 60 cts.

Babbitt's German at Sight. A sylLibus of elementary grammar, with suggestions
and practice work for reading at sight. Paper. 10 cts.

Faulhaber's One Year Cpurse in German, a brief synopsis of elementary
grammar, with exercises for translation. Cloth. 60 cts.

Meissner's German Conversation. Not a phrase book nor a method book, but a
scheme of rational conversation. Cloth. 75 cts.

Harris's German Composition. Elementary, progressive, and varied selections,
with full notes and vocabulary. Cloth. 50 cts.

Joynes's German Reader. Begins very easy, is progressive both in text and notes,
contains complete selections in prose and verse, and has a complete vocabulary, with
appendixes, also English Exercises based on the text. Half leather. 90 cts.

Deutsch'S Colloquial German Reader. Anecdotes as a basis for colloquial work,
followed by tables of phrases and idioms, and a select reader of prose and verse, with
notes and vocabulary. Cloth. 90 cts.

Boisen'S German Prose Reader. Easy, correct, and interesting selections of graded
prose, with copious notes, and an Index to the notes which serves as a vocabulary.
Cloth. 90 cts.

Grimm's MSrchen and Schiller's Der Taucher (Van der Smissen). Bound in
one vcilume. Notes and vocabulary. The Marchen in Roman type; Der Taucher in
German type. 65 cts.

Andersen's MSrchen (Super), Easy German, free from antiquated and dialectical ex-
pressions. With notes and vocabulary. Cloth. 70 cts.

Heath's German-English and English-German Dictionary. Recommended
at all the colleges as fully adequate for the ordinary wants of the student. Clotl: Re-
tail price, #1.50.

Complete catalogue of Modern lam^uage texts sent ok request.

D. C. HEATH & CO., PUBLISHERS,
BOSTON. NEW YORK. CHICAGO. LONDON.



English language.

Hy ie'S Lessons in EKglish, Book I. For the lower grades. Contains exercise!

for reproduction, picture lessens, letter writing, u^es of parts of speech, etc. 40 cts.

Hyde's Lessons in English, Book II. For Grammar scheoU. Has enough tech-

nical grammar for correct use of laneuage. 60 cts.

Hyde's Lessons in English, >f.r > II with Supplement. Has, ia additi*n

to the aboTe, 118 pages of techn.' mmar. 70 cts.

Supplement bound alone, 35 cts.

Hyde's Adranced Lessons in English. For advanced classes in grammar schoals

and high schools. 60 cts.

Hyde's Lessons in English, Book II with Advanced Lessons. The Ad-
vanced Lessons and Book II bound together. 80 cts.

Hyde's Derivation of Words. 15 cts.

Mathews's Outline of English Grammar, with Selections for Practice.
The application of principles is made through composition of original sentences. 80 cts.

Buckbee'S Primary Word Book. Embraces thorough drills in articulation and in

the primary difHculties of spelling and sound. 30 cts. «

Sever'S Progressive Speller. For use in advanced primary, intermediate, and gram-
mar grades. Gives spelling, pronunciation, definition, and use of words. 30 cts.

Badlam's Suggestive Wessons in Language. Bemg Part I and Appendix of

Suggestive Lessons in Language and Reading. 50 cts.

Smith's Studies in Nature, and Language Lessons. A combination of object

lessons with language work. 50 cts. Part I bound separately, 25 cts.

MeiklejOhn'S English Language. Treats salient features with a mkstr-'s skill anc?

with the utmost clearness and simplicity. $1.30.

MeiklejOhc's English Grammar. Also composition, versification, paraphrasing, etc.

For high schools and colleges, go cts.

Meiklejohn's History of the English Language. 78 pages. Part ill of Eng-
lish Language above, 35 cts.

Williams's Composition and Rhetoric by Practice. For high school and col-

lege. Combines .he smallest amount of theory with an abunr'^^ce of practice. Revised
edition, ^i.oo.

Strang's Exercises in English. EA.t.tiples in Syntax, Accidence, and Style for

criticism and correction. 50 cts.

Huffcutt's English in the Preparatory School. Presents as practically as pos.

sible some of the advanced methods of teaching English grammar and composition in the
secondary schools. 25 cts.

Woodward's Study of English. Discusses English teaching from primary school t«

high coUe^iiie vk-ork. 25 cts.

Genung's Study of Rhetoric
making of literature. 25 cts.

Gcodchild's Book of Stops.

Shows the most practical discipline of students for tm

Punctuation in Verse. Illustrated. 10 cts.

See also our liii of booksfor the study ofEnglish Literature.

D. C. HEATH & CO., PUBLISHERS,
BOSTON. NBW YORK. CHICAQO.
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ENGLISH LITERATURE.
A manual for high schoola

Hawthorne and Lemmon's American Literature
and academies. #1.25.

^*?nd1oiiee« ^^f"^ °! Engiisa Language and Literature. For high school,

'^''^^'^IX^^^'Zt^''^''"''^'^''^''''''- "''-''" ^"' ^V of English

Hodgkins' Studies in English Literature. Gives full lists of aids for laboratory

Wckens xSra^kLiy h'^'"'°'^' S"'"'^«'' ^^'""^ Shelley. Keats, MacauLy.L»icKens, Ih.ickeray Robert Brownin?, Mrs. Brown.ng, Carlyle Georne Eliot IVnnv

WhitfVr 'hoV;.^"'°h' T ^"^l'""'*
'^^"'S. Bryant, Hawlhorne". •Longfellow. Emei^^orWhittier, Holmes, and Lowell. A separate pamphlet on each author. Price « cts each'or per hundred, #3.00 ; complete in cloth (adjustable file cover. $, .50). >V.^

'

®*''!?ofe"'^o®ct^s''"^^'^
Prometheus Unbound. With introduction and copious

^he^fo'^
Wordsworth's Px-elude. Annotated for high nchool and college. Neverbefore published alone. Sects

^Uf;L^tSJKef.?^Jr^^^^^^^ '----- -»> ^ view to illustrate

^'w^o!d!w^!!!;fp7o°e'''L'
^"**^- -<^ E-*y- '- poetry. Contains the be.t o,

George's Webster's Speeches. Nine select speeches with notes. ^,.50.

George's Burke's American Orations, cloth. 65 cts.

George's Syllabus of English Literature and History. Shows in parallelcolumns, the progress of History and Literature. 20 cts.
Parauel

^°'ll°o'L^,°*'°^"'*'°'!.*°
Browning, a guide to the study of Browning's Poetry.Also has 33 poems with notes. |i.so.

"="y.

Corson's Introduction to the Study of Shakespeare, a critical study ofShakespeare's art, with examination questions. J1.50.

v.*« »iuay oi

Corson's Introduction to the Study of Milton. /«/r,«.

Corson's Introduction to the Study of Chaucer. /« /ress

'""i^lStit^i^J^ir S°i"^'
^"^^ ^'^''- ^™^- '^« -^'y 0^ '^-^ ^^^^

Simonds' Sir Tho-jias Wyatt and his Poems. ,68 pages. Wi.h biography andcritical analysis of his poems. 75 cts.
uiograpny, ana

Hall's BeOWU'.f. A metrical translation. «..oo. Students' ediMon. 35 cts.

'''Tl?l^^.Z!'.±fj'''''- ^ -- ^' «- -'"-' ^ving selections from the

See alta our list 0/books/or the study «/the English loHfua^.

D. C. HEATH & CO., PUBLISHERS.
BOSTON. NEW YORK. CHICAGO.



History.

Shaldon't General Eibtory. For high school and college. Th« only history fol.

lowing the " seminary " or laboratc- ^. now advocated by all leading teachers.

Price, i5i.6o.

Sheldon's Oreek and Soman Hiatory. Contains the first 250 pages of the above
book. Price, Ji.oo.

Teacher's ManusI to Sheldon's History. Puts iato the instructor's hand the key
to the above system. Price, 80 cents.

Gives list of essentialSheldon's Aids to kiie Teaching of General History.
books f( r reference library. Price, 10 cents.

Bridg^an's Ten Years of Massachusetts. Pictures the development cf the

Commonwealth as seen in its laws. Price, 75 cents.

Shuni':;ay's A Day in Ancient Borne. With 59 illustrations. Should find a place

as a supplementary reader in every high school class studying Cicero, Horace
Tacitus, etc. Price, 75 cents.

Old South Leaflets on TJ. S. Hiatory. Reproductions of important political and
historical papers, accompanied by useful notes. Price, 5 cents each. Per hun-
dred, J3.00.

This general series cf Old South Leaflets now includes the following subjects :

The Constitution of the United States, The Articles of Confederation, The De-
claration of Independence, Washington's Farewell Address, Magna Charta, Vane's
" Hoaling Question," Charter of Massachusetts Bay, 1629, Fundamental Orders
of Connecticut 1638, Franklin's Plan of Union, 1754, Washington's Inaugurals,

Lincoln's Inaugurals and Emancipation Proclamation, The Federalist, Nos. i

and 2, The Ordinance of 1787, The Constitution of Ohio, Washington's Letter to

Benjamin Harrison, Washington's Circular Letter to the Governors. (38 Leaflets

now ready.)

Allen's History Topics. Covers Ancient, Modern, and American history, and
gives an excellent list of books of reference. Price, 25 cents.

Fisher's Select Bibliog. of Ecclesiastical History. An annotated list of the

most essential books for a Theological student's library. Price, 15 cents.

Hall's Methods of Teaching History. " Its excellence and helpfulness ought to

secure it many readers." — The Nation. Price, ipi.50.

Wilson's The State. Eleme. *s of Historical and Practical Politics. A text-book

for advanced classes in iiigh schools and collegss on the organization and func-

tions of governments. Retail price, §2.00.

D. C. HEATH & CO., Publishers,

BOSTON, NEW YORK AND CHICAGO.



Civics, Economics, and Sociology.

Boutwell's xhe Constitution of the United States at the End of the First
Century. Contains the Organic La- . of the United Sta.es, with referrnco. to thedecsions of the Supreme Court which , lucidate the text, and an historical chapter re-
viewing the steps which led to the adoption of these Organic Uws. In press.

Dole's The Amsrican Citizen. Designed as a text-book in Civics =vad moral, for the
higher grades of the grammar school as well as for the high school and academy Con-
tains Constitution of United States, with analysis. 336 pages. $ i 00

Special editions are made for Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Missouri, Nebraska, No. Dakota.
So. Dakota, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Kansas, Texas.

GooHale's Questions to Accompany Dole's The American Citizen. Con
tains, beside questions on the text, suggestive questions and questions for class debate
87 pages. Paper. 25 cts.

Gide's Principles of Political Economy. Tra.slated from the French by Dr.
Jacobsen of London, with introduction by Prof. James Bonar of Oxford. 508
pages. J2.00.

(

'^

Henderson's Introduction to the Study of Dependent, Defective, and
Delinquent Classes. Adapted for use as a text-book, for personal study, for
teachers and ministers' institutes, and for clubs of public-spirited men and women ergageam considering some of the gravest problems of society. 387 pages. Jljo.

Hodgin's Indiana and the Nation. Contains the Civil Government of the State
as well as that of the United States, with questions. i,j8 pages. 70 cts.

Lawrence's Guide to Internatioral Law. a brief outline of the principles i,nd
practices of International Law. In press.

Wenzer s Comparative View of Governments. Gives in parallel columns com-
parisons of the governments of the United States, England, France, and Germany 26
pages. Piper. 22 cts.

Wilson's The State. Elements of Historical and Practical Politics. A text-book on
the organizat.on and functions of government for high schools and colleges. 720 pa^es
$2.00.

Wilson's United States Government.
60 cts.

For grammar and high schools. 140 pages.

Woodburn and Hodgin's The .American Commonwealth. Contains several
orations from Webster and Burke, with analyses, historical and explanatory notes, and
studies of the men and periods. 586 pages. ^1.50.

Sent by mail, post j^aid on receipt0/prices. See also our list of books in History.
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GEOGRAPHY AND MAPS.

Heatll's Practical School Maps. Each 30 x 40 inches. Printed from new platM
and thow'ng !«teit political channel. The common school set consists of I-{emispheres,

No. America, So. America, Europe, Africa, * '..., United States. Eyeletted for han|^D{
on wall, sinjly, %\.it, ; per set of seven, $7.00. Mounted on cloth and rollers. Singly,

I2.00. Mounted on cloth per set of seven, %\i 00. Sunday School set. Canaan and
Palestine. Sincly, ^1.25 ; per set of two, la.oo. Mounted, $2.00 each.

Heath's Outline Map of the United States, invaluable for marking territorial

rrowth and for the graphic representation of all geographical and historical matter. Small
(desk) size, 3 cents each; ^1.50 per hundred. Intermediate sizt; 30 cents each. Large
tize, 50 cts.

Historical Outline Map of Europe. la x i8 inches, on bond paper, in black outline.

3 cents each ; per hundred, $3.25.

Jackson's Astronomical Geography. Simple enough for grammar schools. Used
for a brief course in high school. 40 cts.

Map of Ancient History. Outline for recording historical growth and statis^ks (14 x

17 in.), 3 cents each ; per 100, 12.25.

Nichols' Topics in GeOgl aphy. A guide for pupils' use from the primary through
the eighth grade. 6$ cts.

PicturesC[tte Geography. 12 lithograph plates, 15 x 20 inches, and pamphlet describing

their use. Per "itt, f3.00; mounted, ^5.00.

Progressive Outline Maps: United states, »Worid on Mercator's Projection fi3 x
;o in.) ; North America, South America, Europe, •Central and Western Europe, Africa,
Asia, Australia, *Briti»h Isles, *Engb-..d, 'Greece, 'Italy, New Enplane", Middle Atlan-
tic .States, Southern States, Southern .States— western section. Central Eastern States,

Central Western States, Pacific States, New York, Ohio, The Great Lakes, Washington
(State), 'Palestine (each 10 x 12 in.). For the graphic representation by the pupil of

geography, geology, history, meteorology, economics, and statistics of all kinds. 3 cents
each; per hundred, ;Ji.5o.

Those marked with Star (') art also printed in black outline for use in teaching history.

Redway'3 Manual of Geography. I. Hints to Teachers; II. Modern Facts and
Ancient Fancies. 65 cts.

Redway's Reproduction of Geographical Forms. I. Sand and ciay-ModeHing;
II. Map Drawing and Projection. Paper 30 cts.

Roney's Student's Outline Map of England.
Literature, to be filled in by pupils. 5 cts.

For use in English History and

Trotter's Lessons in the New geography. Treats geography from the human
p*iat of view. Adapted for use as a text-bock or as a reader. In prtst.

D. C. HEATH & CO., PUBLISHERS,
BOSTON. NEW YORK. CHICAGO.



Education.
Compayr^'S History of PedagOfy- " The best and most comprehensive history of

Education in Knglish." — Dr. G. S. Hall. %\-n-
C0mp*yr&- :• LectUies on Teachinj. " The best book in existence on the theory rnd

Fra<-tir.. ,A education."— Supt. MacAlister, Philadelphia. I1.75.

Compayr6's Psycholoty Applied to Education. A dear and concise sutement
of doctrine and application on the science and art of teaching. 90 cts.

De GarmO'S Essentials of Method. A practical exposition of method* with lUustra.
live outlines of common school studies. 65 cts.

De Garmo's Lindner's Psychology. ITie best Manual ever prepared from the
Herbartian standpoint. |i.oo.

Gill's Systems of Education. •• it treats ably of the Lancaster and Bell movement
in eKucation,— a very important phase."— Dr. W. T. Harris. Ji.25.

Hall's Bibliography of Pedagogical Literature. Covers every department of
education. Interle.ived, *>2.oo. fli.50.

Herford'S Student's Froebel. The purpose of this little book is to give young ptopie
preparing to teach a brief yet full account of Froebel's Theory of Education. 75 cts.

Malleson's Early Training of Children. • iTie best book for moti.ers I ever
read. ' — Elizabbth P. Peabouv^. 75 cts.

Marwedel's Conscious Motherhood. The untoi:mg of -he chad's mind in the
cradle, nurse-" and Kindergarten. $2.00.

Newsholme's School Hygiene. Already in use in the leading training colleges in
England. 75 cts.

Peabody's Home, Kindergarten, and Primary School. "The best book out-
side of the Bible that I ever read." —A Leading Teacher, f i.oo.

PestalCTZi's Leonard and Gertrude, "if we except 'Emile' only, no more im-
portant educat:niial book has appeared f,,r a centuiy and a half than ' Leonard and Ger-
trude. — rhe Nation. 90 cts.

RaaestOCk'S Habit in Education. " it will prove a ra . • find • to teachers wl,o are
seeking to ground themselves in the philosophy of their art."— E. H. Russkll, Worces-
ter I<l ormai School. 75 cts.

"A spirited and scholarly
Richter's Levana

; or, The Doctnne of Education.
book." — Prof. W. H. Payne. 1:1.40.

Rosmini's Method ir Education. "The most important pedagogical v«rork ever
written. — Thomas Davidson. J1.50.

Rousseau's Emile. "Perhaps the most influential book e-.er written on subject of
Education."— R.H. Quick. 90 cts.

Methods of Teaching Modern Languages. Papers on the value and on methods
ot teaching German and i rench, by prominent instructors. 90 cts.

Sanford's Laboratory Course in Physiological Psychology. The course
includes experiments upon the Dermal Senses, Static and Kina..»thetic Senses, Taste.
Smell, Hearing, Vision, Psychophybit. In Press.

Lange's Apperception
: A monograph on Psychology and Pedagogy Trans-

lated by the members of the Herbart Club, under the direction of President CharlwDeGarmo, of Swarthmore College, fi.oo.

Herbart's Science of Education. Translated by M.. and Mrs. Fclken with a pref-
ace by Oscar Browning. 5'oo,

^"".^J'l .^'^'"""^"F f\ ^^A^^^'^^-
"^^ '^ "^^ «^=* i'^'..-./ treatise covering in .

scientihc manner the whole field of child psychology. Octavo. Paper. 75 cts.

Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt ofprice.
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